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, COLLEGE . CALENDAR FOR THE YEAR l 928~ 1929 
1928 
September 22, Saturday, 4:00 p. m. . Meeting of Faculty · 
September 25, Tuesday, 9:00 to 12:00 and 2:00 _to ·4:00, 
. Registration of Student~ . 
September 26, Wednesday, (a) 8:00 a. m. Classes Begin 
(b) 10:00 a. m. First Assembly and· Formal 
Opening 
September 29, Saturday,· 8.:00 p. m. Y. U'. C. A. and Y. M. 
C. A. Reception to New Students and New · 
Members .of the F acuity in Recreation H-all 
October . 6, Saturday, 8 :·OQ p. m. Reception to College -at 
Woman's Club 
November 29, Thursday, holiday . . T hanksgi11ing Day 
December 15, Saturday, 12:00 Noon Fall Term Ends 
1929 
January 2, Wednesday, 8:00 a. m. · . . Winter Term Ope:ns 
February 20, Wednesday, 10:00 a. m. · .4nnual ~feeti_ng 
Board of Trustees 
February 22, Friday . . : . Winter -Park Civic Day 
10:00 a. m. . . . Bacheller Es.say · Contest 
February 23, Saturday . . . Alumni and Fou.nders Day 
10:00 a-. m~ Convocation; 12:00 rioon Alumni 
Meeting; 1 :00 p. m. Alumni Lunche9n; 4:00 · 
p. m. President's Reception; 8:00 p. _.m. 
Crew Night. 
February 24, Sunday . . - . . . . . Literary v·espers · 
"Rollins Animat.ed ~[ agazine" 
March 23, Saturday, .12:00 N·oon . Winter Term Ends 
March 25, Monday, 8 :00 a. m. . . Spring Term Opens 
April 27, Saturday, State Interscholastic H. S. · Wa_t~r ·Meet 
June 2, Sunday . . . BaC:calaureate Sund.ay . 
June ·4, Tuesday . . . . Meeting, Board of ·.Trustees 
June 7, Friday . . . . Commencement 
9 
·.,·· '. 
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- - - ·- · 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Hamilton ·Holt, · President 
William R. O'Neal, Secretary 
Ervin T. Brown, Treasurer 
Executive Committee 
Hamilton Holt, Ch.airman Donald A. C_hen~y 
Arthur Schultz 
Halsted W. Caldwell 
_ Harley A. Ward 
William R. O'Neal, Secretary 
Finance C ommi"ttee 
William R. O'Neal, Chairman Louis Boisot · 
Newton P. Yowell Luther W. Tilden 
Hamilton Holt . 
Terms to Expire ~1929 
Charles R . . Switzer . . . . . _ . Winter Park, F_lorida 
Edward S. Burleigh . . . . . . . ~ Tavares, Florida . 
Paul E. Stillman . . Glendale, California 
Luther W. Tilden . . . · . Winter Garden, . .- Florida 
Newton P. Yowell . . . . . . · Orlando, ·Florida 
Donald A. Cheney . .. . . . . . . Orlando, Florida 
T erm.s to Expire 1930 
William R. O'Neal . , . Orlando, Flotjda 
Louis Boisot .· . . . . . Chicago, Illinois. 
Fritz J. Frank . . . . . New York, New · York 
Arthur . Schultz . . . . . Winter Park, . Florida 
Halsted W. Caldwell . . . . . Winter Park, Florida 
Milton J. Warner . . . . . . Pine Orchard, Connecticut 
John H. Goss . . . . . . . Waterbury, Connecticut . · 
Terms to Expire 1931 - · 
George M. War.cl 
Irving Bacheller 
George W. Nash 
. . . . . Palm Beach, Florida 
. . Winter Park, Florida 
. . . . Yankton, South Dakota 
. ~- Sanford, Flori4a-T. W. Lawton . . . . . 
Harley A. Ward 
Joseph K~ Dorn . . . . . 
Joshua C. Chas·e . . . . . 
William T. Stockton . •· 
11 
. . . Winter · Park, Flqrida · 
. . Miami~ Florida 
Winter· Park, Florida 
Jacksonville, Florida 
OFFICERS OF AnM'INISTitATION 
Hamilton Holt 
President of the College _ 
George E. Carrothers 
-Dean of the C allege 
Ervin T. Brown 
Treasurer and Business Manager 
Frederic H. Ward 
Assistant · Treasurer 
Emilie B. Cass 
Registrar 
Frederick . S. · Andrews 
Director o.f the C onsrrvatory 
Hannah Gartland 
Dean of Women 
Ida Isabel Boyce 
Assistant to Dean of Women 
William R. O'Neal 
Secretary of the Board _of Trustees 
Alfred J. Hanna _ 
Executive Secretary, Alumni Association 
Jesse F. -Taintor 
Librarian 
Maude C. Carlson · 
.4 s sistant Librarian 
George C. Cartright 
Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings 
· Anna Foster Haggerty 
Director of the Commons 
Lida Woods, Secretary to the President 
Helen Gleason, Secretary to the Dean 
Vivian Johnson, Secretary to the .Treasurer 
12 
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OFFICERS OF AnMINISTRATION AND INSTRUCTION 
. Executive Officers 
HAMILTON . I-k>LT 
GEORGE E. CARROTHERS 
HANNAH GARTLAND 
EMILIE B. CASS 
ERVIN T. BROWN 
A. J. HANNA . . • 
LIDA Wooos . 1 
President 
. Dean of the · College 
/)ean of Women 
Registrar · 
Treasurer 
. Assistant to the President 
. Secretary of ihe F acuity 
FACULTY 01', ARTS AND SCIENCES 
HAMILTON HOLT . ' . Presiden-t 
A.B.. Yale: Po~t Gra<l., Columbia: Litt.D., Wooster College: LL.D., 
Oberlin, .Otterbein, . Ursinus and WUberforce; Editor'· Independent, 1897-
1921: Decorated Order of ·sacred Treasure (Japan); Officer, ·· Order of 
~orge I. (Greece): Officer, Order of Public Instruction :(France); 
Knight, Legion of. Honor (France); Officer, Crown of Italy; · Knight, 
Polonia Restitu~ (Poland); Knight of North Star (Sweden). Weinstock 
lecturer, University of California; Isaac Bromley lecturer, Yale . . Mem-
ber of · tbe Al!lerican Institute of Social Sciences, Simplified Spelling 
Board, etc. Rollins, 1925-
REV. GEORGE MORGAN WARD, D.D., LL. D.,_President Emeritus · 
THOMAS RAKESTRAW BAKER, PH.D., LL.D., Director of the 
Museum · 
Emeritus Professor of Natural Science; retired on the Carnegie Founda-
tion. · · . 
REV. CHARLES KIMBALL HOYT, A.M., D.D. 
Emeritus Professor of History and Biblical Literature; retired on the 
Carnegie Foundation. 
SusAN LONGWELL, A.M. 
Emeritus Professor of English; retired on the Carnegie Foundation. 
GEORGE E .. CARROTHERS Dean 
A.B., Chemistry, Incliana University; M.A. and Ph.D., · Columbia Uni-
versity; Division Superintendent of Schools and Assista.nt to Director 
of Education, Philippines;· Professor of Education~ . Mia.ml University; 
Professor of Education and Assistant Dean .. Cleveland School of Educa-
tion; Assistant Superintendent, Cleveland Public Schools. Lecturer, 
-summer sessions, University of Michigan; Ohio State University; Pr~ 
fessor of Education, Ohio University. Rollins, 1926- . 
TnoMAS PEARCE BAILEY, Professor · of Philosophy, ·Psycho!-
. ogy and Ethology 
A.B., South Carolina College; A.M. and Ph.D., University of South 
Carolina; Fellow; Psychology, Clark University; Associate Professor of" 
Education, University · of California: Professor of Psychology and Dean 
of Department of ·_. Education~- University . of. Mississippi; ·· .Professor of 
Philosophy, Psychology and Ethics, University of the South; Psycho!- . 
ogist, Mississippi State Insane Hospital; Author, 0 Love a.nd La.w," ·. 
_uRace Orthodoxy in the South." Rollins, 1926-
13 
.. ··. 
14 Rollins College 
JosEPH S. BUENO Professor of Spanish 
A.B., Coe ·college; M.A., State University of Iowa; Teacher of · Spanish, 
Wheeling (W. Va.) High School; Instructor of Spanish, State University 
of Indiana; Professor of History, "Gymnasio de La:vras",; Head of De-
partment of Romance Languages, University of Dubuque; Assistant 
Professor of Spanish, University of Florida. Rollins, 19.27-
CHARLES ATWOOD CAMPBELL, Professor of Biblical Literature 
· and Instructor in Entomology 
B.S., Kansas State Agricultural College; Field and Laboratory work, 
State Experiment Station, Department of Entomology; Post 'Grad:uate 
wor.k in Philosophy and Greek, Emporia College; B.D., Auburn Tbeolog 
ical Seminary: Instructor in Logic and Rhetoric, Auburn Seminary; 
. D.D., University of Denver. Rollins, 19.26-
GLEN E. CARLSON Professor of EconomicJ 
A.B. and M.A., University of Michigan; Instructor in Soci'ology. and 
Economics, Mt. Clemens High School, Michigan; Instructor in Sociology, 
Seattle Pacific College; Instructor in Sociology; University of Michi-
gan; Graduate work. University of Michigan and University of Wash-
ington; Member, Detroit Inter-Racial. .Commission, Summer -of 1926; 
Lecturer, Michigan State Normal College, Summer · of 1927: Lecturer. 
University of Michigan, Summer, 1928; Author. "The Negro in Industry 
in Detroit." Rollins, 1927-
RI CH ARD FEUERSTEIN . Professor of Modern Languages 
Ph.D., University of Vienna; Graduate student in Philology, Sorbonne, 
Paris; Professor, German and French in Staa~ Realschule and Gym- • 
nasium, Vienna, for six years; Fellow in Modern Languages, University 
of Pittsburgh. Rollins, 1921-
FREDERICK RAYMOND GEORGIA • • Professor of Chemistry 
B.Chem. and Ph.D., Cornell University; Division Sanitary Inspector of 
Water, A. E. F.: Fellow, American Public Health Association; Instructor, 
_Sanitary Chemistry, Cornell University; Sigma XI; -Author of articles in 
chemical resea~ch. Rollins, ~926-
J AMES 11. GLASS . Professor of Secondary Education 
A.B. and A.M.. Hamilton College; First Principal, Washington Junior 
High School, Rochester, N. Y.; Director of Junior High _Schools, Penn-
sylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Special Field In-
vestigator (1023) for Commonwealth Fund; Lecturer on Junior-Senior 
High School Education, State and National Education Associations; 
Professor of Secondary Education, summer sessions, Columbia Univer-
sity; University of Pittsburgh, University of Cincinnati, University of 
Pem1sylvania, University of California. Rollins, 1927-
EDWIN OsGooo GROVER . • Professor of Books 
Litt.B., Dartmouth; Studied at Harvard ·and in Europe; Assistant 
Editor, Ginn & Company; Editor-in-Chief, Rand McNally & Company; 
Editor and Vice-President, Atkinson, Mentzer & Grover; President, 
The Prang Company; now Chairman of its Board . of Directors. Lec-
turer, Bread Loaf School of English, summer sessio~, Middlebury Col-
lege. Member of the Bibliographical Society of America and• the Biblio-
. graphical Society of England. Author, "The Gift of Friendship," "Dinna 
Forget." Editor, · "Nature Lover's Knapsack," "My Little Book of 
Emerson," "My Little ·nook of Stevenson." Rollins. 1926-
HERMAN FERMAIN HARRIS Profess~r of English 
A.B., Ped. · B., t\..M., University of Missouri; Graduate Student, Yale~ 
Graduate Student, University of Paris, 1922-24; Columbia University, 
1925; Professor of Greek and Education, Emporia. College; Professor, 
Greek, Kenyon College; Professor of English, Fairmount College. 
Rollins, 1924-_ 
Faculty 15 
. LELAND HAl\,llLTON JENKS Professor. of History 
A.B., Ottawa University; A.M., University of Kansas; Ph~D., Columbia 
University; . Assistant Pr<>fessor of History,. Clark College; Associate 
Professor of _ History, Amherst College; Profe.ssor, Summer session, Uni-. 
versity of Chicago; Universify of Missouri; Author: "'fhe Migration- of 
British Capital to 1875," ·"American Policy in Cuba." Rollins, 1926-
CECIL F. LAVELL Professor of Education 
A.M., Queen's· University, Canada; Pb.,D., Columbia · ·University; Staff' 
Lecturer, University Extension ·Society, · PhHadelphia, Pennsylvania, · 
1899-1905; .Professor of History, Bates College, Trinity .College; .. Professor 
of History of Education, Queen's University; Lecturer and .Assistant 
Professor, ·Teacher's College, Columbia; Professor of . Hi~ory, Grinnell 
College, 1917-22; Professor· of History · of 'Thought, Grinnell, 1.922-27; 
Author, "Italian . Cities," "Imperial England," "Reconstruction and 
National Life." Rollins, 1927-28. · 
EMILIE WATTS McVEA Professor of English 
A.B. and A.M., George Washington University; Litt.I)., --pniversity of 
. Cincinnati; LL.D., University of North Carolina; Dean of · Women, 
University of Cincinnati; President, Sweet-Briar College; Lecturer for 
National _Y. W. C. A.; Author of educational articles and 1µon·ographs . 
. Rollins, 1926--'-- · · · 
RoBERT J. SPRAGUE, Professor of Economics . and Sociology · 
A.B.-, Boston -University;_ A.M., Harvard University; Ph.D., Boston . Uni-. 
versity; Professor of Economics and History, Knox Colleg~ (1901706); 
Professor of Economics and Sociology, . University of Maine (1906-11); 
Head of Division of Humanities and Professor of Economics and .Soci-
ology, Massachusetts Agricultural College (1911-20}; Special lecturer, 
Educational Corps, · A. E. F.; Banking Research Investigator, Carnegie 
Institution of Washington; Fellow, .American Association for Advance-
ment of Science; study and research in Europe: Phi Beta Kappa,, Pm 
Kappa Phi. Rollins, Dean and Professor, 1920-26; Professor, 1926-
JAMES B. THOMAS Professor . of Bible 
A.B., . Rutgers; B.D., Episcopal . Theological School; Ph.D., Halle (Ger-
many) ; Professor, Systematic Theology, University .of the Soutb; 
Author: "Religion: Its Prophets and False Prophets." Rollins, • 1926-
J. C. TH. UP HOF Professor of .Biology 
B.S., College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Frederiksoord; M.S., Uni-
- versity of Amsterdam; Ph.D., Highland University; Graduat~ study, 
Universities of Berlin, Switzerland, Italy, France,. Belgium, Sweden and 
Norway. Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew; British Museum- for Natural 
History" London; Instructor, Botany, Michigan Agricultural College; 
Assistant Professor, Botany, Michigan Agricultural College; Assistant 
Professor, Botany, University of Arizona; Director of E_xperiment Sta-
tion. Amsterdam, Holland~ Author of Die Pflanzengattungen. and of 
many scientific treatises published in America and Europe. Rollins, 
1921- .. 
WILLARD AusTIN WATTLES, Professor -or Literature and 
Journalism 
A.B . ., A.M., University of Kansas; Instructor, English. _Leavenworth High 
School; Fellow in English, University of Kansas; Instructor in English, 
Massachusetts Agricultural College. and University of Kansas;_ Graduate 
· student, Princeton ; Assistant P·rof ~r. English, Connec;ticut -Agricul-
tural College, and Oregon Agricultural College. Author of "Lanterns 
in Gethsemane:• "A Trail on Toby," "Compass for S.S.Uors," and other 
volumes. Member of the Poetry Society .of America, The Poets Club 
(N. Y.), aild N. E. Poetry Club. Rollins, 1927- · . 
16 Rollins College 
EDWARD FRANCIS WEINBERG . . Professor ofMathematics 
B.S., Manhattan College; C.E., Manhattan College; Clason -Military Col-
lege; Captain in U. S~ Army and Instructor · in Military Map Reading 
and Sketching. Rollins, 1923-
LYDE DRUMMOND HARRIS, Associate Professor of English 
and Literature 
A.B., Litt.B., Ellsworth College; B.S., Christian College; A~M., University 
of Missouri; Graduate wol"k (two years), University of Paris-; Student 
under Dr. Johannes Becker_, Berlin University {one year); Professor of 
English, Kingfisher · College; Professor of English, ·Ellsworth College, 
Iowa. Falls, Iowa. Rollins, 1924-
E. N. McWHITE Associate Professor of Physics 
B.S., Citadel. Rollins, 192i-1928. 
SARAH BucKLEY TAINTOR • Associate Professor of Latin 
A.B.. Upper Iowa University; A.M., Lenox College; --Graduate student, 
University of Chic.ago; Dean of Women, Lenox, College. Rollins, 1923-
1928. . 
ORPHA PoPE' GREY Assistant Professor in. Expression 
A.B., Oberlin; Special work, Normal School of Expressio:q, Chautauqua; 
New York, and Boston School of Oratory; Special work, School of 
Speech, Washington, D. C.; Principal, Normal Department, Montana In-
stitute; Head of Department of Expression, Cathedral School, Orlando, 
Florida. Rollins, 1922-
R uBY WARREN NEWBY Assistant Professor in Art 
Pupil of Catherine E. Cherry, Ruby Short McKinn; Graduate of Berk-
shire School of Art, Monterey, Mass.; Member, A_meric.an Federation of 
Art; President of the Orlando Art Association; Member of Board· of 
Directors ol the Southern States Art League. Jlollins, 1924-
J AMES FRANKLIN· BAILEY, Director of Physical Education 
and Coach 
B.A., Mississippi College; Athletic Director in Louisville High School; 
Assistant Coach, Rollins, 1927-1928; Coach at Rollins, 1928-
J EANNE MANTEAU BowMAN Instructor in French 
Ecole N ormale of Blois, France; Brevet Superieur; . Certificat d' Aptitudes 
Pedagogigues; -Oakland City College. Rollins, 1926-
A. s-. FLUNO 
Rollins, 1927-1928. 
HELE-N GLEASON 
Instructor · in Accounting 
Instructor in Secretarial Science 
B.S., Ohio University. Rollins, 192'.i-
SAM · H. · HrLL, Director of Physical Education and Coach 
B.S., University of · Illinois; Coach at Wesleyan University. Rollins, 
1927-1928. 
MYRTLE LucILE JACKSON, Ins.tructor ·in Physical Education 
A.B., College of William and Mary; Harvard University •Summer School 
of Physical Education; Certificate, The Central School · of Hygiene and 
Physical Educ_ation. Instructor, College of- William and Mary; Physical 
Director. Shorter College. Rollins, 1927-
MAR Y ALICE KIMMEL : Instructor in English 
A.B., Miami University, Phi Beta Kappa. Rollins, 192G-
I_ 
Faculty 17 
EDMUND ARTHUR MooRE I nst-ructo-r · in History-
A.B., A.M-., University of Minnesota. Research Fellow and-. Teaching . 
Assistant at -University of Minnesota. Teaching Assistant in ·European 
History, University of Minnesota and University of Chicago. Phi Beta 
Kappa. Rollins, · 1927- . · 
SoPHIE FRANCES PARSONS 1nstructor. in Art 
Art Institute of Chicago, Academy of Fine Arts, Albright Gallery~ Buf-
falo. Studied with Frederic Fursman of Milwaukee School of- Art and 
Ernest Bacheller hi Pasadena, California. Art supervisor, Azusa, Colo-
rado, and Monroviay California. Exhibited, Art. Institute of Chicago, 
Buff'alo Society of Artists, Florida Federation of Arts. Meinber, Buf-
falo Society of Artists; Orlando Art Association; Allied Arts. Rollins, 
.1928_. 
DoROTHEA THOMAS lnstru.ctor in Dramatics 
B.A., Smith College; Student of Repertory Theatre, Boston;: Member, 
Chronicle Players, Cleveland; Little Theatre Repertory; Professional 
stage. Rollins, 1925-
-
FREDERIC H. SPIGEL Instructor in· ·Art 
Studied with Robert Henri, Luis Mora, Walter Biggs, George Bridgeman, 
. C. K Chambers, Art Students League, New York. Fifteen years · ex,;, 
perience as Free Lauce Artist. in Advertising Art. Member Orlando Art 
Association. Rollins, 1.927-
BERNICE · SHOR Instructor in Biology 
A.B., A.M., Rollins College. Rollins,. 1026-
HAN N AH GARTLAND ·- • Dean of. women 
Graduate of Teachers' College (Columbia); Dean of Women; New 
Britain Normal School; Author of "The House of Cards/' etc. Rollins, 
1925-1928. 
JESSE Fox . TAINTOR , • Lib·rarian . 
A.B., Ripon College; S.T.B., Andover Seminary; D.D., Ripon College; 
Graduate Work~ University of Chicago; Professor of English Literature. 
Ripon College, 1905-21; Retired on --carnegie Foundation, 1921. Rollins, 
1923-1928. 
MAUDE C. CARLSON . Assistant Librarian 
A.B., University of Michigan. Rollins, 1927-
FLEET.WOOD PEEPLES . Director of A cjuatic. Sports 
Examiner for Red Cross Life _ Saving Corps; Chairman. Central Florida 
Chapter and Special Examiner, American National Red Cross, First 
Ai_d and Life Saving. Rollins, 19~2-
B. A. BuRKS ·. Cotlege Physician 
B.S .. , M.D., University of Alabama. 
CHARLES W. CHASE Rowing Coach 
B.S., Yale; Coxswain of Yale Varsity Crew. Rollins, 1926--:-
SPECIAL LECTURERS IN ,v INTER SCHOOL 
IRVING EACHELLE~, Lecturer and Consultant · in Fiction 
Writing . 
B.S., M.S., Litt.D., . L.H.D., St. Lawrence University; Author of _ "Eben 
Holden," "Dri · and I," "A Man For the Ages/' ~•In the Days of Poor 
Richard,"' "Dawn." r..ollins, 1927-
.. ~· : ~. 
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W. LEON DAWSON . Lecturer in Ornithology 
A.B. and A;M .. Oberlin College: B.D., Oberlin Seminary; A~thor, "Birds 
of Ohio," "Birds of Washington," "Birds of California"; Director of In-
ternational Museum Comparative Oology. ·Rollins, 1926-:-
FRANK FRENCH, A.N .A. Consultant in A rt 
Member National Academy of Design and Salmagundi Club, New York; 
Artists' Fund Society. Member International Jury of 4-rt, Paris, 1900; 
Chicago, Buffalo and St. Louis Worlds Fairs. Medals, Chicago, . Buffalo 
and St Louis . Fairs. Painter of Portrait, Landscape, and Miniature. 
Rollins, 1927-1928. 
CALE Y ouNG RrcE . Lecturer and Consultant in Poetry 
A.B. and A.M., Harva rd; Litt.D.. Rollins; Author of "From Dusk to 
Dusk," "Trails Sunward," _''A Pilgrim's Scrip;'' an.d many other ·volumes 
of p_oems. Also author of several volumes of poetic dramas, together 
with short stories and novels. Member of Poetry Society of America; 
Society of American Drafr!atists and Composers. Rollins, 1927~1928. 
ALICE HEGAN RICE, Lecturer and Consultant . in Fiction 
Writing · 
Litt.D., Rollins; Author of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Pat.ch," "Lovey 
Mary," "Sandy," "Captain June," "Mr. Opp," ·•'A Romance of Billy 
Goat Hill," ''The Honorable Percival,' ' "Calvary Alley," "Quinn" and 
others novels and stories. Rollins, 1927-1928. 
JESSIE B. R ITTENHOUSE (ScoLLARD), Lecturer and Con-
. sultant_ in the Art of Poetry Writing . 
Graduate, Genesee Wesleyan Seminary; Litt.D., Rollins; Instructor in 
English and Latin, Ackley Institute; Lecturer on Modern ·Poetry, Colum-
bia University~ with New York Times Review, and The Bookman; for 
ten years Secretary . of the Poetry Society of America; Organizer and 
President of the Poetry Society -of Florida. Author of "The Door of 
Dreams"; "The Lifted Cup"; ''The Younger American Poets." Editor, 
The Little Book of American Poets,· Little BQok of Modern Verse; 
Second Book of Modern Verse; The Third Book of Modern Verse; The 
Little Book of Modern British Verse. Rollins, 1927-
CLINTON ScoLLARD, . Lecturer and Consultant in the Art of 
Poetry Writing 
A.B., Hamilton College. Professor of English . Literature · at Hamilton 
College. Member of National Institution of . Arts and . Letters. Author, 
"Under Summer Skies"; "The Hills of Song"; ''The Lutes of Morn": 
"The Lyric Bough"; "Collected Poems"; "Lyrics of Summer"; and 
other volumes. Rollins, 1927-
VIRGINIA ROBIE Interior Decoration 
Pupil of Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; Art Institute, Chicago. 
Studied Historical Ornament with Louis Millet and St. John Granville 
(London) : · Former editor, "The House Beautiful";. former department 
editor, "Keith's Magazine"; author, "Historic Styles in Furniture"; 
"By-paths in Collecting"; "Sketches of Manatee"; ''The Quest of the 
Quaint." Rollin~. 1927-
RoLLINs · COLLEGE ScHooL OF Music 
HAMILTON HoLT, Lrrr.D., LL.D~ 
President , 
GEORGE E. CARR.OTHERS, PH.D. 
·Dean · 
FACULTY OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
FREDERICK STURGES ANDREWS. . . Director of School 
B.S .• Columbia University; Graduate student of Columbia University.;-
Teacher's Diploma. Institute of Musical Art, New York City; . Pupil of 
Gaston M. Detier, Organ: ;Percy Goetschius. Composltion; · Bertha Feirlng 
Tapper, Piano; Wesley Weyman, Piano. Instructor in -Theory and Con.: 
ducting, Tea.c.hers College. Columbia · University; Instructor in Plano and 
Theory, Institute of Musical Art; Concert Organist; _Conductorof. South 
Orange Choral Club: Ossining Men's Glee Club: Lakemont Park- (Penn.) 
Orche_stral Concerts; Winter Park Symphony Society. Rollins, 192~·1928. 
GRETCHEN Cox .- P_iolin 
Pupil of Max Bendix, former concert meister of the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra: Teacher's Certificate Course at Chicago · Musi~l College, un-
der the instruction of · S. J acobsohri ; Pupil of Theodore · Spiering . and 
Leon Sametini; · Head of Violin Dep·artment, Southwestern . College, Win-
field, Kansas; Successful concert artist in recital and · as . soloist with 
orchestra. Rollins, 1925---: · 
EDNA WALLACE JOHNSTON Pt!,blic ·school Music 
Mus.B.. Rollins College: Post Graduate student, Eastman School. of 
Music with· Chas. H. Miller, . Sherman Clute~ Rollins; - 1922-
LELA NILES Piano 
Graduate of . Cornell College Conservatory. Pupil of Josef Lhevinne~ 
Berlin; Instructor in Piano in . Southwestern College, Cornell- College, 
and Knox College. Rollins, 1923-1928. 
HERMAN F. SIEWERT, F.A.G.o. Organ 
Graduate Guilmant Organ School of New York City; Charter · member 
of Theatre .Organists, New York City; Concert organist; Composer. Rol-
lins, . 1928-
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COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 
Athletic Committee 
Dean Carrothers 
Coach Hill 
Mr. Brown 
Mayor Ward 
F. H. Ward . 
Mr. Greene 
Mr. Chase 
Dr. Gary 
Mr. Moore 
Bulletin C om.mittee 
Mr. Grover 
Dean Carrothers 
Mrs. Cass 
Mr . . Brown 
Mr. · Hanna 
President Holt, ex-officio 
On Educational Pol icy _ 
and Curriculum 
Mr. Georgia 
Mr. Jenks 
Miss McVea 
Mr. Andrews 
Mr. Bueno 
Mr. Carlson 
Mr. Weinberg 
Entrance Committee 
Dean Carrothers 
Mrs. Cass 
Mrs. Harris 
Mr. Jenks 
Mr. Hanna 
Rowing Co!'Lmittee 
Charles Chase 
Berkeley Blackman 
Langhorne Gibson 
Sam H. Hill 
·Faculty-Student Committee 
· Dean Carrothers 
Dean Gartland 
Mr. -Lavell. 
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Florence McKay . 
Allen Bartlett 
Mary Hall 
Ray Goodell 
Library Committee · 
Mr. Taintor 
Mrs. Carlson 
Mr. Gem·gia 
Mr. Grover 
Mr. Harris 
Miss Kimmel 
M.r. Lavell · 
Mus_eum Committee 
Mr. Baker~ Hon. Chairman 
Mr. Campbell, Chairman 
Mr. Weinberg 
Mr. Georgia 
Charles Magruder 
Radio Comm.ittee 
Mr. \Veinberg 
Mrs. Grey 
Mrs. Johnston 
Mr. Sprague 
Mr. McWhite . 
Social Committee 
Dean Gartland 
Mr. Bueno 
Mr. Carli;on 
Miss Cox 
Miss Jackson 
Mr. Peeples 
Mrs. Race 
Miss Thomas 
Frank Abbott 
Isabel Green 
On College Lecture Course 
Dr. Campbell, Chairman 
Mr. Irving Bacq.eller 
President Holt 
Dean Carrothers 
Mr. A. J. Hanna 
AN HISTORICAL SKETCH 
IN 188 l Loring A. Chase of Chicago and · Oliv~r . E. Chapman of Canton, Massachusetts, purchased_ a tract of six hundred acres of .land bordering on Lakes Virginia 
and Maitland. In February, 1885, the ;legislature of ·Flor-
ida granted a charter to the Winter Park Company whose· 
stockholders consisted of F. W. Lyman, Franklin ·Fairbanks, 
F. G. Webster, Loring Chase, A. W. Rollins, . W. C. ·Com-
stock, J. F . . Welborrte and :eighteen others, ma·ny of whom, 
attracted by the beauty of the region and the· conge11ial ·assO-: 
ciation, had already established winter homes in the vicinity. 
Thus the city of Winter Park was established by· a gto~p of 
broad~minded, high-spirited · people of the highest American 
idealism who determined. at the sta-rt to make this community 
one of the choice places in America. 
About the same time, Miss Lucy A. Cross, a graduate of 
Oberlin who had taught at Wellesley and who had ·come _to 
Florida to pioneer 'in the field of education; saw · the · possibil..: 
ities for ·a Florida college. Through her pastor, the Reverend 
C. M. Bingham of Daytona Beach, Miss Cross presented an 
appeal to the Congregational Churches · of Florida in t_heir 
annual session of 1884 which resulted ·in a res.olution that a 
first-class college be established in Florida. 
Several Florida communities extended invitations for the 
college to locate in their 1'.Uidst. · F. w~ Lyman was probably 
the first to suggest its location· in Winter Park. The. pla11 
was strongly championed by Dr. E. P. · Hooker, who 
"preached an eloquent sermon in the '-WWiinaU, JanuaryJS', 
1884," pointing out the need for such an insti\ution . . A. W. 
Rollins ·offered fifty thousand dollars and other. Winter Park 
donors increased · that amount· to one hundred and· ..'fourteen 
thousand dollars, which so fa·r exceeded . the offers of ~ther · 
towns that the college was located on the shores ·of Lake . 
Virginia . . It was named after the first generous donor and 
became the first institution of higher education in .. Florida~ 
The organization of the · College was immediately perfected · 
and a legal charter received from the L~gislature. The· offi~ 
cers of the .Board were F. W. Lyman, President; Rev. C .. M. 
Bingham, Vice-President; A. W. ~ollins, T'reasurer; Dr. -N. 
Barrows and Rev. S. D. Smith, auditors. Rev. E. P. Hooker 
was chosen first president of · the institution. · 
21 
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President Hooker soon announced that Mr. F. B. Knowles, 
of · Worcester, l\.f.assachusetts, had offered to erect the first 
important building, and "Knowles Hall" was · immediately 
begun under the · superintendence of George A. Rollins, and 
dedicated in · March, 1886. 
Sixty-six prospective . students were present at the opening 
session of the College on November 4, 1885, three freshmen, 
three students in the normal course, twenty preparatory 
pupils and ·about forty ready for the Training School. These 
were accommodated · in various places about towri until 
Knowles Hall and other necessary· buildings were completed. 
· Several of the outstanding periods iri the development of 
the College are worthy of note. During the first two years 
under the presidency . of Dr. Hooker, buildings were rapidly 
put up. "Pinehurst," (1885); "Lakeside" dormitory, (1886), 
and "Cloverleaf" dormitory, (1889), gave the College a re-
spectable start for teaching and housing its students. · Lyma·n 
Hall was built during President Fairchild's · administration, 
the gift of Mr. F. W. Lyman. 
Like all institutions in Florida, Rollins suff~red from the 
severe freezes of eighteen hundred ninety~five and ninety-
six. In this most discouraging period, Mr. ·George M. Ward, 
then a young man of great ability, became head of the 
College and with . splendid perseverance helped to pull it up 
from the depths of the "great freeze." In 1903 Dr .. Ward 
received an LL.D. degree from Rollins and resigned to be-
come President of Wells College. Dr. -William F. Blackman 
then became President of Kollins. 
Under Dr .. Blackman's leadership were built the . Studio, 
( 1906) ; Chase Hall, ·( 1908) ; Carnegie Hall, (1908); Knowles 
Hall, (rebuilt, 1910); the President's .House, ( 1910); the 
Power House, {1911). Dr. Blackman also conducted an 
endowment campaign and succeeded in raising $240,000 to 
be added to the permanent resources of the College. _Presi- . 
dent Blackman resigned in 1915 and Dr. Ward again took 
up the presidency during the trying years of the world war 
and immediately thereafter; ·with the exception of two years 
(1917-1919) during which Dr. Calvin H~ French was Presi-
dent. The last p~riod of great progress of the College began 
in 1919 when President Ward launched the .campaign for 
increasing endowment, and the trustees voted to drop the 
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academy and make Rollins an exclusively collegiate .institu-
tion.. The endowment campaign was successful and the per- · 
manent funds of the College were · raised to over six _hu.ndred 
thousand dollars. In 1922 President Ward . withdrew. from 
the active administration of the College but remained as a 
member of the Board of Trustees. 
From 1922 to 1924 the College was admiJ?-istered by Dean 
R. J. Sprague,, who also served as . acting President . 
. 
OUTLINE OF PRESlD~NTIAL ·ADMINISTRATIONS 
1885-1893-Dr. E. P. Hooker. . 
1893-1894-Prof. J.· H~ Ford, Acting President. 
1894--1895-· Prof. Charles· G. Fairchild. 
1895-.1902-Dr. George M. Ward . 
. 1902-1915-Dr. William F. Blackman. 
1915-1916-Dean A . . :Q. Enyart. 
1916-1917-Dr. George· M. Ward. 
1917-1919-Dr. Calvin H. French. 
1919-1922-Dr. George 1vl. Ward. 
1922-1924-Dr. Robert J. Sprague, Dean and Acting . 
President. · 
1924-1925-Dr. William Clarence Weir. 
1925- -·. Dr. H~milton Holt. 
Hamilton Holt, . Litt.D., LL.D., was called to the Presi-
dency .of Rollins College in the summer of 1925, and. ·under . 
his leadership the _Board of Trustees set out to develop the 
institution into the · "ideal· small college of America~''" · · 
On October . 23, 1925, at the dinner given by the alumni 
to ·welcome President and .Mrs. Holt to Rollins, an address, 
outlining plans for the realization of this new .ideal for_.:Rol-
lins, was made by President Holt and summed up _as fo_llows: . 
"We propose that Rollin_s shall become a shining eiception 
to the rule that the greatness. of a college is measu·red by the 
number of its students and the multitude of its ·buildings. 
The things that make a college great are the quality of• those 
who teach and those who· are taught. . 
"It .is the professors who make a college great~ .And yet 
how rare is a great teacher. As we add to our faculty. we 
shall invite only those rare souls to join us whose personality 
appeals to yom;ig men and women. They must have the gift. 
of teaching · and . the nobility of character to inspire youth. 
. J 
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"What shall we do to up build the . material: side of Rollins? 
. We shall find the most beautiful building_s of the Mediter-
ranean type in Florida, and the architect who creates them. _ 
We shall then hope· to get that man to .design every building 
on our campus necessary for the comfort and pleasure of 
seven hundred selected students and seventy-five golden-
personality professors-all buildings in · harmony· and each a 
part of a unified whole. . _ 
"It is · our ambition to have at Rollins a · group of pro-
fessors, _each one revered and beloved and all equipped with 
every line of educational apparatus from laboratories and 
seminar, libraries to . moving pictures · and stenographers, 
teaching seven hundred students-four hundred -men and 
three hundred women-in the most beautiful spot in Florida. 
"In other .words, we propose to enrich the lives and char-
acters of our students by the personalities of teachers and 
by beauty of environm~nt." 
In order to be free -to proceed immediately with this plan, 
which involves the ra_ising of additional p·ermanent endow-
ment within the next five years, it was seen that current ex-
penses covering that period would have to be provided, to 
meet the annual deficit of approximately $20,000, to increase 
salaries of professors and raise standards, _arid. to meet the 
emergency needs of the College. It was estimated that at 
least $60,000 annually would be required to cover these ob-
ligations. 
President Holt, therefore, proposed to .raise in Orange 
County a fund of $300,000, or $60,000 a year for five yea_rs. 
Preparations were begun in January and an intensivP drive 
opened on April 14, 1926. 0ll' April 19, twe~ty-four hours 
before the time set for the closing of the campaign, a total of 
$345,000 had been pledged. On the following evening, the 
goal · had been oversubscribed by $81,000. In ref erring to 
the magnificent response to this appeal Irving ·Bacheller, the 
distinguished author and a member of the Bo.~rd of Trustees 
of the. College, said: ".The soul of Florida has spoken." 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location and Environment 
T HE City of Winter Park, the se~t. of Rollins College, · is l~)Cated on the main •Iine of the Atlanti~ Coast _Line . · . Ra1lwa.y, one hundred and forty-two miles south of 
Jacksonville, and one hundred and · five miles northeast -of 
Tampa. It is within four miles of the growing-city of Or-
lando (35,000) with which it is connected by excellent hard 
surfaced roads and busses running every half hour. _ 
Winter Park has an -enviable reputation as one of the 
most beautiful, healthful and . progressive communities- .in 
the State. It is situated in the high pine_ region of Central 
Florida, amidst the orange groves, lakes and sub-tropical 
· forests. · The city rambles around the shores · of some of the 
most beautiful lakes in the State; practically · every street 
either terminates in a lake or encircles one. There are 
eighteen lakes wholly within the city limits,- all · of which are 
bordered by luxuriant sub-tropical vegetation.. 
The mild, dry winter climate, and rare frosts make pos-
sible an all-year-round outdoor life with continuous exercise 
in land and water sports that · insures vigorous health. 
Stormy or cloudy weather is . of rare occurrence and of 
short ·duration. The· almost unbroken _continuity of days 
of sunshine makes ·"colds'~ and other heahh-depl_eting · epi-
demic diseases almost a negligible · quantity. 
Young people here· mature sound, vigorous bodies and lay 
· the foundation for strong constitutions and good health es-
sential for physical well-being and success in · 1ater ,life. 
The civic, social and literary environment of Winter Park 
is in keeping with its unique physical advantages and scenic 
location. Ptobably no other town of its size in .the . United 
States offers so many literary and artistic advantages as 
Winter Park. The · following are a few of its active organ.:. 
izations: 
1. ·The- Woman's · Club with its beautiful building in 
Spanish style. _ _ 
2. The Allied Arts Society of which Irving Bacheller is 
President. 
3. The Poetry Society of Florida of which Jessie B. Rit-
tenhouse is President. 
;. 
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4. The Fortnightly Literary Club. 
S. The Rhymers Guild. 
6. The Little Theatre Workshop. -
7. The Winter Park Symphony Society. 
.- : : .·" . 
Most of these organizations hold .open meetings from time 
_ to time and offer prizes for creative work which are open ·to 
the undergraduates. In addition to these_ activities, the 
College conducts a Tuesday evening course of lectures and 
· concerts which is open and free to people in the community 
as well as to all · students. A glance at the distinguished list 
of speakers (See · page 31) who have appeared ·before the 
students during the academic year of 1927-28 will indicate a 
little of the cultural opportunities offered the students of the 
College. The town is noted for its clean, brick-paved, oak-
shaded streets, attractive residences, well~kept grounds and 
_ public parks. Within two miles there _ ar~ two well-kept 
golf courses. · 
Three great -winter hotels occupy, ·scenic locations on the 
shores · of two of the lakes which preserve their wild and 
wpnderful se'mi..;tropical vegetation. 
Winter Park has the finest of .pure water, a sanitary sewer 
system and the whole region is entirely free from malaria. 
Mariy noted authors, artists and eminent men and women 
from all over America have their winter ·homes here and the 
winter season is crowded with lectures, recitals, _ concerts and 
other interesting entertainments of the highest quality. 
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT -
The Ca'mpus 
T HE - College Campus, · .cons~sting · of fo:ty~five acres, well-shaded by pmes and live oaks, skirts the north-ern shore of Lake Virginia for nearly -half a mile, af-
fording excellent athletiG -grounds, as well as bathing and 
boating facilities throughout the year. 
Buildings 
There are · twelve principal buildings on the· campus, viz: 
Carnegie Hall, -containing the Library, _ Ad-ministration 
Offices and several class rooms. 
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Knowles ·Hall, containing the Chapel, Laboratories, 
Thomas R. Baker Museum and Recitation Rooms. . 
Chas,e Hall, a. beautiful and modern men's dormitory. 
Lyman -Hall; with recitation rooms. · 
Cloverleaf, a · commodi0ti's three-story dormitory for 
women. 
Lakeside, another women's dormitory~ 
Pineh'l!rit, the home of the Conservatory of Music, con-
taining studios, practice rooms and offices. 
The Studio, a remodeled dwelling_ house on the campus · 
-used by ·the Department of Art for class rooms and exhibi-
tion gallery. _ 
The ·Commons, or general . dining hall. . 
The Recreation · Hall is a new building on the edge- of Lake 
Virginia. It has a basket ball court with bleachers, . arid a 
total · seating capacity for . concerts and entertainments of 
2,000. 
The Broadcasting Studio, a building devoted to .the Radio 
Station WDBO, one of the few college broadcasting stations 
in the south. · 
Besides . these are several cottages and fraternity and 
sorority ·houses, near or adjacent _to the College campus, 
which are owned by _the College. 
The Library 
The . Library of Rollins College occupies the west half of 
Carnegie Hall. The main room, forty by fifty feet . in size, 
was especially designed by the architects for library pur-
. poses. . 
·At the present time the general Library co~tains about 
11,125- bound volum-es. The Government documents, _n_ow 
in the gallery, .number . 3,700 additional . bound volumes. 
The Library contains · the following special collections: 
The Irene Siyµs Memorial French Library of _fifty volumes; _ 
the Theodore L. Day collection, chiefly Biblical· and theolog-
ical, eight hundred volumes; the Hyde collection of Latin 
and Greek books, four hundred . and fifty volumes;- the col-
lection given· by :Mr. and Mrs. William Jacobs .Sanb_orn · of 
Mount Dora, one hundred and twenty~five m-isceI~·aneous 
volumes; the Myron A. Munson coJlection of -books · of · gen-
eral literature, over two ·hundred. -~ · 
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The cidzen-s of Winter Park and also the winter residents 
have full use of all the privileges of the Li~rary .. 
Carnegie A rt C olle~tion 
Rollins was one of the twenty colleges in the United States 
to receive f~om the Carnegie Foundation of New York, a 
collection of art books and art photographs valued at $5,000. 
Thonias R. Baker 1l1useum · 
The l\1useum occupies a large part -of the second floor of 
Knowles Hall and contains a valuable collection of specimens 
which are of great use in the · scientific teaching of the Col-
lege. Since its foundation, Dr. Thomas R. _ Baker, Professor 
Emeritus, has been in charge of the · Museum. Persons 
having material, or knowing where su<;h is located, which 
may be obtained for these collections are_ urgently requested 
to notify the College. The Museum now _ contains over 
twelve thousand specimens. One of the chief recent con-
tributions to ·the Museum is a collection of ethnological speci-
mens from the Smithsonian Institution, National Museum, 
Washington, D. C . 
. THE ALUl\.INI ORGANIZATIONS . 
T HE ALUMNI AssocIATION. The Rollins Alumni Asso-ciation was ·founded in 1898 by Miss Clara Louise Guild, the first graduate of the College. Since that 
time the Association has done much to extend the influence 
of Florida's oldest college. 
MEMBERSHIP IN ALUMNI AssocIATION. AH forme·r stu-
dents who -have taken a full year's work in ·_any department 
are eligible to membership in the Alumni Association. The 
annual dues are ten dollars, while life membership is one 
hundred dollars. The ·Rollins Alumni Association is a mem-
. ber of all standard organizations of alumni associations. · 
ANNUAL REUNION. The annual reunion of the Alumni 
Association is held on Alumni Day of Founders' Week in 
February of each year, and all former ~tudents· are urged to 
return to Winter Park at this time and enjoy the entertain-
ments arranged in their honor. 
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ALljMNI MAGAZINE-. - The ·Rollins Alumni _Record __ is . pµb-
_ lished by the· Alumni Association and_ edited by -A~ J .- Hanna, 
'17. Its- object is to keep former students in close .touch 
with their alma mater and with each other. 
· Special .Alumni Funds 
THOMAS R. BAKER FuNo. The first of these funds is the 
Thomas R. Baker Fund which is made up of all _life mem--
berships in the Association . . It totals $500.00 _at present -a-nd 
is designed to memorialize the great devotion -of Dr. Baker 
to Rollins. -
MEMORIAL ATHLETIC FuNn. The second fund is the 
Memorial Athletic Fund, now. totalling $600.00, ·for the build-
ing of an athletic field in honor of Rollins men who lost their 
· lives in ·the Great War. 
Lucy A. ·CRoss . Sc1ENCE HALL FuND. The third fund 
amounts to ovc;r $10,000.00, and i_s being raised primarily by . --
the Rollins Club of Daytona Beach for a science hall to _com- · 
memorate the great service -rendered the-state of ~lorida by 
Miss Lucy A. Cross in bringing about the -founding of Rol-
lins College. · 
OFFICERS FOR 1928-1929. This year's officers of the _Alum-
ni Association afe: · 
· .Rex Beach, '97, -President. 
George E. :rvrerrick, '10, Vice-President. ' 
Ada Bumby Yothers, '05, Secretary. 
Frederic H. Ward, '21, Treasurer. 
A. l · Hanna, '17, Executive Secretary. 
Other -Members of Alumni Council: 
. R. W. Greene, '23, Chairman. 
Ralph Twitchell, xl3. . 
Ruth Amy Sebring, '25. 
Frank Booth, '07. 
Rebecca Caldwell, x2-5, Chairman Social Committ.ee. 
Rollins Alumni Clubs 
RoLLINS · Cr:uB oF BosToN, 
Secretary: Harry Nickerson, '13, • 201 Devonshire Street 
Boston, Mass. 
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ROLLINS CLUB OF NEW y ORK, 
President: Fritz J. Frank, '96, 239 West 39th Street, New 
York City. 
Vice-President: Frances James, · x23, 44 . Barrow Street, 
- New York City. 
Secretary: F. A. Swain, x96, 239 West 39th Street, New 
York City. . 
ROLLINS CLUB OF CHICAGO, 
President: Robert Sedgewick, x23, Ravine Drive, High-
land Park, Ill. 
ROLLINS CLUB OF DAYTONA BEACH, 
President: Rev: C. Arthur Lincoln, x0l, Daytona Beach, 
Fla. 
ROLLINS CLUB OF TAMPA, 
President: C. · W. Lawrence, Jr., ·x25, 1st National Bank 
Building, Tampa, Fla. 
Vice-President: Mrs. C. W. Greene, '99, Bay Shore Blvd., 
Tampa, Fla. 
Secretary: Margaret McKay, '24, 824 S. Orleans Avenue, 
Tampa, Fla. · · 
Treasurer: James F. Taylor, x96, Citizens Bank Building, 
Tampa, Fla. 
RoLiINS CLUB OF JACKSONVILLE, 
Secretary: Mrs. Clifford Payne (Jane Axtell), xl0, 2015 
Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville, Fla. · 
ROLLINS CLUB OF MIAMI, 
President:']. K. Dorn, '97, P. 0. Box 1434, Miami, Fla. 
Vice-President: Jack Baldwin, x14, Congress Building, 
Miami, Fla. 
Secretary: Curtis T. Atkisson, '24, Florida Power & Light 
Co., Miami, Fla. 
Treasurer: Fred Vanderpool, x07, Vanderpool Building, 
Miami, Fla. 
ROLLINS CLUB OF CuBA, . 
President: Eulogio Gonzalez, x00, Box 996; Havana, Cuba. 
Christian Education 
Rollins students are expected to attend religious exercises 
in Chapel, as provided by the College, and to attend a reg-
ular church service on Sunday. Rolljns does not teach re-
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ligious dogma but endeavors to maintain · a wholes.ome · reli- . 
gious ~tmosphere and to work for the developm~nt ·of 
Christian character by means of the Y. M. C~ ~ A., Y. W. C. 
A., special .speakers at chapel; the teaching .of Christian · 
philosophy . and ideals in the class rooms. Bible study of 
both Old and New Testaments is required of all. graduates 
to the amount of six term hours. Besides thes~ courses in 
Bible there have --recently been established · courses in the 
History of ReligiQn and the History of Christianity. 
It is the special desire of the faculty that principles of 
justice, square dealing and Christian manhood shall· per-
meate the athletic and sporting activities of the student body. 
All athletic managers are instructed and urged ·to build up 
this spirit of righteousness in the conduct of their various 
enterprises. 
Tuesday Evening Lecturers- 1927-1928 
· 1. President Hamilton _Holt (Twice). 
2. Professor Cecil F. Lavell. 
3. Dr. Herbert C. Herring of Boston. 
4. Recital, School of Music. 
s~ _ John Temple Grave.s II, of Jacksonville. 
6. William . M. Cressey of New York. 
7. Miracle Play, by School of Dramatic Art. 
8. Recital (Piano) by Grey Perry. -
9. Poetry · Recital by Mr. and Mrs. Clinton- Scollard . . 
10. Dr. Jiri V. Danes of Prague, Czecho-Slovakia. 
11. Judge William Riddle of Toronto. 
12. Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen of Miami. 
13. Dr. Willis J. Abbott. 
14. ·Dr. Edwin E. Slosson, Director of Science Service. 
15. Student. Debate. Rollins vs. Southern. 
16. Mr. Irving Bacheller. 
17. Dr. Richard Burton. 
18. Mr. Opie Read. 
Winter Park High School . 
Winter Park has a standard Senior High School, accredited . 
by the Southern Association, which is free to . all students .of 
the town whether permanent or transient, and students pre-
paring for Rollins · will find accommodations for their pre-
paratory work in · a modern educational plant~ 
,.\ ... . ·. · . .. ·· 
.· . ~ . . . . 
··.,. 
THE COLLEGE 
RLLINS is a member of the Association of Colleges and Secondary SGhools of the Southern States, the American .Association of Coll~ges and of the American 
Council on Education. Its work is r'ecognized by the Uni-
versity of Florida and by the Florida State Board of Educa-
tion, which permits its graduate? to teach in the standard 
high schools of the State without examination. Membership 
in the Southern Associa.1tion means that Rollins' credits are 
accepted in all leading educational instit:utions of the country 
and her graduates are prepared to enter the best g'raduate 
and professional schools. 
Some General Rules 
Any student who is persistently negligent iri academic 
work, who violates the regulations of the College, who breaks 
the laws of c:vil society, or makes himself .an undesirable 
citizen of the campus or community because of specific acts 
or general attitude perversive of good order 'may be warned, 
placed on probation, suspended, dropped or expelled, as the 
conditions warrant. 
Eligibility Rules for 'Athletics 
In athletics, the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Associa-
tion rules will be carried out by Rollins. 
Classification of Students 
1. Fifteen "Carnegie units" are required foi- entrance. 
2~ Any student having credit for forty .term hours may 
be classified✓ as a Sophomore. 
3. Any student having credit .for eighty-five term hours 
may be classified as a Junior. 
4. Any student who has at the beginning of the year 
one hundred thirty-five term hours will be classified as a· 
Senior. 
Admission and Credentials 
Students desiring admission to . Rollins College should 
send for application for admission blank and a blank on 
which to have high school credits certified. The high school 
credits blank is to go to the principal of the high school 
from which the student graduated. · This transcript must 
·32 
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show the. number of weeks during which· each · subject was: 
studied, · the number of :recitation periods each week and the 
length of the period. . 
Upon return of the _application blank properly filled out · ,,. 
the Dean of the College will arrange for the student to take 
the Rollins College entrance examination . . A$ s·oon as· the 
examination blank and the high school credits blank can be 
given careful examination the candidate will be notified that _ · 
he will be admitted, or that his application for admission · · 
cannot be accepted. 
When a student is notified that he has been regularly '.ad-
mitted he should at once send the ·ten -dollar matriculation 
fee to the College for the matric~lation card. This · fee is 
paid ~ut .once by any student . . In a way it corresponds to 
an initiatioI). . fee. No part of it can be refunded. 
GENERAL REQUffiEMENTS 
For the regular Liberal Arts studies the College ordina"rily 
confers o.nly the Bachelor of Arts degree, but the Bachelor 
of Science degree may be conferred upon ·those who _have 
._ shown unusual · ex~ellence and intensive· study in scientific-
work. . 
All candidates for degrees must complete . the ·_required 
courses of ·study to the satisfaction of_ the · Faculty; must 
maintain that standard of morality and character which is 
consistent with the · ideals of Rollins, must have a minimum . 
of one full year of residence · study · at the College, and, must 
ha v~ satisfied all other college requirements including the 
payment of . all bills. 
Such candidates must have a working knowledge of one 
or more "·,foreign -languages according to th~ specifications 
and _plans of. the major requirements. -
No stude_nt will be permitted· to carry more than seventeen 
hours of work at one time without special permission. The 
number of ·hours in pre-professional courses will be governed 
by the regulations and needs of that work. In .g~netal, . 
students are not permitted . to- register ·for more . than· the 
regular number of hours unless they have made in the pre-. 
vious year . an average of more than C in all subjects and 
have failed in none. 
Rollins College 
ADVANCED STANDING. · A candidate for advanced standing 
in the College must submit a transcript from the records -of 
a college of rank equal to that -of Rollins, showing satisfac-
tory grades in the subiects for which credit is desired. Such 
students must ·also bring testimonials with regard to their 
good moral character. 
Advanced · standi_ng may also be optained by examination 
in the subjects for which credit is desired. · · Fee; $4.00 per 
credit hour. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS. Fifteen units of secondary 
school work satisfactorily completed and the Rollins College 
entrance test are required for admission to the College. 
The greater part of this work must be in subjects · specified 
on page 36. · · 
The following definition of a "unit" . as agreed upon in a 
conference betweeh the Carnegie Foundation for the. Ad-
vancement of Teaching and the National Committee on 
Standards of Colleges and Secondary Schools is the one ac-
cepted by the College and is used in this catalogue .. "A unit 
represents a year's study in any subject in . a sec:ond~ry school 
constituting approximately a quarter of a full year's' work." 
In making this definition, it is assumed that the school 
year is not less than thirty-two weeks, and that the recita-
tion periods are not less than forty minutes long. 
ADMISSION BY EXAMINATIONS. Candidates for admission 
to the Freshmen Class -who do not bring acceptable tran-
scripts of . credits may be admitted by an . examination in 
subjects which are lacking. These examinations m~y be 
taken on the last Saturday of May or the third Saturday of 
September. 
Admission 
Subjects Required for Admission 
TABLE OF SUBJECTS 
35 · 
Units 
Subjects Topics · 
. · Possible-Required 
English .A._ ___ Gramm_ar and Analysi~-------- 1 3 
English B Composition and Rhetoric 1 
English C S~lecUons of Literature-----~--- 1 
English D History of Liieratur..,,· _________ _ 1 
Mathematics A _ _A.lgebra . to Quadrati ......... _ ___,_______ i 2 
Mathematics B ____ ,Quadr.atics, Progressions-, Binominal Theorem ½ .or 1 
Mathematics . c ___ .. .Plane· Geometry~ comp let.~---____ 1 
Mathematics D._._..solid Ge.om.etry ________ _,___ _ ½ 
Mathematics L-Plane Trigonometry __________ ½ 
History 
. History 
A __ ...... Ancient History 
B •---Medieval and Modern History _____ _ 
1 
1 
History 
History 
C 
D 
___ E,.,.nglish History - - ---------- . 1 
___ A.merican History and Civil Govemmen1::.....--:- I½ 
Greek -A 
Greek B 
----Grammar and Composition . .......,,_....c:~ - ----
. ~ 
----Xenophon. four . book...,.s _ _ ______ _ 
Latin A ---.a-Grammar and Composition ___ ___ _ 
Latin B 
iatin C 
, ____ cmsar, six boo.k..,_s ____________ _ 
____ Cicero, six oration.,__ _________ _ 
Latin D ____ Vergil, . six . book _ ,__ _________ _ 
French A.__ ___ Grammar and Co_mpositio,~.._ ______ _ 
French B Reading and Exercise<>-----------
Spanish A.._ ___ .Grammar and Composition~-- -----
Spanish B Reading and Exerciseo.....---------
German A ___ Grammar and Compos~tio~-------
Germari R .. ·-·····-··--·Reading and Exercises .. ________ _ 
Science A~- --J.Physical Geography 
Science B Physics, with laboratory worlc _____ _ 
Science C Chemistry, with la_boratory wor-k ____ _ 
Science D Botany -···-·····--------------
Science E P_hysiology 
Science F · Zoology 
Electives Chosen from above topic . ._ _______ _ 
Total Units 
1 
l 
1 
1 
i 
1 
t' 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
- ½ 
½ 
- ½ 
2 · 
l 
5-6 
1~16 
,.· 
l .: f . I, 
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The subjects required for admission and the number of 
· units are summarized in the following tabies: 
1. For students expecting to get the A.B. degree: 
Languages : . 
. *Latin, Greek, Germa n, French or Spanis • .___ ___ .:L 
English . ····--· · 
Mathematics -···-·····-- --- ---- ----- - -
History and Civics ___ _ -- -- ·-···--------
Science 
Electives 
2 
2 
} 
5 
Total ____ ___ _____ __ 15 
units 
" 
" 
" . 
II. ·For students expecting to get the B .S. degr@e: 
English ·-··--···-- ·-- - ··-··-·········-···--·--······ · ~ • units 
Mathematics ····------ _________ ."2•2/.? " 
History and Civics - ---·- ···--··-····--·-·--···-·--·-·-····· ··--- 2 ' 
Science ·····-···- ·----- ----~---····-····-···- · 2•.._ " 
Modern Languages ···-···-·-····-···· __ - --- ··················-···········-·-· 2 
Electives · 3'½ 
Total 
------- -----------··········-·-·-- 15 
,, 
Note-Not less than two units must be presented in any language 
for · which credit is desired. Electives to be chosen from standard 
high school course. · · 
*Latin is required for graduation with tbe A.B .. · degree. If one 
enters the B.S. course and desires to change to the A.-B. course, 
he can .take the required Latin in College. 
Special Students 
The College does not wish to encourage the registration of 
· special students, but will accommodate a limited number of 
them to meet the needs of important cases and the necessi-
ties of the community as far as it is not inconsistent with the 
fundamental purposes of the College and its c·onnection with 
the Southern Association. 
The admission and control of special students · in ac~demic 
matters rest entirely with the Dean. 
Method of Registration 
Every applicant desiring to be regularly entered · must 
pass the entrance tests and be matriculated, or formally ad-
mitted as a student in Rollins College. 
Matriculation should be cared for before the student leaves 
home, and must ·be attended to before start ing to make out 
a schedule. of work. When approval has· been given by the 
Registrar of the College on the entrance credits · submitted, 
· the student will be so notified. He will then• send or take 
the matriculation fee of ten dollars to the Treasurer of the 
College. The receipt for this ten dollars, presented either tQ 
Registration 87 
the Registrar or Dean, will entitle the student to a Matricu-
lation Card~ This fee will be · paid by-the student but once~ 
The card _received should be retained · and mu~t -be shown 
to instructors before beginning to register. · If _the· card is 
lost, a new one may be obta_ined for 25c from the::Office· of 
the Registrar. · 
Registration after _ the regular day_ appo_inted will ._ be 
. charged as ·follows: Two dollars for the first day and-one 
dollar per day thereafter up to a maximum of five dollars . . 
Every regular student must register for at least~ lifteen 
academic hours of work unless especially excuse.cl for ade-
quate reasons. All freshman students are required to live on 
the campus during the first _ year. _ 
Students entering college late must make up all back- work 
within · one month· after entrance. All exceptions to this rule 
must be authorized by . the -De.an. 
Any student who is carrying excess registration and whose 
marks do not average C or better will be required to -reduce 
his registration to six~een hours. . 
Academic Standing 
· All regular students who obtain passing grades in twelve 
hours of academic work in a term _ will be permitted O to regis-
ter fo'r the · following term unless dropped from the College 
for other · reasons. If less than twelve hours of academic 
work are passed .in any term the student will be r~quired to 
show cause why. he should be · per!llitted to remain in. the 
College. If· permitted to remain he may be placed on proba-
tion for a period of one term. · 
Probation. A student who is on probation may be -· 
dropped from the College at any time · if he fails to maintain 
a satisfactory academic standard.. In _addition, such · a stu-
dent_ may · not represent the College as a . member of any 
athletic team, or in any other way. While on -probation a 
student may not carry more than sixteen hours of academic_ 
~~; . . 
Any student dropped from the College, whose permanent 
residence is · not in Winter Park, must leave _ Winter ·Park 
within three days after being sent ·notice to this ~ffect in 
writing, _ or forfeit the privileges . of possible re-:-entry to- the 
C°-llege and transfer of credits to other institutions. 
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HoURs AND PoINTS FOR GRADUATION. Under the . three-
term plan one hundred ninety-two term hqurs are required 
for graduation. . A student is also required to make as many 
poi~ts as hours in order to graduate. (A equals three points, 
B equals two ·points, C equals one point, D equals no points). 
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES. · The amount of work re-
quired of candidates for the bachelors degree is ·measured 
by terms. An . hour is a one hun4red and twenty minute 
period of work a· week throughout one term. · The require-
ments of candidates for a degree are sixteen such hours each 
terin, or one hundred and ninety-two · term. hours of satis-
factory work as a prerequisite for graduation. Credit for 
.not more than eighteen term hours may, at the: discretion of 
the faculty, be allowed . for work d~ne in the School of Music. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS. 
This degree · will be conferred upon students who complete 
satisfactorily one hundred and ninety-two µ.ours according 
to the prescribed courses and who satisfy all other require-
ments of the College. The candidate for a degree must meet 
the requirements of his selected major group of studies. The 
work for a degree is planned for four full years of study and 
has a prerequisite of four years of seconqary school work or 
i.ts equivalent. Students of rare ability .who .can make such 
high marks as to permit of constant over-~egisfration may · 
shorten this time a little, but such an accomplishment is · 
rarely done and is not encouraged unless · the circ.umstances 
fully justify it. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR .oF ·SciENCEJ 
The Bachelor of Science course is offered for those students 
who wish to · concentrate upon science. A candidate must 
· major in some branch of science and must complete '5ixty 
· hours of scientific work, forty-two of which must be chosen 
in one department for his major subject. The Bachelor of 
Science degree, in, addition to the requirements for the 
Bachelor of Arts degree, requires freshman mathematics. 
MAsTER's DEGREE IN ARTS AND ScrnNcEs . . Master's de-
grees have been conferred in the past upon a few candidates 
who have done advanced work of :an unusual quality. The 
College does not · seek graduate students., and only those who 
t· . 
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can find here especially the material for post-graduate· work 
of an intensive character are accepted. The Master's degree 
will b~- granted only on the completion of one full year's 
work in residence, the candidate passing the courses ·with an 
average of ninety per cent or above, and the preparation -of 
a thesis giving evidence· of thorou·gh research in some chosen 
and accepted subject~ 
R.Es1DENCE STUDY. Any stude~t seeking a degree of any 
kind from Rollins Colle.ge must put in at least one full" year 
of residence study. Full credit will be given for work done. 
in other institutions of an equal grade with Rollins, but no 
more than · three years of such work can couri.t . towards a 
Bachelor's degree. 
MAJOR GROUPS . OF STUDY. Each candidate for a de_grec 
is required to complete a major group of studies- of- not less 
than forty-two term hours of work. _ 
The -candidate's rriajor work is done under the direction 
and advice of a major instructor who advises and assists in 
making up the group of closely related ·courses which will 
lead to the re.sult desired by . the · student. The ·major course 
. of a candidate should be reported by the major· instructor to 
the faculty for ratification. 
The principal fields in which majors can be made up arc: ·· 
Biology. 
Chemistry. · 
Economics, Social and Political 
Science. 
English. 
History. 
Mathematics. 
Modern Languages. 
Physics. 
Psychology, Philosophy and 
Education. 
MAJOR SUBJECTS. Every candidate for a Bachelor's · 
degree - must select a major subject _ ·a_nd -a major advisor, .. 
and at least one minor subject. Thi·s need not be_ done until 
the beginning of the sophomore year and in_ special .cases 
may be delayed until the end of _the sophomore. year. A 
minimum of forty-two hours_ work must he completed in 
the major subject and twenty-seven in the minor subject. 
No grade is accepted for credit in a major subject unless . 
it is C or better. · · 
The catalogue cannot specify in• detail of what courses 
maJor groups can . consist, but the group is made up·, under 
'"' ·;·i; · • 
! 
-J 
: . ... _i 
. · 1 
.J 
j 
·. _. :J 
. ; 
. ·" :I 
.: · .. _: ~ 
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the direction of the major instructor according . to the needs · 
and desires of the student. Some major groups may require 
·more than the minimum number of hours if, in the judgment 
of the major instructor and the Dean of the College, more . 
hours are necessary . for an adequate rounding up of the · 
major subject. .Possible programs for majors -are shown on 
pages 41-45. 
Major groups of study must be selected not later than 
the beg.inning . of the junior year, and in some majors, it is 
of great advantage to make the selection and plan the work 
much earlier than that. Assistance will be given by the 
Dean and advisors to aid students in settling these questions. 
Graduation Requirements -Sum.marized 
Maj or ----------------------------------------------------- 42 term hours 
· Minor _______________________ · __________ __ ____ ___ _______ 27 " " 
*S.cience and Mathematics --------------~--- 18 " " 
Social Science · ------------------------------------------ 9 " " 
Bib 1 e ____________________ . ----------------------------- _______ 6 " " 
Freshman English (required first year)' 9 " " 
College Problems and Hygiene (re-
quired first year) _____________________ :__ _______ 6 
English-electives up to ____________ _______ _____ 6 
Physical Education ---------------------------~---- 9 
Additional Electives ----------------------~------- 60 
Total _______ . ________________________ __________________ l 92 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
LATIN. In · otder to secure the Bachelor of Arts deg-ree a 
student must have passed four books of Ccesar or its equiva-
lent. If he had no Latin for entrance, but another language, 
the Latin must be taken before the senior year. 
FoREIGN LANG.UAGEs. A student must also have a certi-
- ficate from the head of this department stating that he has 
a "working knowledge" in a foreign language. 
* A student may take one year of science and one year of mathematics 
or two years of science in the A.B. course. A student taking the B.S. course 
must take at least one year of science and one year. of mathematics. 
Tentative programs for majors in English, History,- Modern Lan(Juage 
and Chemistry will be found on the following live paues. 
Engli,h Major 41 
Tentative Program /or Englis~ Major · 
As an indidfrion of a course which might be chosen ·by a 
Freshman student the following· is given ·from the record .of 
a college graduate who had a major in Eµglish · and a minor 
in French. · · 
Freshman Year 
English 
Beginning Modern Language ________ _ 
History 
Mathematics 
College Problems and Hygiene _______ _ 
Physical Education 
Total --·········-· .. ------------
Sophomore year 
English Literature ·-·-·····-- ----- ----
Latin 
History 
Chemistry or Physics -···-··:·-··------ ___ _ 
Physical Education -·--··--··-·- --
French ·-····--··-·····-·-··-··· · -···-·--.. ··-· ... -.. ...... _.._ _ _ 
Total 
............. ......... ·-····•-•"·--------·-··• .. - "-···- -· 
Junior Year 
English 
Psychology and Education French ___ ._______ _ 
Biological Science 
Physical Education 
Bible ---------·--·•·"-···-
Total ___ ..... ·-··········-··"-· ... -............... ------
E:fenior Year 
English ··-------------·---
French 
Greek 
Bible 
History --- - ·········-·- ········ .... ·-------
Education 
Electives -·------- ------
English 
French 
Latin 
Total 
············-· .. ···········- ·-··-·•-·------ --·--···---------
Summary 
·----,-·•···········-·- -·-···--
------ -----......... -·······- ·•·--•· .. - · ·-
Chemistry or Physics -------'---·---
History Psychology · and Educatio, • ._ ________ _ 
Mathematics 
Bible 
Greek 
Physical Education ------------
College Problems and Hygiene ------- -
Biological Science 
Electives 
9 term hours 
12 .. .. 
9 .. ... 
9 •• .. 
6 " 
· u 
3 .. , . 
48 .. .. 
. 9 term hours 
9 U h 
9 
12 
3 
9 
.. 
51 . •• 
.. 
H 
" 
u 
u 
J 8 term hours 
9 .. " 
6 
9 
3 
' 
4-9 
9 
6 
9 
4 · 
6 
9 
5 
48. 
45 
38 
9 
12 
24 
18 
9 
· 8 
9 
" 
' " 
., u 
u 
.. •• 
.. .. 
term hours 
.. .. 
.. 
.. •• 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
term hours 
u 
.. 
" 
" 
.. 
" · 
" 
•• 
u 
.. -
" .. 
9 . •• 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 6 
9 
5 
" 
" 
.. .. 
Grand Total 
----------- 19i · " .. 
--. 
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T e_ntative Program for History M.ajor 
The following is suggested as a possible program for a 
student majoring in History, with · minor in Economics and 
Government. 
Freshman Yea,· 
History 
E-ngllsh ----------- ····- ·-·-·-·-··-··-· 
French, German or Spanlsh ..... _ .............. ·-··-·-··-·- -·--·-·'· 9 
Mathematics, Chemistry or Physics ·-····-··-·--···--··--College Problems and Hygiene ________ ..... _ ... _ ... _. __ _ 
9 
9 
to 12 
9 
6 
3 Physical Education 
Elective (possible) ·- 3 to o 
Total 48 
Sophomore Year 
term hours 
.. .. 
H 
" 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" 
,, 
History . ------- - - - -·· ... -... -.. - ·--- 9 term h ours 
English Literature 
Foreign Language -----··-·····-··· -- -
Biological Science ·-··--···---··--·--···-· ... ·r•-·······- ··-- ·~-.-
Governmen t or Economic Geography ___ ·-··--·---·-
Bible 
Physical Education 
-----··-··-·-···-··-----
Total 
History 
Economics 
Bible 
Junior Year 
Literature elective ---·---
Psychology and Education 
Physical Education --···--·-·-··--···-··-··---
Electives 
Total 
History 
Economics or Government 
Philosophy or Education 
Electjves 
Total 
History --·· . _ 
Senior Year 
Summary 
Economics and Government _____ __ _ 
Psychology and Education 
English 
Mathematics and Pure Science 
Modern Language • --- -··-··-··---·"'··-
Bible ___ ____ ----·------
College Problems and Hygiene 
-···------Physical Education 
Electives 
6 " .. 
9 
9 
9 
4 
3 
4 !'1 
9 
9 
2 
9 
9 
3 
7 
48 
15 to 18 
9 
9 
12 to 15 
45 to 51 
42 to 45 
"4 to 27 
18 
4 to 27 
18 to 21 
18 to 21 
6 
ti 
9 
24 to 88 
" 
" 
" 
" 
term hours 
.. 
" 
" 
,, 
" " 
.. 
" ,, 
" 
" 
" 
•• 
term hours 
.. .. 
" 
.. 
•• ~, 
.. 
" 
term hours 
" 
.. 
.. .. 
" 
.. 
" " 
.. H 
H 
" 
.. 
" 
" 
.. 
" '·' 
Grand Total U2 to 198 u " 
Modern Language Major 48 
Tentative Progr_am for a Modern Language Major 
Any student 1nten<ling to major in a modern foreign Ian-. 
guage must have at least three years' study 9£ that _modern 
language in which he wants to major. It is ~ssunied that 
for a minor the student will take a second foreign language, · 
a science, education, English, or some other related ·subje~t. 
Freshman Year 
Major foreign language 
English -----·-· ···-···-··-· ----·---- -·· 9 to 12 
term hours 
Mathematics or Science 
History -·--------- ------
Physical Education 
College Problems and Hygiene ---,-----
Total 
Major foreign language 
Minor foreign language 
Sophomore Year 
-·--
Latin --~---- -·----·---- ------Mathematics or Science 
Bible ---·--------------Physical Education 
Total 
Major foreign language 
Minor foreign language 
English 
Latin .. , 
Psycho.logy 
Physical Education 
Total 
Junior Year 
Senior Year 
Major foreign 
Minor forei"gn 
Social Science 
Philosophy or 
English 
Electives 
language 
language - -···--- ------
Education 
Total 
Grand Total 
Summary 
Major foreign Ianguag.__ _ _ ______ _ 
Minor foreign languag....__,_ _______ _ 
English 
Latin •··-· · 
Mathematics and Science 
History 
Psychology . _____ . ---------
Philosophy and Education 
Social Science 
Physical Education 
Bible 
College -Problems and Hygiene _. - _____ _ 
Electives ·---------------,-
Total 
9 
9 
9 
9 
3 
6 
48 
9 
to-12 
9 
9 
6 
3 
48 
-g 
9 
9 
9 
9 
3 
·4-s 
9 
9 
9 
g 
9 
3 
48 
192 
39. 
80 
27 
18 
18 
9 
9 
9 
.. 
" 
.. 
" 
•• 
" 
.. 
u H 
" 
u 
.. 
" 
term hours 
.. u 
.. •• 
" · 
.. 
-~,, .. 
" " 
.. .. 
tenil hours 
" " 
" " .. .. 
.. .. 
.. •• 
.. .. 
terin hours 
.. 
-" 
" " .. .. 
.. .. 
" " 
.. 
" 
ten:il hours. 
.. 
" 
.. . 
" u .. 
H 
~· 
.. 
.. ... 
.. 
" 
9 .. .. ·~ 
9 .. .. 
6 " 
.. 
~ " .. 
3 'l. " 
192 .. .. 
, 
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Tentative Schedule for An Art Major 
The following outline suggests a possi~le program for a 
student who wishes to major in Art, with a minor in English. 
F·reshman Year 
Freshmen English -------···-·-·---·-·-··~-·--··-···-········-···--·· 
College Problems _;--·-·-· ------·-···--····- . ---·····-·-·-··-
Foreign Language ----·---·--··-····-·--··-·-·-·····-···--·-···-
Physical . Education -·-··--·-·--···----·--······---·---······--···· 
Drawing · ----~ .. - ....... ____ ---···-····-·--·-··-···········-··-
Mathematics or ·Science -------··-·--.. --···---···-··-···--· 
Art Appreciation --·-·-·---··-- · -·--·-·--·····--·-··--·-··········-·--····· 
Electives ------·-·······------··-·--·--···-······-····---··-.. ·- .,_ ...... . 
9 
'6 
9 
3 
3 
6 
9 
· 3 
Total -··-····-···--··-·-· -·--·-·- · ······--····---·--·--··-- 48 
Sophomore Year 
Social Science ···--··-··- ···---··-- --····---·-' ... -.... · ·-·-····· . . ..... 9 
Foreign language - ------·-·-·-· ----·----·-···--·-···--··········:·-·· 9 
History of Art - ·-····--·- -.~· ----·--··-·-···---·-····· 6 
Design - -·------··-··-··-··--·- --·----·-- ····---·- ·- -·--··- 9 
Physical Education -··-···· ___ ···-·--····--····-···- 3 
Bible ---·---·------·--·-·--··· A · ·-·--·· - ··-··-· ---- 6 
,,. English _____ -·--··-·--- ---------····-·········· 6 
Total 
--·--- . · ·······-···-- 48 
Junior Year 
Science ---···---· ------· __ ·-·,---- 12 
Interior Decoration ______ ___ ··--··--·-····----- 9 · 
Applied Design ---- ---·-- . -··-··---···--··- 3 
Play Production ---· . --------··-·-- 3 
term hours 
,, ,. 
... 
" 
H 
" H u 
" " H 
" 
0 
" 
term hours 
.. .. 
•• .. 
" 
u 
,. •• 
" 
,. 
" " 
H .. 
term hours 
" " ,, 
" 
" " 
English' Elective __ ---- ·-·-··---····-··-··--- 3 · 
,, 
" 
Physical · Education ·-··--·-·---··--·-·-----··- 3 
Life Classe~ --·----- -------. ···- . ···--· ·-6 
Figure Construction - -·· ------·- ·----·-·-······-- 3 
Electives -----·-- --------··---·-· 6 
Total ______ _ 
---------·----· 48 
Senior Year 
Psychology and Ethics --·-·····---- ·---···--····-····· 9 
Art Education Methods ---··--·--·-·--···· - -·- 6 
Art Structure ·--·--·---·---·------- ------·-· 8 
Courses 25-, 26, 27 --------·-·---·-------- 9 
Physical Education ----------·-·--- 3 
English · -- ·-------- -----··-----·---··---- 9 
Electives ---·----- ---·-·--···- 9 
Total 48 
" " 
" " 
" 
.. 
" 
,, 
" " 
term hours 
,. " 
" " ,, . " 
" " 
" ,, 
•• 
C hem--istry - Major 
T entaiive Program, for Chem is try Major 
Bachelor of Science Degree__ 
Freshman 
Chemistry I. 
English -------·---~····-··--- ~·--Mathematics 
College Problems and Hygiene 
Hygiene 
History 
Physical Education 
Total 
_____ , 12 term 
9 ·" 
9 " 
2' " 
·4 .. 
9 " 3 H 
48 •• 
hours 
,. 
... 
" .. 
.. 
" 
.. 
Chemistry 1 o 
Chemistry 20 
Sophomore 
6 term· hours 
8 .. •• 
Physics 9 u · " 
Social Science or Mathematics ________ _ 9- ... .. 
French or German ·or Bible _________ _ 6 " .. 
:J)iologica.1 Sciences _ _ _______ ___ _ 7 .. " 
Physical Education 3 . .. .. 
Total 
- - · ···-·····-··- --·-···-·······--·- - 48 
Junior 
Chemistry 25 4 
Chemistry 30 12 
Social Science · or Mathematics _________ 9 
· French or German or Bible 6 
Ml nor . electives 9 
Physical Education 3 
Elective ... 5 · 
Total 
-----------· --··-······--- ·· 48 . 
Chemistry 
Minor electives (at least) 
Physical Education 
Electives (at least) 
:_Total 
Senior 
Summary 
12 
9 
3 
24 
48 
English D 
Bible 6 
History 9 
Social Science 9 
Major (science) 42 
Minor 27 
term hours 
,, 
" 
.. 
" .. •• 
,, 
" 
.. 
" 
.. •• 
., .. 
term hours 
... 
" 
.. 
" .. 
" 
,, 
" 
term hours 
,, " 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
" 
College _Problems 2 · " 
Hygiene 4, · " 
.. 
" 
Physical Education 12 · •• 
·Working knowledge of French and German._· __ _ 
Mathematics through calculus 
u 
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GRADES. - . All class grades are .reported to the ·Registrar's 
office at the end of each term . . . Ea.ch student'· has a Record 
Book in which are recor<l:ed the grades in · the subjects taken. 
These Record Books are retained by the student during the 
year or left in the Office of the Registrar. At the close of 
the year the books are mailed to the ·students. 
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A, B, C, and D are passing grades. An E can be· changed .. 
to D and an Incomplete to A, B, C, or D. by accomplishing 
certa_in work prescribed by the instructor, provided this 
work is performed · during the following .term in which the 
student is in attendance at Rollins · College. F is failure. 
To secure credit, it is necessary to re-register and repeat the 
course. 
HoURs. To secure a degree, under the term plan the 
student is required to have 192 term hours~ · 
PorNTS. Since 1927, each student has been required to 
make as inany points as hours. ( Grade A has a value of · 
three points; B, two; C, one; and D, ~one.) 
L.anguage Requirements 
. LANGUAGE. The general rule _of the College is -to require 
every candidate for the Bachelor's. degree to have acquired 
a working knowledge of some one foreign -language. The 
amount of study necessary for such a "working knowledge'' 
would ordinarily be three years, but the condition of the 
student's nationality, family or previous experience might 
provide the required accomplishment with less regular class 
work. The College wishes to stress the eff ectiv~ accomplish-
ment made~· in a language rather than a stated amount of 
study. Whenever the head of the department· in which the 
student is taking his language ·reports that he has acquired 
a practical "working knowledge" of the chos·en language his 
requirements in that regard are fulfilled. 
Langu_age Studies Suggested 
1. Students entering with two years of one. modern lan-
guage, take a minim um of one year of the language in 
College. . . 
2. Those entering with two years ·each of more than one 
modern language take. one year of one of them in College. 
3. Those entering with two years of Latin, and no modern 
language, take two years of Latin . or . complete a modern 
language, according to the recommendation of the Dean. 
4 . . Those entering with three years of a foreign language 
may apply to the prop.er language profess.or for a certificate 
of a "working knowledge." If this cannot be secured the stu-
"'. 
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dent should make plans to fulfill _ the catalogue . requirements 
by means-of class work. · · 
. Professional Requirements in Education · 
Students desiring to obtain a college _degree and at the · 
same time to prepare for teaching may enter college in the 
usual way and major in English, in .mathematic_s, .in· science, 
in a modern language, or in any other subject which -they 
desire to teach. As a minor they may select ·courses in the 
Department of Professional Education and in certain other 
departments to the extent of three-twentieths· of their college 
course ( about 29 term hours) and thereby prepare· them-
selves to receive a teaching certificate without e·xamination. · · 
. Students who have passed a college course in. American 
Government will . be exempt from the e-xamination on the 
Florida State Constitution. 
Certificates . _ _ 
Students completing this course will have the same status 
as will graduates from the four-year educational course of-
fered by the State University and the State . College for 
Women. The State Superintendent of Education, at pres-
ent, holds that the law as now on the statute ·books ·permits 
him to grant state certificates without examination only to 
graduates from four-y~ar coll~ge courses. · Tpe provisions 
of the law governing the granting of certificates · are _ stated in 
the following paragraph: · . 
The present state law of Florida provides two · ways in 
which graduates from Rollins College -and similar institu-
. tions may obtain state certificates. . . · 
_Under Chapter 7373, Section 1 and 2, -graduates from the_ 
College may obtain state certificate·s without examination, 
provided, first, they have devoted . three-twentieths of. th~ir 
time to study of psychology an:d education; and, secondly, 
that the College submits to such inspection and regulations 
as may be prescribed by the State Board of Education an·d 
the State Board of Control; and _ thirdly, that the courses of 
study are found to be the same or equivalent to_ those: pre-
scribed and sustained by the State University and· the 
Florida State _ CoJlege for Women., . 
_ Under Chapter 73-72, Section -17, of the laws as enacted in 
1917, any Rollins student regularly graduated since_ June· 15, 
.·. .· 
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1905, may obtain a state certificate without examination by 
filing with the State Superintendent of Public Instruction his 
or her diploma, or a certified copy of fr, presenting satisf ac-
tory evidence of twenty-four months of successful. teaching, 
and paying a fee of five dollars. 
Pre-Professional C our.ses 
PREPARATION FOR THE STUDY OF LAw. · The · best . legal 
opinion recommends as a preparation for the study ·of law 
a broad cultural education, recognizing that the successful 
lawyer must be able to look at his problems from every 
point of view and that he must know where to go for special 
information on a large variety of · subjects. . Technical legal 
training can best be given in a Law School, but the student . 
of Law should come to this training with the broadest possi-
ble foundation in general knowledge. This is· recognized by 
the requirement now in force in the Ieaditig Law Schools in 
the United States, which demand for ad~ission a college 
degree. 
Those who do not care to take a full college course before 
entering law school will find at Rollins the following pre-law 
course of two years which gives. the subjects . most essential 
for a prospective student. 
Pre-Law Course 
First Year 
English ····-··········-·····-············ ··········-········-- ·-·--··-···--······-···-····--·········· ······-·············-······-······· 
Latin, . if not previously taken ···-·····-·-··-·--·········-········-·······-··-·-·-·-·· 
History . --···--········ ···· ··· ·•········-···-····-----·····-········· ·-------····-··- ······-·············· 
Science ··········-·····-······- ··-·-·-·············· ····· ······•······-·········--- ·-········ __ _ 
Government --·······--·····-··-············-···-·-····-··-··- ··--····-- ·-·· ·----
Economics and Finance ····,·- -- - - -·····-·····- ··········-··········· 
Physical Education and Public Speaking --····--···········-·············· 
Electives _ ___ --- --··-··- ····· ····-···--········--·-·····-·········-
Total hours for yea r ---························- ········-·--··-···-·················48 to 50 
Second Year 
Psychology and .Ethics · -----
History · -··-··-----·------------
Economics, Labor· Problems 
Sociology --·-················---- ------
Bible _____ - - --~--· ----- -
Physical Education a nd Public Speaking ···--····------····· --
Electives ·- ······-·····-·-·- ···············--··- ····-·-
Total hours for year __ _ 
··-··-···-···---'---····-··-·48 to 50 
PREPARATION F-OR THE STUDY oF M£01c1NE. · The need for 
some college training as a preparation for Medicine has been 
established not only by action of the Medical Schools, but 
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also by statute in many states. A · course of two years is 
regarded by the best medical · opinion as. only a · minimum 
for _ admissi.Qn, and the prospective student . of. Medicine is 
recommended :strongly to take his college degree in the reg-
ular four-year course. 
Pre-Medica{ Course 
First Y ear 
English 
Chemistry . - - - --···:;;;z.·· --- ---
Physics _. --··· 
Biology --- ·-·····,····--·--- _ _________ _ 
French or German ····-·····-········ -- - ------- --
Physical Education a nd Public Speaking --- ---'--
Electives 
Total hours for year _ _ _____ _ _ __ 48 to 50 
Second Y ea,· 
Chemistry-organic ···--···· ·····················--········- ------ ----
Chemistry (qual.-anal. ) ·· --
Bacteriology -·-·············-····-:··~····-······-·-·-·- ·-··-···-······--·- - ---
French · or German -··- - ··········- -- ----------
Physical Education · - - --- --- --- - - ----
Electives -·--·--·· · ··-····--·············-····-·····-- ······- ····-···· ··-····· ·-··-·------
---
Total hours for yea r ····-····-··---- ------48 to 50 
PREPARATION FOR THE STUDY OF ENGINEERING. A similar 
recognition of the necessity for broader education ·as ~r pre-:- -
paration for the technical ·· study of applied sciences has led . 
to the arrangement of courses in Arts and Science, extending 
over a pe.riod of two to four years, to · meet the needs of stu-. 
dents who intend to enter_ engineering schools later. . The 
work of these course·s will vary with the tastes of the stu-
dent, and will be determined in part by the special school 
which the student proposes to enter. 
Pre-Engineering Course 
First Year 
English 
Mathematics 
Mociern Languages --···· ·-- ----- - - - ---
Chemistry ·- --- ----------- -----
Physical Education ·-·-···-·- --- - - ------ -
Mechanics 
Electives 
Total hours . for year --- ------- -48 to 54 
Second Year 
Mathematics 
Physics .--· --- - - ----,----------
Surv~ying 
Modern Languages 
History 
Physical Education and Public Speaking. ----- - -
Electives 
Total hours tor year ---- -------48 to 54 
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Registration · · 
The matriculation of new students (both Freshmen and 
students admitted with advanced standing) .is arranged in 
advance of Registration Day in so far as possible. The 
adjustment of credits should be attended to as soon as possi-
ble after graduation from High School. 
It , is always advisable for a high school · graduate to see 
to it_ that the Principal · sends the proper reports to ~ollins 
immediately after- graduation.. · 
During the ·summer the high school offices are often closed, 
or the officers are out of town, and reports cannot be ob-
tained. Prompt action after graduation is desirable both for 
the student and the College .. 
. Reservation of Rooms 
All room.s _must be reserved in . advance upon payment of 
a fee of $10J)(), which payment will apply on. the student's 
bill at the opening of the new term. Should a student who 
has reserved a ·room by making the advance payment decide 
not to enter, a refund of this .amount will be made, provided 
such refund _be claimed on -or before September 1, 1928. 
Students not residing in Winter Park and its vicinity or 
in the homes of immediate relatives are required to room in 
Campus Dormitories and . board in the · Commons unless 
other arrangements· are made with the Dean of the College. 
Dormitory rooms are furnished with single beds . with wire 
springs, · mattresses, dressers, tables and chairs. . All other 
furnishings desired are to be provided · by the student. Each 
occupant of a dormitory room should bring three sheets, one 
pillow, one pair pillow cases, one-half dozen towels~ blankets, 
a mattress pad for a single bed, napkins and _ a napkin ring. 
All these articles should be plainly :marked wi_th the owner's 
name. 
Each occupant of a dormitory room will be required to 
sign · a receipt for the· furniture and equipment of his room 
and will be held responsible for its return in good .condition 
when he departs. 
Expenses 
STUDENT EXPENSES 1928-29 
Genera/, . Fees 
51 
Tuition, per term ---------------------------------- -$ ·10.00 
_ Tuition, three terms, if paid in advance 200~00 
Board, per term, first and second terms ___ . 90.00 
B~oard; third term __ ______________________ 85.0ff 
Room and Light, per term ____ __ _ ·________ 3 5 .00 
Room and Light, three terms, in advance 100.00 
Student Association Fee, per term ______ · 7 .00 
Deposit .Fee, per year _______ .:______________ 10.00 
Health Fee, per year ·---------------------- -- ------------ 5 .00 
Matriculation Fee ____ 10 . .00 
For Explanation of Other Fees See Below. 
Special Fees 
Laboratory Fees: Per· term (Fixed fees) 
Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 20, 21, 30, 31, 32 ___ ______ . __________ f, 7.00 . 
Chemistry 10 -------------- ----~---------- ___ 10.00 
Chemistry 25, 26, 27 ___________ __ _ __7.00 to 13-.00 
Biology 1, 2, 3, 33 ______ ____________ ______ 5.00 
Biology 4, 5, ·6, .19, 20, 21, 40 ---------------"'---- 4.00 
B-iology 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24 10.00 
Physics 1, 4 -----------~---------------- ----- .. · 4.00 
Art Fees: 
See _Art .Courses in Catalogue . 
. Speech Arts and Expression: 
S.ee Speech Arts and Expression Courses in Catalogue. 
Dramatic Arts FeeL· 
See Coutses in Dramatic Arts in Catalogue. 
Music Fees: 
· See page · 125 for complete list. 
Special Tuition· Fee, per term: 
For less than ten hours, per hour _______ _ __ f,7.00 
·Registration Fee, special students: 
· Payable on first registration, per year .. __ $3.00 
Late Regi-stratioJt ·Fees: 
First day after Registration Day ____ -_____ ·t,2.00 
Each day thereafter ·up to five, add _____ LOO 
·' 
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Change of Course', or Dropping Course: 
Except in case of conflict, or on advice of D.ean or 
major professor -------------------------------------------$2.00 
Graduation Fee: 
College or Music School --------------------------------------$10.00 
Preliminary certificate in music ____ _____________ 5.00 
Explanation of Fees · 
1. TUITION. The regular tuition fee of $70.00 per term, 
or $200.00 for · three terms if paid in advance, covers all 
academic subjects except special work iri the Speech Arts 
and Expression, Dramatic Arts, Art and Music Departments 
and laboratory fees. For less than ten hours, the tuition fee -
is $7.00 per credit hour. The tuition fee covers but a small 
part of the actual cost to the college, the balance ·of which is 
met by income from Endowment Funds and gifts from 
friends of Christian Education. 
· Refund of Tuition: 
(a) · For a student leaving college on account of serious 
illness or on recommendation of the medical director·: dur-
ing first two weeks, refund of three-fourths of tuition; dur-
ing second two weeks, one half of tuition; during -third two 
weeks, one-fourth tuition; after six weeks, no refund (unless 
paid for three terms in advance). 
(b) For a student leaving college for any other reason: 
during first two weeks of term, one-half tuition; after first 
two weeks, no refund (unless paid for three terms in ad-
vance.) · 
( c) A-student will be considered as in attendance at the 
College until _ the Treasurer's Office has _ been notified iri 
writing by the Dean of the College of a stude_nt's withdrawal. 
Claims for refund previous _to such notification will not be 
considered. 
2. BoARD. All students not living at home are required 
to eat at the college Comm-ons, which is conducted without 
profit, unless especially excused ·by the Dean on doctor's or-
ders. For _ a period of less than a full terni, the rate for 
board is $9.00 per week. 
3. RooM .RENT. The dormitory room rent of $3 5 .00 per 
term, or $100.00 for three terms if paid in advance, includes 
Fees 5S 
·. 
electric current for lights. No other electrical equiplllent 
is allowed in the rooms. Service rooms a-re provided· in the · 
dormitories fo.r the use of electric irons. The ·room: reserva-
tion fee . of $10.00 is applied on room rent for the first term. 
· · Refund of room rent ·:_ · 
(a) $10.00 deposit fee refundable up to September 1. 
(b) · Up to end of first week of college term, refund · of 
one-half of room rent in case of withdawal; after first week, 
no ·refund. · 
4. STUDENT AssocIATION FEE. Upon registration a reg.:.. 
.ular student automatically becomes a member of the Student 
Association which, in general, ·controls the student · ente-r.-.. 
ptises. He pays, as part of his . College bill, a ·fee of $7.00 a 
term. This constitutes a special fund for the . maintenance 
and busines.s-like management · of student activities and· -cam-
pus inte.rests. · 
All such funds afe. handled by the College · office and ex- . 
·pended only by .order of the Executive Comin1ttee _of the -
Association and the F acuity Committee on Activities. 
Upon payment of this fee a Student Association ticket is 
given the student entitling him to ( 1) a subscription to the 
Sandspur, (2) a subscription to the Tomokan, (3) admission . 
to all athletic contests; ( 4) admission to all concerts and lec-
tures, ( 5) admission . to all debates and othe·r · activities, 
specified by the Executive Commi_ttee, (6) a subs.cript_ion to 
the Flamingo at half price. · , . 
: These activities are conducted · by the stude_nts with the 
co-operation of. the Administrative -Officers of the College~ 
Unexpended· money apportioned to any activity is held over -
to the succeeding year to be re-apportioned for the benefit 
of student activities. · 
5. DEPOSIT FEE. The $10 deposit or breakage fee is 
paid by . all regularly enrolled students on first registration-
and is refundable at the end of the year les~ any charges f o~ 
room damage, labora.tory breakage, library fees · or fines, or 
other assessments. · · 
6. HEALTH. FEE. · $5.00 a year, required of all regular 
students. -,. 
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7. MATRICULATION FEE. On first .registration in the col-
lege, new s_tudents, whether freshmen or of advanced stand-
ing, pay the matriculation fee of $10.00. 
Payments 
· Tuition and all other fees · are due in full in advance each 
term and must be paid in the Office of the Treasurer before 
attending recitations. Instructors will receive · into their 
classes only those students who present class cards signed by 
the Dean. or Registrar, and countersigned by the Treasurer. 
The Board of Trustees reserves the right to cancel, add or 
increase any fees to meet an emergency or unusual situation. 
·•... · Athletic Activities 
V..7 ATER SPORTS AND MEETS. Rollins is ideally located for 
water sports and these take a large place in the ;ictivities 
of the campus . . 
Women students have an expert Physical Director for 
their sports with special instructors. for swimming and water 
sports. The College features the aesthetic type of sports for 
women rather than . the muscular. 
The Florida State Interscholastic Aquatic Meet which is 
held annually off the shores of the campus, is· participated 
in by practically all the high schools of the state. 
Row1NG. Rollins · has organized rowing again under the 
management of Mr. Charles W. Chase. Cornell University 
donated two eight-oar shells to Rollins, and othe'r shells will 
be provided to meet the needs of the students. 
Mr. Chase, an old Yale coxswain, is head of. the rowing 
organization and will train the crews · during 1928-29 for 
pa-rticipation in rowing and aquatic events. 
Rowing started at Rollins in 1903 by the efforts of Fred 
P. Ensminger and continued until 1912. It is · hoped that 
the . reviyal of the old sport will stimulate an interest in it 
throughout Florida and the South, where such natural ad-
vantages exist in the lakes. and waterways. 
Student Publications 
SANDSPUR. This is the weekly newspaper published by 
the students during the college year. The edit.ors ·are elected 
by a ·board consisting of the existing editorial staff together 
I 
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with three members of the faculty who act in an advisory 
capacity. · The. editorial conduct of the paper is in the hands 
of the editor and his associates, who are responsible for its . 
. policy. This paper wag established in 1894. · 
THE FLAMlNGO. This is a literary magazine edited by 
undergraduates and sponsored by the I>epartment of Eng~ 
lish. · It has done much ·to encourage literary work among 
the students. · 
THE ToMOKAN. The College Annual has been published 
for a number of years by the junior class. · In 1927-28, how-
ever, the seniors published a To~okan containing two sec-
tion_s, ol)e section for 1926-27 and one for 1927-ZK Here-
after the se~ior class will publish the College Annual for the 
Student Association. 
CHRISTIAN As-soc1ATIONS. The College Y. M. C. A. and · 
· Y. W. C. A. are the centers of the religious life of the stu-· 
dents. Devotional services are held each week. · Occasion-
ally union services are held. . Funds are raised with which 
to send delegates to the . Southern Student Conference . at · 
Blue Ridge, N. C. 
· Musical Organizations 
GLEE CLUBS AND ·. 0RciIESTRA. These · organizatioris .. are 
under the direction of the School of Music _ arid provide . · 
choir singing for both men and women. Several concerts 
are given annually in Winter Park and other Florida cities. _ 
· The Rollins Radio Station 
Station WDBO. 500 Watts. · 240 ·meters. 1250 kilocyc_les. 
Rollins College has a modern 500 watt radio broad~asting 
station, operated for the College by the . Orlando Broadcast-
ing Company, _ Incorporated; This station has . been heard · 
all over the United States, Canada, . ~nd South America~ 
Educational . lectures, plays and musical programs . are given .· 
by the faculty and selected students every Monday~ Wed~ 
/ nesday and Friday evenings during the · hour of. 7: 55 to 
. 8: 55 p. m. . · · · · 
The radio committee consists of Mr. Edward F. Weinberg, 
chairman, Mrs. Orpha Grey, E. _N. McWhite and Dr. -Rohert · 
J. Sprague. 
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Fraternities and Sororities 
KAPPA ALPHA fraternity (Phi Alpha local organized in 
1906) occupies a fine chapter overlooking the campus and 
Lake 'Virginia. 
THE THETA K~PPA Nu fraternity, (Tau Lambda Delta 
local organized in 1920), has recently had its chapter house 
remodeled and greatly improved. 
THE KAPPA PHI SIGMA fraternity was org~nized during 
1926 and occupies a chapter house overlooking Lake Virginia. 
THE INTER-FRATERNITY CouNCIL is made up from these 
three fraternities. · 
THE PAN-HELLENIC AssocIATION . is composed of the fol-
lowing Greek _letter sororities: Kappa Epsilon, ( 1902); 
Sigma Phi, ( 1920); · Phi Omega, ( 1921), and Alpha Omega, 
( 1926). · 
PHI BETA. The Theta Chapter of Phi ·Beta fraternity, 
a national professional society, was established May, 1923. 
It is a musical and dramatic art fraternity. 
THE TAu CHAPTER oF ALPHA PHI EPSILON, Honorary 
Forensic Fraternity, established in 1921 and . revived in 1927 
has as its object the promotion of inter-class apd intercol-
legiate debating. · 
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS. This is an · affiliated chapter of the 
international Alliance Francais. · 
R. L. S. This is a literary club made_ up of young wumen 
who are especially · interested in creative literary work. The 
membership is . limited to thirty. 
GARGOYLE. .This is a new seeret order of those who have 
attained distinction in some form of literary work. The first 
Friday after the second Sunday in December has · been 
designated "Gargoyle Day." · 
RoLLINS .KEY SocIETY. This honorary society, · founded 
in 1927, was established for the purpose of fostering interest 
in all campus and .scholastic activities and · promoting the 
welf a_re of Rollins College. Membership is operi to juniors 
and seniors only and is based on their scholastic · work and 
activities . during the first two years of college~ 
Working Students IS7 
Working Students _ 
. A num_ber of students, especially men, · work their · way ·in · 
part while at Rollins. A student is honored at Rollins for . 
an honest effort of this kind, and -many of the best_ &tude_nts · 
pursue this method of partial support through6uf thei_r wh_ol 
. college course. It is best to make arrangements before coin-
ing to Winter Park by writing to the Dean· or ·Treasurer; · or 
by being represented · by some old student who knows the 
qualifications of the applicant, and of jobs ·about :the insti-
tution. · In no inst~nces is it advisable for a student to try 
to earn his entire expense while takini full college· work. It 
is possible in · some cases to register : for· ten or twelve hours · 
of college work and earn pactically alt:. of one's expenses . 
. The college course will then be · prolonged to five years. 
ELBERT H. GARY LoAN FuND_. ·Many worthy students · 
of limited means may profit by the generous gift of Judge 
Elbert H. Gary, who has recently created a loan fund of . 
$25,000 to be used in helping ambitious and hard.:.working 
boys or girls to secure a college education which they . could 
not otherwise afford. Except in very great emergencies 
loans will not be made to freshmen. 
. . 
THE HARMON · FuND. Rollins College is . affiliated · with 
the Harmon · College · Cooperative Loan Fund · of New :York, 
which makes loans to · College_ students during their soph-
omore, junior and senior years. Full information .may be 
had f rem the College Treasurer. 
ScH_OLARSHIPS 
HoNoR ScHOLARSHIPS: For the year 1928-29 the Rol-
lins College Board of Trustees has provided a _maximum of 
· forty . honor · scholarships, each one of which is to cove·r the 
tuition fee of $200. · . Some of the special .scholarships noted 
· ·· below are included . in th~s list of honor scholarships. 
· These scholarships are awarded for ··a period of one· year·· 
on the basis of interest in_ and · attitude toward education, 
schola_s-tic standing in high school and _college, and on indica-
tions. of leadership qualities. Any student desiring ~ to take 
advantage of this ·opportunity should call upon or ~rite to 
the Dean of the College~ A record of high school work done, 
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together with other evidence of merit must be · presented for 
c9nsideration before a scholarship is awarded. 
SPECIAL ScHOLARSHIPS. The following scholarships have 
been established in honor of the persons n~med -who have 
contributed to the Endowment of the College, or to the en-
dowment of specific scholarships. 
1. THE CHASE ScHOLARSHIP, established" in honor of the 
late Loring Augustus Chase; one of the founders of the town 
of Winter Park. · 
2. THE HALL SCHOLARSHIP, established in honor of the 
late Mr. and Mrs. Charles Henry Hall, of Evanston, lllinois. 
3. TH-E MARK SCHOLARSHIP, established in honor of Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles LeRoy Mark, of Fredonia, New York. 
Mr. Mark is since deceased. 
4. THE ScoTT ScHOLARSHIP, established in honor _ of Mr. 
and Mrs. John F. Scott, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
5. THE' Bt.'RLEIGH ScHOLARSHIP, established in honor of 
the late Mrs. Matilda Burleigh. 
' 6. THE PE.ARSONS ScHOLARSHIP, establish~d -in grateful 
· recognition of the gift to the College of $50,000 by the late 
Dr. D. K. Pearsons, of Chicago, Illinois, and donations 
made to the Endowment Fund by . f acuity and students dur-
ing the years 1903-1905. This scholarship is assigned to 
the student, . preferably of the Sophomore class, · who is 
deemed most worthy. The amount is $200 and is paid 
by the College. _ 
7. THE ANGIER ScHOLARSHIP, established in honor cf the 
late Mr. A. E. Angier, of Boston, 11assachusetts, and avail-
able for young men only. · 
8. THE WYETH · ScHOLAREHIP, endowed by Mrs. E. J. 
Wyeth and Messrs. Henry' B. Wyeth, John H. Wyeth, Jr., 
and George A. Wyeth, -in memory of the'ir . husband and 
father, John H. Wyeth; for many years a member of the 
Executive and Investment Committee · of the Board of 
Trustees of Rollins · College. 
9 . . THE PALMER ScHOLARSHIP, established in honor of 
the late Francis Asbury Palmer. 
10. THE DuvAL ScHOLARSHIP, available for a graduate 
of the Duval High School, established in honor of the fol-
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lowing donors. to the Endowment Fund: J. W. Archibald; 
E. P. Axtell, Hon. N. P. Bryan, Coons and Golden, R. V. 
Covington, H. & W. B_. Drew Company, Col. E. C. Long, 
Mrs. E. J. McDuff, J. R. Parrott, E. P_. Richardson-, . C. B. 
Rogers, Charles _P. Sumner, Union ·Congregational Church, 
Edwin S. Webster and Lorenzo . A. Wilson. 
. 11. WoRTHINGTON ScHOLARSHIP. . The income of the 
Eliza Worthington Fund of $1,000, created by the Hon. 
Augustus Storr~ Worthington, of Washington, b . . C., and 
Mrs. Lucy Worthington Blackman, of Lake-Monroe,. Florida, -
in memory of their mother. 
12. LITERARY ScHOLARSHIPS. Through the generosity· . 
of the Tampa Woman's Club, and other friends, several 
"Literary-Scholarships'' have been establis4ed which pay the 
_tuition of .freshmen who have shown unusual ability .in crea-
tive writing during their high school course. ._ 
13. SusAN H. DYER ScHoLARSHIP IN l\tlus1c. To ·p"re-
pare for the profession of Supervisor of Music, offered by 
the Florida Federation of Women's · Clubs, open to --any 
graduate of a standard High School of Florida, who can 
qualify as_ to scholarship, musical ability, character and ex.,. 
pectation of -teaching ·the . subject in Florida. 
Alumni Endowment Policies 
The graduating class of 1924 took out an endowment in-
su-rance policy on the life of one of its members with the 
College as special beneficiary tn case of the death of the in-
sured, or in case of the maturity of the policy. -
This is a splendid project of the new alumni. Each suc-
ceeding graduating class has raised their policy a thousand 
dollars over that of the preceding class. · 
If this succession of endowment policies is continued · ac-
cording to the· plan, · each dass upon its return for a reunion 
at the maturity of its policy will have a substantial sum of 
money to devote to the improvement: of the College. Every 
year a class will come · back and be able to undertake some 
substantial project for its alma mater~ 
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HONORS AND PRIZES 
Sprague Oratorical Prize .Contest 
This contest was originated and promoted by the Sigma · 
Phi Sorority _· to encourage excellence in public speaking at 
Rollins~ Sigma Phi gives the first prize. Original speeches 
are written, ·committed and delivered in competition before 
the college asse.mbly or before a public audience. 
The B ac heller Prize C on~est 
The High -School Senior students of Florida · are invited 
to come to Rollins Coll~-ge during Founders' Week and de-
liver original orations in competition for the prizes ~ffered by 
Mr. Irving Bacheller. The orations are all sent to a board 
of judges and the· authors of the best ones are called to 
Rollins to deliver them. The contest constitutes one of the 
best occasions of the year. W~nners of the Contest for 1928 
are: 
First Prizes, B ac heller Gold Medals: · 
Miss Ruthjeanne Bellamy, Orlando, Florida. 
Kenneth Curry, Orlando, Florida. 
Second Prizes, Florida Historical Society Gold Pieces: 
Nellie Kennedy, Brooksville, Florida. 
Chester R. Yates; Plant City, Florida. 
Short Story Prize 
·This prize is offered by Miss M. Flossie Hill of Fort 
Myers, Florida~ Miss Hill is a Rollins alumna deeply inter-
ested in stimulating productive work among the Rollins 
gtudents. 
Economics Prize 
Beginning· with the school year of 1927-28, the Phi Omega 
Sorority is offering a prize of $25.00 to the _girl who has the 
·· highest scholarship record in Economics. The obj~ct is to 
create interest in this field among the girls, and it is hoped 
that many will enter the competition for this prize_ which 
will be awarded at commencement time. 
Allied Arts Society Prizes 
The following prize-s are offered by the Allied Arts Society 
of Winter · Park, of which Mr. Irving Bacheller is President, 
and they are all open to Rollins students. 
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1. A prize of $50.00 for the_ best-poem submitted at. the · 
monthly meetings of the Poetry_ Society of Flo_rida.· · 
2. · The ·_Qu.ill Drive~s ,·prize of $35.00 for the best short. 
story, and $f5.00 for the second prize. - . · 
3~ The Music Makers prize of $25.00 for the best un-
published musical composition. · . . 
· 4. . A prize of $25.00 for the best one-act ·play submitted 
to the Society. 
5. A prize of $25.00 for the -best Masq1,1e, Pageant or 
Musical Comedy submitted to the Society. . · 
6. A priz-e of $25.00._for the best painting in oil or water 
color submitted by an undergraduate. 
7. A· prize of $25.00 for the best picture in pencil, char~ 
· coal or monotone submit~ed by an undergraduate. 
COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS 
1. Annual Catalogue. 
2. Quarterly Bulletins. 
3. Rollins Alumni Record. 
4. The Sandspur (Undergraduate weekly). 
5. - ·The Flamingo (Undergraduate _literary monthly). 
6. The Tomokan, PubliJhed annually by the Student As-
s ociatio-n. · 
· 7. Rollins Animated Magazine, Presented once a year 
during Founder's Week. · 
8. Rollins Record, (Monthly News Bulle_tin). 
Bulletins and Circulars 
Copies of these will be sent free upon request 
BULLETINS 
1. Rollins Record (monthly, October to June). : 
2. Ideals for the Development of Rollins · by Hamilton 
Holt. .· . 
3. Rollins Plan of College Instruction by George E. - ·· 
Carrothers. 
4. The Rollins I deal by Hamilton Holt. 
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5. An Emersonian Professorship of Books by A. J. 
Hanna. 
6. Ideals for the New Florida by Albert Sha\v. 
ROLLINS MEMOS 
-
1. Nothing But the Be_st by Charles A. Campbell. 
2. Education as Insurance by Corra Harris. 
· 3. ·Biography and Success by Lawrence Abbott. 
4. Friends by Charles A. Campbell. 
5. The New Year by Emilie Watts McVea. 
DEPART1\1ENT OF lN_§OWCTION 
AND 
DESCRIPTION ·oF COURSES . 
The Con/ erence Plan of T e~hing . 
UNDER ·the · usual plan for college · teaching~ the pro-fessor gives a _series of _lectures_ tw? to -~_ve times a week. He assigns readings, sometimes ·1n a .chosen 
text . and always in_ reference books an_d magazines. At the 
end of a stated period a formal examination i~ 'held; th_e 
papers are ·graded either by the professor or by an assistant, 
and final marks are recorded. The li'Initations of such- a 
system are too evident to need discussion. 
The new system which is being · worked out · in Rollins. 
College is the conference or work-shop plari, one purpose of 
which is to bring the student and professor · into closer con-
tact. Class periods are scheduled from 8 :00 to .10:00 . and -
from 10:30 to 12:J0, with chapel or assembly from · 10·:oo 
to 10:30. -· students sign up ·for .classes in the us·ual manner, 
arranging their schedules so that .two full hours may- be · 
spent with each instructor. The theory is · that immature 
students who have not learned how to study effectively 
need the help of a professor most when they are preparing 
their lessons rather than after they have learned _them or 
failed to learn them. In some instances, particularly with 
the younger, untrained students, the instructor at-times_ h_as 
to use the &upervised-study- method and not only teach the 
student how to prepa.re his work but see that he gets it done. 
For the most part, however, the Conference Plan at Roi~ 
lins is in no sense the supervised-study plan which ·_ has · been 
tried in many secondary schools. In time, as a more. care-ful 
selection of students is made, as the faculty come to under- · 
stand the plan better, and when students come to realize that 
the responsibility of securing an education is dependent upon 
their own interest and a~tivity, it is believe~ the need for 
even a · partial use of the supervised-study method_ will djs- · 
appea~ · · -
During the conference period students spend their time in . 
study, in conference with · the professor, in smal-1 group dis- · 
cussion, in writing class papers, preparing outlines, and in 
studying -other matters incident to the mastery of the sub-
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ject. At times even the whole group or class may be called 
together for a conf ere nee on a common topic · with the in-
structor as . the leader in the discussion. Students who are 
doing acceptable · work and who · are appreciative of their 
educational opportunities are allowed to leave the class-room 
at any time they desire, the same as would be · true in an 
office, a work-shop or an informal seminar. • They return at 
their own pleasure arid quietly resume their work where 
they left it. Most of the students prefer to remain in the 
class-room with the group, since this · rqom usually contains 
the reference books, maps and other equipment valuable for 
the work in · hand. ' 
· General outlines of courses are furnished to students that 
they may know the approximate expectation for the term 
or year for each individual course. Specific: outlines, refer:.. 
ences, topics and qu.estions are in many instances supplied 
by -the instructor to facilitate the more economical study and 
mastery of the subject. The "lock-step" method -of pro-
cedure has been eliminated and students a·re permitted to 
progress as rapidly as they wish or are able. 
GENERAL FRESHMAN COURSES 
These courses are in charge of Dean Carrothers with the 
assistance of the following members of the f acuity: 
DR. BURKS DR. GEORGIA DR. SPRAGUE DR. BAILEY 
1. CoLLE~E PROBLEMS. This course in orientation under 
Dean Carrothers is required of all freshmen. · In this course 
consideration is given to the immediate problems of adjust-
ment to college and campus life, to-the establishment of right 
habits of work and pl-ay, to an understanding of the changed 
conceptions of education as held today, and to ~he more im-
portant problems .of helping students obtain a . better under-
standing of themselves and of their possibilities in life. Fall 
term. Credit, two hours a term. 
2-3. HYGIENE. The material presented in this course is 
designed to acquaint the student with present day views and 
practices in the field of hygiene and preventive medicine. 
It· will deal -not .only. with questions of .individual health but 
will also include information relating to the health of the 
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community. The term hygiene as used here is · meant to ·· 
include mental hygiene as well as physical hygiene. · The 
work will be divided -as fallows ·: - · 
Physical . ,aspects-Dr. ·Boice and D.r. _ Burks. 
Chemical,. Bacteriological . and Nutritional aspects-Dr. 
Georgia. _. 
Social and · Economic aspects-Dr. Sprague. · 
Mental aspects-· Dr. Bailey. _ _ . · . _ 
. This_ course may be counted as a science elective .but is 
required of .all freshmen. Winter and spring tertns. - Credit; · 
· two hours a term. · 
· Nom: The ftgu'res accompanying the titles of the courses -Indicate the 
numbers of terms during which the course is given. In a-three term course 
each tenn must . be taken , to _receive credit unless. otherwise noted In,· the 
catalogue • . -Term courses are completed within: the ierm. 
DEP All,TMENT OF . ART 
SOPHIE FRANCES PARSONS RUBY WARRE'N NEWBY 
FREDERIC SPIGEL V IRGINJA -Ros·1E 
It is the aim of the Art Department_ to give to student~ a 
thorough and practical knowledge of art, and to :dev_dop an _ 
understandi_ng of the bro~d principles underlying. -all . art. 
The value of drawing or designing as .. mental training cannot 
be ·overestimated. The ·ability to cre·ate original wot-k which 
this department aims to .develop demands an intensive ap-
plication of the mental faculties. · 
1. ART APPRECIATION. This course·- will .be devoted io · 
a study of theory of the rules for the production of any 
artistic r:esult. It will form a preparation for problems: given 
-in interior decoration · and block printing. ·_ Fall term. 
Credit, three .hours a term. . · 
2. ART -APPRECIATION. The work of this term ·consists· 
in a course in. color theory and its applicati011. Pre-re- · 
quisite, Art Appreciation 1. \\Iinter term.. Credit, three 
hours a term. · · 
3. · ART APPRECiATION. Practical projects' will be studied . 
such as book plates, batiks, and smaller appli~d art problems, . 
using· the knowledge of the 'pre-requisite .c<?~r~es, Art · Ap-
preciation 1 and 2. Spring term. Credit, ~hree hours a 
term. 
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4-5. INTERIOR DECORATION. The aim of this course is to 
present in theory and practice _the principles of color, form, · 
proportion, harmony, balance, etc., with actual problems in 
· the- complete furnishing of a house. Particular· attention 
will be given to the evolution of floor plans, the history of 
· furniture design, the relating of walls, floors·, _ and window 
treatment, and to those accessories which contribute charm 
and individuality. - Fall and Winter term. .Credit, t.wo hours 
a term . 
. 6-7-8. PAINTING. Rollins is delightfully located for out-
door sketching. This will be carried out in water colors and 
oils. Students who have had the required work in drawing 
will be admitted to t_his class. Composition . and . the value 
of interesting arrangement will be stressed. Still life com-
position will also be painted in both water colors and oils. 
Throughout the year, but any one term may · be taken. 
Credit, two hours a term. · 
9. APPLIED DESIGN. This is a term course with work in 
batik, block printing, enameled designs and 'plastic art prob-
lems. The winter term. Credit, two hours a term. 
· 13. DESIGN. A course in the principles of- design, cover-
. ing the study of harmony, balance, rythm, -emphasis, the 
division of spaces, grouping of units, and the study of na-
. tural .forms, as applied to design. Fall term. Credit, three 
hours a term. 
14. DESIGN. Continuation of the plans as outlined in 
the pre-requisite course, 13. Winter term. Cre¢it, three 
hours a term . . · 
15. DESIGN. Problems in· the working of designs direct-
ly applicable to the crafts. Pre-requisites, 13~14. Spring 
term. Credit, thtee hours. a term. 
16. H1sTORY OF ART. This study is devoted to primitive 
art and its development as expressed in sculpture, through 
the Hellenistic age. Fall term. Credit, two hou·rs· a term. 
17 . . H1sToRY -OF ART. Full outline of the development 
of architecture, including _early Egyptian, _.Chaldean, Greek, 
Roman, Renaissance and present day. Winter term. ·Credit, 
·two hours a term. 
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18. HISTORY OF ART. Study of _ painting· from . the first 
era through · the early Christian Renaissance, Dutch; .. Eng-
lish and American, with special re.ference to the influence· of 
one style on the other. Spring term:. Credit~ two , hours a 
term. . 
The pre-requisites for courses 19-27 are . drawing; design, 
art appreciation and history of art. . . . 
19-20. ART EDUCATIONAL . NlETHODs. Organization of · 
courses of study, problems arid materials for-those planning 
to teach Art · in public schools. and high schools · and ·.the 
adaptation 9f methods for different types of schools. -Fall 
and winter terms. Credit, three hours a term. . · · 
21. ART STRUCTURE. This course is based on Dow's 
"Composition" and "Theory and Practice of Teaching Art." . 
Pre-requisite 19-20. Spring term. Credit, three hou1's · a 
term. 
22-23". LIFE CLASSES. Advanced construction. . Study 
for expression of ' line and mas_s. Fall and winter · terms. 
Credit, three hours a _term. 
24. CoNSTRUCTION OF HEAD AND HuMAN FIGURE. Refer-
ence, Vanderpool and Bridgman. Spring te.rm. · Credit,_ 
three hours a term. 
25. ADVANCED STUDY OF HEAD AND FIGURE. Pre-requisite · 
22, 23, 24. Fall term. Credit, three hours a term. · 
26. PAINTI_NG FROM COSTUME PosE. . Pre-requisite 22, 
23, 24. Winter term. Credit, three hours a term .. 
27. OuToooR PAINTING FROM CosTUME PosE. Pre-re-
quisite 22, 23, 24. Spring term·, . ·credit, three hours a term. 
DEPARTJVIENT .OF BIBLE A~"'ll RELIGION 
-DR, _CAMPBELL, DR~ THOMAS . 
l. THE RISE AND FALL OF THE HEBREW NATION. The 
course covers the Babylonian background,- the ,primitive· re~ 
ligion .. of Israel and the development of Hebrew institutions .. 
Fall term. Credit, ,two hours a term. . . . · · . 
2. THE . OLD TEsTAME~T AS LITERATl.JRE. . The .course 
covers · the varied types of Hebrew literary ·records with in7 ·_ 
. cidental reference to the Apocrypha: .their social and spirit uaf 
values. Winter term. Credit, two hours a term.- · 
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. 3. PROBLEMS IN PERSONAL CONDUCT. A discussion course 
in the problems of faith and life in the light of the teachings 
of Jesus. Spring term. Credit., two hours a term. · 
4. INTERPRETATION OF OLD TESTAMENT LITERATURE. 
This is a Winter School course given by Dr. Campbell on 
Wednesday morning at 10: 30 and is . designed to meet the 
requests of many winter visitors and other residents of Win-
ter Park and vicinity. A nominal fee will be charged for 
enrollment. Credit, one hour a term. 
5. RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT BETWEEN OLD AND NEW 
TESTAMENTS. This course should prove of use to students 
of the New Testament by showing the sources of the popular 
beliefs of the Jews in the times of Jesus. Its subject matter 
is· the Apocryphal and Apocalyptic writings of the centuries 
immediately before Christ. Fall term. Credit, three hours 
a term . . 
6. THE EssENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. The object- of this 
course is to present the primary and distinctive teachings of 
the New Testament in relation both to the times of -their 
promulgation and to the present day. Winter term. Credit, 
t~ree hours a term_. 
7. COMPARATIVE RELIGION. As the name suggests, this 
course takes up the .fundamental teachings . of the world's 
living religions in comparison with one another and with 
special reference to the Christian religion. Spring term. 
Credit, three hours a term.· · 
DEPARTMENT 0}.., BIOLOGY 
DR. UPHOF DR. CAMP.BELL 
.MR. DA,vsoN Miss SHOR 
Rollins College is well located for the study of botany and 
zoology. T'he environment of the College is particularly· 
rich in the plant and animal life of Peninsular · Florida. · The 
Baker Mu·seum of Natural History possesses many valuable 
specimens, while the laboratory contains up-to-date instru-
ments and other appliances for scientific ~tu di.es. _ 
1-2-3. GENERAL· BIOLOGY . AND PHYSIOLOGY. A year 
course giving a · thorough training in the subject of life, re-
production, embryology and histology of plants and animals. 
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Resistance and· susceptibility to disea~es~·. · A general outline 
of variation and heredity. The course also includes· a survey 
of the chemical and physical · phenomena of .life from the 
Protozoa to the -highest forms of the M·etazoa, as well as to. 
human life. · Three two-hour conferences and: laboratory 
work each week. Throughout the year. Credit, three hours 
a term. 
4-5-6. PLANT MoRPHOLQGY. · A year course dealing with 
the general morphology of plants~ - Different plant ~ssocia-
tions and formations will be studied in relation-· to environ-
. ment. Three· two-hour conferences· arid laboratory work a 
week. ·Throughout.the yeac Open to all students. Credit, _ 
three hours a term. 
8-9. GENETics. A winter and spring term . c~urse dealing 
with _the laws of variation and heredity. Factor analysis, 
;Law · of Mendel,. Mutation Theory, Hybridism,-principles ·of · 
biometry, plant -- and animal breeding. . Two two-hour con-
ferences a week. During the .winter and spring term. Pre-
requisite, General Biology. Credit, two hours a term. 
10-11-12. M1cRoscoPICAL TECHNIQUE. This is a · year 
course given by recitations, lectures, · and laboratory work. 
It •involves the histology and cytology of the tis·sues of in-
vertebrates and vertebrates, as well as tho.se of plants . . The 
student becomes acquainted with the important methods of 
fixing, hardening, dehydrating, staining, clearing, imbe.dding, 
sectioning with the rotary and sliding microtome, and mount-
ing objects for microscopical · study, whic_h · give the · student 
,,,,, an accurate ·knowledge of the anatomy of animals· and plants 
in minute details. Prerequisite, General Biology . . Two two-
hours conferences and · a considerable amount of laboratory 
work · a week. This course is required 'for those .specializing 
in Biology and is recommended · for pre-medical _students. 
Throughout the year. Credit, three hours a term. 
ll-14-15. ADVANCED MICROSCOPICAL TECHNIQUE. A year · 
laboratory course for students who wish to specialize ·i-n· 
zoology rather than in. botany. Knowledge .of German is es-
sential. Throughout the year. · Credit, three hours a term. 
16-17-18. ADVANCED MicRoscoPICAL TEc,.HNIQUE. A year . 
laboratory course for students who wish to specialize in 
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.botany rather than in zoology. Knowledge of German is es- _ 
sential. Throughout the year. Credit, three hours a term. 
19-20-2 L ZooLOGY-lNVERTEBRATE ANATOMY. This year 
·course gives the general principles.· 9f zoology, morphology, 
ecology and general classification of invertebrate- animals. 
Instruction is •given by recitation and by laboratory work. 
It aims to acquaint the student with· the structure, develop-
ment and functions . of the lower · animals. - Three two-hour 
periods a week of laboratory and conference work. Prere-
quisite, General Biology. Throughout the · year. Credit, 
three hours a term. 
22-23-24. ZOOLOGY-VERTEBRATE ANATOMY AND EMBRYO-
LOGY. This year course . deals. with vertebrates in the same 
manner as the preceding course deals with invertebrates. 
Instruction is given by means of lectures and laboratory 
exercises. R_epresentative animals of the different classes of 
the Vertebrata are dissected and studied in detail so that a 
comparison of different forms is obtained.- _ This course is 
intended for those specializing in -zoology and for pre-medical 
students. Three two-hour petiods a week. Prereqt1isite 
General Biology. Throughout the year. Cr_edit, four hours 
a term. 
25-26-27. HoRTICULTURE AND FRUIT GROWING. A year 
course dealing with a thorough study of physics, · chemistry 
and bacteriology of the soil; irrigation and drainage; natural · 
and artificial propagation of plants; general outline of trop-
ical and subtropical fruit and vegetable growing; grove man-
. agement; a study of plant diseases and pests, and nieans of 
eradication. Three two-hour periods a week including field 
work as well as designing plans of groves. _ Open to all stu-
dents. 'Throughout the year. Credit, three hours a term. 
28. ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUilS AND Fi.OWERS, -LAND-
SCAPE GARDENING. A close st~dy of various ornamental 
garden plants, their use and mode of propagation. · The art 
of lap.dscape gardening, planting of gardens and estates. Two 
two-hour conferences and laboratory work each week during 
winter term. Credit, two hours a term. (Not given · in 
1928-29). 
· 29-29a. PLANT PHYSIOLOGY. A study of the metabolism 
of plants, their growth, . nutrition, pho~osynthesis, material 
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transformations in the cells, influence of external conditions; 
symbiosis, parasitism and fermentation. Three two-hour 
conferences and laboratory work a week .for_ the winter term·. 
Pre-requisite, General Biology. Credit, thr.ee h9-_urs a term. 
30. SYSTEMATIC BoTANY. A study of the flowering· plants, 
ferns, mosses, fungi and algre, especially with reference to the 
local flora. Two two...:.hour conferences and laboratory work 
throughout the term. · Prerequisite·, General Biology. Credit, 
two hl)ur s a term& 
31. EcoNOMIC BoTANY AND ·zooLOGY. A popular course 
dealing with various plant and animal products, their eco-
nomic importance, preparation and gross structure. Two 
two-hour conferences "a week throughout the term. Prere-
quisite, General Biology. Cedit, two hours· a terin. 
32. BACTERIOLOGY. This course endeavors to deal in a · 
general · way with the application of bacteriology of house-
hold · and san_itary sciences, bacterial diseases of men, -animals 
and plants; soil bacteriology. Classification _o_f -bacteria; 
prepara.tion of important culture media, transplanting, inoc-
culation and identification of various types of bacteria; fur-
ther staining, preparation of bacterial slid_es. Two. two-hour 
-recitation periods and laboratory work. _ Reconim.ended for 
pre-medical students. Fall term. Credit, two hours_ a term. 
4l-44-45. ENTOMOLOGY. Comprising field, ·. systematic 
«- and economic entomology, including the collection, identifica-
tion and mounting of insects for the College Museum, with 
special reference to species of economic significance to· _Flor-
ida. With the exception of the winter term the work is 
largely in the field in company with the insJruttor. One 
period per week throqghout the year with frequent all~day 
Saturday trip~·- Throughout · the year. Credit, one hou~ a . 
term. 
47. -ORNITHOLOGY. · A study of bird life throughout -cen-
tral Florida during the . winter term. The _ course consists 
very largely of field trips by individual students and by 
groups. Winter term. Credit, to be determined. 
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 
DR. GEORGIA MR. -------- -------
1-2-3. GENERAL CHE!\-IISTRY. This ·course is an introduc-
tory one designed to cover the metals and non-metals and to · 
provide some acquaintance with the compounds of carbon. 
The theoretical aspects of the subject are emphasized. The 
work is· presented by means of demonstrations, conferences 
and laboratory practice. Throughout" the year. . Credit, four 
hours a term. · 
10. INTRODUCTORY QuALITATIVE ANALYSIS. · The proper-
ties and reactions of the common basic and acidic ions to-
g·ether · with methods for their separation and detection are 
studied. Special emphasis is placed on the theoretical ques-
tions •involved. Students are required to analyze a consider-
able number of unknown substances. Prerequisite, Chemis-
try 1-2-3. Fall term. Credit, six hours a term. 
20-21. INTRODUCTORY QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. The 
theories involved in quantitative analytical procedures are 
discussed in conferences. Considerabl~ time is also given to 
the calculations . of analytical chemistry. The gravimetric · 
and volumetric determinations made i~ ' the. laboratory are 
chosen to illustrate various types of procedures and manipu-
lations. Prerequisite, Chemistry 10. Winter and spring 
terms. Credit, four hours a term. 
25-26-27. ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. This is a 
laboratory course in which the work of Chemistry 20 is con-
tinued with more difficult determinations. The materi,tJ will 
be arranged in so far as possible to meet the needs of the in-
dividual student. Prerequisite, Chemistry 20..:21. Through-
out the year. Credit, two to four hours a term. 
30-31-3-2. INTRODUCTORY ORGANIC CHEMISTRY • .-. This 
course is designed to serve as an introduction to the chem-
istry of the compounds of carbon _and includes a study of 
both aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons and their deriva-
tives. Special emphasis is placed on thos~ compounds that 
are to be found in food products. In the l_abotatory the stu-
dent is required to prepare and study a .considerable number 
of typical compounds. , Prerequisite, Chemistry 20-21. 
Throughout the year. Credit, four hours a term~ 
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90-91-92. SEMINAR IN THEORETICAL CHEM!STRY. This-
course will involve the reading and disc~ssion ··of material 
dealing with the -theoretical aspects ·· of chemistry. · Special -
attention will be given to the newer views regarding_ the · 
structure of ma_tter. Open to juniors · and ·seniors who have 
adequate preparation for the work. ·Throughout the · year. 
Credit, variable. 
DEPARTMENT OF EcoNoM1cs, Soc10LOGY AND 
GOVERNMENT -
DR. SPRAGUE MR. CARLSON 
Economics 
1-2-3. EcoNOMIC GEOGRAPHY AND FOREIGN TRADE~ This 
course studies the natural economic resources qf the ·1eading' 
countries of the world, _the climate, soil and other economic 
conditions as a background for population, production, for- · 
· eign trade a·nd civilization.. The fall .term treats especially · 
of- the physical and -political geography of the earth, the win-
ter term discovers the economic and vital .resources of ·the 
nations and the spring term devotes much time to . the in-· . , 
ternational trade, its routes, volume arid principles. 
-There are special studies of Florida · industrie·s·,_ making of · 
maps• and graphs, text books, collateral reading, conference 
reports and discussions. Open to ~II students. _ ·Throughout 
the year. Credit, three hours a · term. 
4. Bus1NESS AND I Ts RELATION TO Soc1ETY. ·. A general 
course showing the relationship of business to society. It is 
designed for students who are n·ot es_s.entially interested in 
business subjects, or the technique of business, _but who wish 
"to find out what it's all about." \Ve hope to begin- with a 
study of one of the most obvious of the commercial. processes_ 
-modern national · advertising in the magazines .. _ From 
there · we shall · proceed to the bus_iness structur~ showing its · 
relationship to society with the . social problems involved~ 
Open to sophomores or above. Spring term. Credit, .three 
hours a term. · 
5-6-7. EcoNOMics PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS. ··This course · 
covers the general -principles of. economics · and the leading 
economic proble.rns of our tirr-es; characteristics . of .wants;· -
valuation; · productiop, consumption and . distribution of 
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wealth; money; foreign exchange; the ta_riff; monopolies; 
~abor legislation; public finance, etc. Text book; assigned 
readings, and papers. Open to juniors,: seniors and sopho-
mores by permission. Throughout the year. Credit, three 
hours a term. 
8. LABOR ·PROBLEMS. A study of . the history, organiza- · 
tions, activities, and policies of organized labor, with especial 
emphasis on the forms taken in America . (Knights of labor, 
I. W .. W.); trade union policies, employer association policies, 
open and closed shop, strikes, picketing and boycotts, em-
ployee representation, profit sharing and· scientific manage-
ment; labor legis-lation. Text book and assigned readings. 
We will make a careful study of some recent strikes from 
magazines and newspapers. Open to those who have had a 
course in economics or sociology or permission of instructor. . 
Fall term. Credit, tkree hours a term. 
9-10-11. EcoNOMIC AND Soc10LOGY SEMINAR. An ad-
. vanced course for those majoring in the ·.nepa·rtment who 
show ability and in-itiative. Subjects arran·ged to meet needs 
of group. · Admission by permission of instructor. Through-
out the year. Time to be arranged. Credit, one to three 
hours a term. 
Sociology 
12~13. EDUCATIONAL SocIOLOGY. An introspective anal-
ysis of the educative process and its effects on the developing 
.individual) froni the viewpoint of ·social psychology. We 
shall begin ·with · a study of human nature, suggestion, the 
developing self, .and proceed to the primary group l_ife, the 
sociology of organizations, studep.t population, collective be-
havior, some for-ms of maladjustments among students, and 
~ socialized curriculum. Open to sophomores, juniors and 
seniors. · Fal~ and winter terms. Credit, three hours a term. 
14-15. SocIAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Fall term, primitive an-
thropology. Winter, term, ethnological traits. Spring term, 
comparative civilizations. (Not · given in 1928-29; expected 
for 1929-30). 
16-17-18. SocIAL INSTITUTIONS AND. SocIAL PROBLEMS. 
The fall term is devoted largely to the· study of the family, 
its history -and evolution through the_ cultur_al progress of 
mankind. Following this comes the study of the origin ·of 
'•-.,_ 
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the state and property, eugenics, and pathological problems 
of modern society such _ as t~e dependent · and delinquent 
clas-ses. The spring term is -devoted ·especially to construc-
tive social reform, social insurance, education .for vital func-
tions of life, public health, child welfare, _rural upbuilding, 
political reorganizations. Trips to Florida soci_al institutions -
are taken; some special survey work is begun. 
The course uses text books, library readings, project 
studies and investigations of active social institutions. , Open 
to juniors and seniors; others by special permission. Through-
out the year. · Credit, three hours per term~ 
19. RAcE PROBLEMS IN AMERICA. We shall ·make a care-
ful analysis of the Negro problem in _ Amedca, .as well as_. 
the immigrant races; racial traits, problems of adjustment, 
economic arid moral problems. Open to -those who have had 
a course in sociology, or juniors and seniors. Credit, three 
hours a ' term. (Probably not given in 1928-29)-. 
Government 
20-21. GENERAL LAW AND TAXATION. · General Law: 
This course covers the general principies of the common law 
which every active business man an4 citizen ought to know.-· 
The problems of the every-day contacts of the busy m.an and 
woman \Vith the law are sought out and their priri~iples 
studied and discussed. Textbook, cases and clas-s discus- . 
sions. Fall and winter terms~ - Credit, three hou-r.s a term. -
22. TAXATION. Every citizen must forever' pay taxes _ · 
and .should know the principles and problems. of taxation. 
This course is designed to teach the principles -·and facts of 
taxation, especially, and of public finance · in general. It -
h-as especially in view the n~eds of the effective, c1:ctive citi:-
-zen who pays taxes, serves in ·public boards, comn1issions 
and legislatures and leads in the · upbuilding of civic .affairs. 
Spring term. Credit, three hours a term. 
23. · GOVERNMENT SE-MINAR IN POLITICAL - PHILOSOPHY. 
Political _ philosophies of the ancient, -medieval a~d · modern 
times with as much study of their application as: tinie -per-
mits. The . studies will: take up political theories of the a_n- __ 
cient Chinese, Plato and Aristotle, Dante, Calvin, Rousseau 
and Jefferson, with many other leaders and phHosophers, 
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on to Marx, Lenin· and the modern radical movements. 
Credit, according to work done. -
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 
MR. HARRIS 
DR. McVEA 
MRS. HARRIS 
MR. WATTLES 
MR. GROVER 
Miss KIMMEL 
M1s·s THOMAS 
MRS. GREY 
.CALE YOUNG RICE 
JESSIE B. RITTENHOUSE 
CLINTON SCOLLARD 
ALICE HEGAN RICE 
IRVING BACHELLER 
.. 1-2-3. FRESHMAN ENGLISH. -Special attention is given 
to the collection and arrangement of materials, and to the 
development of style. 1"'he course is based upon the prin-
ciple that extensive reading as well as practice in writing 
is necessary for producing style. The reading is selective 
from -the great literature of the world-Greek, · Hebrew, 
Roman, Italian, Spanish, French, English~· Frequent dis-
cussions, comparisons and oral compositions stimulate 
thought. The consideration of the works of great writers 
develops the imagination, the style ·and the latent creative 
power of ·the student. Throughout the year. Credit, three 
hours a term. 
4-5-6. ENGLISH LITERATURE. A survey . course and gen-
eral history of the development of English Literature from 
the Anglo-Saxon period to modern ti mes. The development 
is correlated with the social, political and economic history 
of England. Collateral reading with occasional themes, 
written reports and conferences. Throughout the year. 
Credit, three houri a term. · 
7-8-9. ADVANCED CoMPOSITION. Conferences will consider 
the principles of composition as applied to the production of 
literature. The essay, criticism, short story and poetry will 
be studied and practiced . . Outside reading is required . . This 
course is for those who desire practice in writing under 
criticism. · 
Throughout the year. Credit, two hours a term. 
10-11-12: AMERICAN LITERATURE. The growth of litera-
ture in America from the colonial era to _modern times will 
be studied with considerable reading of the more important 
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authors of prose and verse, and with especial · reference to 
native American elements, and to -the background ·of English 
Literature~ Themes, reports and confe.rences. · . 
Throughout the year. Credit,_ three hours_ a term . . 
13-14-15. SHAKESPEARE. A brief survey. nf the wqrks of 
Shakespeare, his life and times., will be fol1owed by a close 
study of several selected plays, with special reference to . 
sources, plot, diction and dramatic art in general.: The poems 
and son:µets will be studied and discuss_ed, and som·e reading 
of Shakespearean · criticism will be required~ 
Throughout the year. Credit, three -hours a term. 
16-17. TENNYSON AND BROWNING. Victorian poets. A 
critical study of the major portion of the writing . ·of both 
Tennyson and Browning, with a general survey. of the social, 
religious and political history of England in the nineteenth 
century. Frequent discussions, reports, themes · and confer-
ences. Elective . . 
Winter and spring terms. Credit, two hours a term. · 
18. SHo_RT STo'RY. A course in the technic and writing 
of the short story. The history and development . of the 
short story form is ·considered as a background:for pra.ctical 
composition. The course is primarily .for those interested 
in creative story writing. Not open to freshmen. · Preference 
will be given to juniors and seniors, since etirollmer:it is lim- · ·. 
ited in course. Throughout the year. Credit, three hours a 
term. 
19. MILTON. An intensive study of Paradise Lost and a 
few of the minor · poems with a brief survey of Milton'·s more 
important prose writings. The life ~nd times ·of Milton. 
Fall term. Credit, three hours a .term. 
20-21-22. COMPARATIVE LITERATURE. Old wo_rld . epics. · 
Because of the wide use of classical literature qy English 
writers courses are recommended which comprise a .com-
parative study _of the great epic poems of general literature-
worl~ drama from Aeschylus to Ibsen and Sha.w. Typical 
dramas and important literary movements are studied close-
ly and critically. Lectures with wide reading and reports. 
Elective for juniors and seniors; alternate years. 
Throughout the year. Credit, two hours a term. 
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23. ELIZABETHAN DRAMA. A survey of the drama from 
1500 to 1642. Introductory to the - study ·of .Shakespeare. 
Elective for juniors and seniors, alternate years. 
Spring term. Credit, two hours a term. 
24. CoNTEMPORARY DRAMA. Representative plays by 
English, Irish and American authors, and by- contemporary 
European writers in translat.ions: Hauptmann, Sudermann, 
Brieux, Maeterlinck, and others. Elective · for juniors and 
seniors, alternate years. 
Spring term. Credit, two hours a term. 
25-26. THE ENGLISH NoVEL. · The history o'f the origin 
and development of the English Novel, with a careful study 
of the technic of fiction. Several representative novels will 
be read · and analyzed. Lectures, reports and conferences. 
Elective _for juniors ·and seniors and such other students as 
may be judged ready for the course. 
Fall and. winter terms. Credit, three· hours a term. 
28. OLo ENGLISH, OR ANGLo-SAxoN. Old English prose 
and poetry; English before the Conquest. Lectures, re_ad-
ings and reports. The historical basis of English is sought 
in a careful reading of selected pieces of Anglo-Saxon; others 
are read •in translations, or modernized versions of the -Sax.on 
originals. The course is adapted to students who are major-
ing in English and who expect to ·teach English; alternate 
years. . (Not given 1928-29). 
29-30-31. MoDERN RoMANTIC PoETRY. The reading and 
discussion of the poetry of \Vordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, 
Shelly, Byr<?n, and Poe. The various social, political, and 
religious influences are carefully considered. The aim of the 
course is to develop an understanding and a'ppreciation of 
the poets and their poetry, and also to develop the im•agina-
tion of the student. 
Fall and winter terms. Credit, three hours a term. 
34. SoUTHERN LITERATURE. A study is made of the lead-
ing Southern authors such as Poe, _Allen, Harris, . Simms, 
Cable, Cawein, Timrod, Lanier and many others.. Attention 
is given to the · social, educational, religious, .economic and 
other influences in the literature of the South. · ·The ·require-
ments cover extensive readings, frequent reports and confer-
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ences, and occasional . papers, or themes~ · Soring .· term. 
Cre(/it, two hours a term. (Not given· in 1928-29). _ 
35-36-37. INTRODUCTION TO PoETRY. •.. This course,:.though 
adapted to t~e needs of each particular class, •aims in general 
to-create an understanding of poetry for the .purpose :of. read-
ing as well as writing it. Hence, the physiology, psychology. 
and philosophy underlying the creatjon of poetry_ and prose, 
together with their differences, is discussed in ·conference and 
· illustrated by example. The student is enc·ouraged to form 
independent critical opinion. Emphasis is placed u·pon- im-
portant .contemporary American and English ·poets. · Open 
only to juniors and seniors throughout the . ye~r. Credit, 
two hours a term. 
38-39-40. JouRNALISM. An elementary course · in . prac-
tica1 news story and feature . writing. _Th.roughout the course 
the students· supply considerable copy to t_he college ·."Sand- · 
spur" and are encouraged to serve as correspondents for 
newspapers of the State. Each student is. expected to pre-
pare and sell at least ·one magazine . articl~ to a reputable 
national publication. Students admitted only- after confer- · 
ence with instructor. Throughout the year. Credit, three 
hours a .term. Seminar Courses 
1.. SEMINAR CouRSE IN F1cr10N WRITING. This is · an 
honor course offered only to a . g.roup of select students who · . · 
show unusual interest and · ability in .literary · work. It .is 
given during the winter term and will be · under the personal 
direction of Alice Hegan Rice. and Irving Bach.eller~ · Winter 
term. Credit,. two hours a term. · . 
2. SEMINAR CoURSE IN POETRY WRITING. :. This is an · 
honor course offered . only to a group of select students who 
show unusual interest and ability in ·the art of writing poetry. 
It is given during the winter term and will be -under the per-
sonal direction of Cale -Young Rice artd Jessie · B. • Ritten-
house and Clinton Scollard. · Winter terin. Credit, · two · 
hours a term. 
Courses in the Appreciation and -Use o/Book·s 
MR. GROVER 
These courses . aim to develop reading habits, to .. inte.rest 
the student in the history arid significance of books, and to · 
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guide his recreational reading. They are hasecl on the sug-
. gestion made · more than fifty years ago by Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, when he wrote: 
"Meantime our colleges, .whilst they provide us with Li-
brarians, furnish no Professor of Books; and I think -no chair 
is so much wanted. In a library we are surrounded I:,y many 
hundreds of dear friends, * * * and though they know 
us, and have been waiting two, ten or twenty centuries for 
us, · * • • it is the law of their limbo that they must not 
speak until spoken to. · 
"It seems, then, as if so~e charitable soul, after losing a 
_ great deal ·of time among the false books, and alighting upon 
a few true ones which made him happy and wise, would do 
a right act in naming those which have been bridges or ships 
to carry him safely over dark morasses and · barren oceans, · 
into the heart of sacred cities, into palaces and temples." 
l-2-3. READING CouRsE IN ENGLISH A'.Nri AMERICAN LIT-
ERATURE. The purpose of this course is to discover the line 
of reading intere·st a~ong those electing the work and to 
direct their recreational reading, as · distinguished from their 
required reading. A definite amount of reading will be ex-
pected from .each studentt but it will be largely along the line 
of his tastes and interests, although he will be ·· continually 
exposed to the contagion of higher forms of literature that 
make for broader culture. The course will. follow Emerson's 
dictum that, "The best rule of reading will be a method from 
Nature, and not a mechanical one of hours and pages. It 
holds each student to a pursuit of his native aim, instead of . 
a desultory miscellany .'1 The class work will consist mainly · 
of reading aloud with free discussion among the. members of 
the group followed by individual reading. During the course 
outstanding . works in the following subjects will be read and 
discussed: history, fiction, poetry, travel, science, biography 
and the essay. · At the completion of the four :years' course 
each · student will submit a list of titles for his "Five-Foot 
· Book Shelf," which he will be encourag€!d to make the be-
ginning of his private library. The class room which is in 
the -library building, . is equipped with a large oval reading 
table, comfortable arm chairs and a select depa,rtmental li-
brary of two thousand books. Elective for j~_niors and sen-
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iors. Throu~hout the year. Each term may be-taken sepa-
rat~ly. Credit, three .hours a terni. · 
4. THE HISTORY oF THE BooK. This is a course on the 
hi~tory of human records from the clay tablets of Babylonia 
to the making of . books by _modern machinery. It will in-
clude a study of ·early human records · in hieroglyphic and 
cuneiform writing; followed by a study of the papyrus books 
of Egypt anq. the missals of· the middle a·ges. The story of 
the invention and . dispersal of printing is studied intensively. 
This is followed with a survey of the most" notable presses 
of Italy, Switzerland, Ger,maµy, France, Holland, Eiigland. 
and America, and their influence in the devel-oprrient of the 
art of printing. The modern · methods of types~tting, en-
graving, elect_rotyping, and platemak:ing will also be studied, 
with a discussion of types, title pages_, cover · designs, decora- -~ 
tions ·and margins· tha.t go to make· "the Book Beautiful." · 
Elective for juniors and seniors. Fall term~ Credit, two 
hours a term. 
5 . .. LITERARY PERSONALITiEs. In this course.· the biog-
raphies of some of t~e leading writers -of English and Ameri-
can literature will be studied. The discussion will deal .large-
ly with the human side of the biographies, in an ·. effort to 
develop . an interest in books through an acquaintance· with 
their writers. Elective for juniors and seniors. Spring term. 
Credit, two hours a term. 
Courses in Speech Arts and Exp,ression 
MRS. GREY 
INTRODUCTORY CouRSE. 1 YEAR. 
1. ELEMENTS OF PUBLIC SPEAKING.· ·speech Correction 
and Psychology of Speech Education; to train• stude~ts i'n the 
fundamentals of speech and · to enable them to -think _on their 
feet. Fall term. Credit, two hours a term. · 
2. PRINCIPLES INVOLVED IN SPEECH ... Attention, ·mental 
imagery, memory, imagination, vocabulary. Special ·Class 
Room Problems; voice defects·, stage fright, posture, gesture, 
·conve_rsational and oral English. Winter term; Credit, two 
hours a term. 
3. TRAINING IN ORGANIZATION AND ARRANGEMEN·T. OF 
MATERIAL. The outline and delivery of various _.type form-s 
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of public address. A Public Speaking Contest. Open to all 
students. Spring term. · Credii, · two hours a term. 
ADVANCED · COURSE. l YEAR. 
4. ADVANCED PuBLIC SPEAKING. A study· of the. forms of 
Oral English; exposition, description, n_arration, argumenta- · 
tion. Excerpts from famous speeches. · Parliamentary Pro-
cedure. Class debates. Open to sophomores arid advanced 
students. Fall term. Credit, two hours a term. 
5-6. -DEBATI-NG. The principles of argumentation, ref uta-
tion, fallacies. Practice of debating in class and befdre the 
public. Open to all advanced students~ Winter and spring 
term. Credit, two hours a term. · 
7.;.g_9_ . SPEECH . CLINIC. Throughout the _· college year. 
Expert guidance and as!:iistance in the eradication _ of voice 
and speech defects of all kinds. Consultation by special ap-
pointment. -Open to all students. 
10. PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE STUDY OF ExPRES'sioN. 
Creative work of speaking and reading·. . Diction and voice 
drill for training speaking· voice. Recommended ·to those in-
tending to teach literature and reading. Fall term. Credit, 
two hours a term. · · 
11. PAGEANTRY. A brief survey · of -- classical, medieval 
and historical pageants. The art of pageant presentation, 
staging, costuming. Problems in the production of a Pageant. 
Winter term. Credit, two hours a term. ·· 
12~ STORY TELLING. Study of stories suitable for chil-
dren. beginning with folk -tales _ and progressing to modern 
realistic stories; dramatization of stories; practice in telling 
stories at various centers of interest. The aim of. the course 
is an appre·tiation of the best stories ·and how to tell them. 
Spring term. - · _Credit, two hours a term. 
13-14-15. PuaLIC READING. Designed for those· who wish 
to specialize in drama.tic platform work; impersonations, 
monologues, cuttings from plays and novels~ Individual and 
group ,work throughout the year. Fee~.-$35.00 ate-rm. Credit; 
based upon the work done. 
16~ INTENSIVE · SPEECH CouRSE. This course is designed 
for Club women, teachers, preachers, lawy~rs, and other pub-
lic speakers. An informal class to develop the· speaking voice 
.... ·-... . .. : . . 
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in conversatiQn, extempore speaking and public addre·s~. In-
dividual drill given to overcome awkwardness and· ·manner-
isms in public, private, club · and social life. Correction :of. 
speech defects and errors in daily speech. Specfal driJls in 
parliamentary procedure. Winter ~erm. Credit, based upon· 
the work done. - · 
17~18-19. DE-BATE. Training in informal .debate, team. 
competition and . in the strategic use of . evidefrce, subject. 
matter and rebuttal; also training in parti~ipating "in open 
forums and· in meeting the arguments of _opp_ortents, in ·ana;.. ·. 
lyzing public questions and· in the cultivation of tact, poise, 
resourcefulness and alertness in oral argument. ·. Open to ad-_ 
vanced students who are interested in debating. · Through-
out the yea_r. Credit, two hours a 'term. 
Courses in Dramatic L1.rt 
Miss THOMAS 
1-2-3. AcTING FOR BEGINNERS.. In this course the stu-
dent begins to train voice and body for all types of platform 
work with especial reference to plays. He begins his study 
of character . analysis and learns to interpret . parts· . from 
. various plays. He· may take small parts in The Little .Thea-
tre Workshop productions. Throughout the year. Each 
term may be taken separately. Credit, one hour for every 
two hours taken. Fee, $10.00 -a term, 3 hours a week. 
4-5-6. AcTI.NG FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS This is -a con-
tinuation of Acting for Beginners. The student . studies 
many of the great roles in famous dramas. · _He learns to 
. analyze characters · and is encouraged to ·build up .· _original 
· interpretations. Hand in hand with this ·.g-oes_ a -thorough 
study and exercise of technique both in voice and panto-
mime. As soon as the student is fitted to do· so, he_ will play 
the leading parts in The Little Theatre ·workshop produc- = 
tions. Throughout. the year. Credit, one hour for every two . · 
hours taken. Fee, $10.00 a term, three ·hours· a week.-
7-8-9. PLAY PRODUCTION FOR BEG°JNNERS .• . In this course 
the student makes a thorough study of producing the-one~ 
act play. l-Ie is given the opportunity to work otit a-11 prac-
tical details of lighting, staging, costuming, etc., ·for at least 
one play .for The Little ~heatre Workshop.- .He becomes 
i'·, 
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thoroughly acquainted with all the machinery back of the 
production on the stage as -well as with the .methods of pro-
ducing the _artistic -effects. He begins his study of directing 
plays. Throughout the year. Credit, · two hours a term. 
Fee, $10.00 for a credit of one . and a half ·hours. 
·-10-11-12. PLAY PRODUCTION FOR ADVANCED · STUDENTS. 
This course is a continuation of the work in _ play production 
done the first year. A three-act play is studied and pro-
duced. The student works out the production of several 
one-act plays on a stage model. He has actual experience in 
directing and managing at least one one-act play for The 
Little Theatre Workshop. He should be equipped to pro-
duce independently at the end of course~ Throughout the 
year. Credit, two hours a term. Fee, $10.00 for a credit of 
one and a half hours. · 
NoTE: Students wishing to specialize in Dramatic • Art must take six 
hours ot Acting and three hours of Play Production · per week. 'f o this should 
be added a course in· language or literature or art. A three year course in 
Dramatic Art should qualify a student to appear professionally on the stage, 
or to produce plays for any Little Theatre. . 
DEPARTMENT 0:F' HISTORY 
DR. JENKS MR~ MooRE 
1:..2-3. INTRODUCTORY HISTORY o.F WEsTERN -Soc:1ETY. The 
course traces from the beginnings of man, through_ the early 
Mediterranean civilizations and through the story .. of western 
Europe, the rise of the outstanding trait_s of rh-ode_rn · _times. 
Normally _ prerequisite to all other courses in · history. 
Throughout the year~ Credit, thr.ee hours a term.-
4-5. . RECENT W6Ri:.D "HISTORY. The co_urse de·velops the 
story of the chief political, social and economic ch_anges in· 
modern times in Europe. Elective during fall and winter 
terms. Credit, three hours a term. (Not offered in 1928-29). 
6. THE WoRLD WAR AND AFTER. Survey" of the causes·· 
of the World War, the diplomatic history of . the war, the 
peace settlements, the post-war governments of Europe, re-
parations problems, · ·etc. -~lective during . spring term for . 
students .who have taken History 1-2-3-4-5. (Not offered _: 
in 1928-29}. Credit, three hours a term.· _ · 
7-8. ENGLISH HISTORY TO THE CLOSE 0-F. THE EIGHTEENTH 
CENTURY. The c;ourse will stress Englis_h legal ·and cori- · · 
stitutiona-1 developments, economic. transformations -prior ·to 
the lndustri,al Revolution, and characteristics of Tudor, -Stu-. 
art and early -Hanoverian society. Open to sophomores. 
Fall and winter terms . . Credit, three hours a term. 
9. NINETEENTH CENTURY ENGLAND. The course is a 
continuation of History 7-8, but may be elected . s_epa~ately 
by students who have had one year's work in college history. 
It deals broadly with all aspects of Br-i_tish· life in the last 
century, emphasizing the Industrial Revolution, the trans- ·- -
formations of transportation and agricultur_e, the movement 
of social and political ideas, social reform and · problems of 
reconstruction following the World War. Elective during . 
spring term. Credit, three hours a term. 
10- 11- 12. HISTORY OF AMERICAN SocIETY. Th~ story of 
European peoples and institutions in a new enviroriment. 
Special attention will .be paid to the conflict between national 
and sectional _ forces culminating in the Civil War, and to a 
topical consideration of some major problems of the last 
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fifty years. Prerequisite, one year of . college History. 
Throughout the year. Credit, three hours a term. 
16. PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN HISTORY. .A seminar on 
some selected problem in American History. Students plan-
ning to elect the course should confer· with the instructor 
during the fall quarter. Suggested topics: the Old South, 
Westward Movement, American Political T:heory, Religious 
History, or some other mutually agre·eable · subject. Pre-
requisite, two years of History or · History 10-11. Spring 
term. Credit, two hours a term. 
. . 
· 17-18-19. HISPANIC AMERICAN H1sTORY. The story of 
Spain's . cultural and political expansion in the New World, 
and of the ·development of the Hispanic nations since their 
independence. Open to Sophomores. Elective throughout 
the year. Credit, two hours a term. (Not given in 1928-29). 
· 20. CoNTEMPORARY H1sTORY. Individual projects in cur-
rent history.. Training in methods . and materials of sec-
ondary research. Problems of the Caribbean. Political 
issues in pres.ent-day Europe. Elective each term separate-
ly, or continuously throughout the year by Juniors and Sen-
iors. · Credit, two hours a term. (Not offered •in 1928-29). 
21-22. THE BRITISH EMPIRE. A study • of the develop-
ment and organization of the British Commonwealth of 
Nations. Among the topics considered .will be the Old Colon-
ial System, the breach in the Empire, British rule in India> 
the rise of the self-governing dominions, economic factors 
in colonial expansion, the .growth of the dependent empire 
in Africa, and the present relations of parts of the Empire 
to the mother country. -Elective for Juniors . and Seniors 
· during fall and winter terms. Credit, . two hours a term. 
23. THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. An intensive study · of 
the nature and course of revolutionary movements, as illus-
trated especially by the history of France from 1789 to 1815. 
Presupposes a general survey of the history of Modern 
Europe. Elective for Juniors and Seniors during fall term. 
Credit, three hours a term. 
~4. NIN.ETEENTH CENTURY PERSONALITIES~ This course 
will survey a few outstanding personalities of Europe in the 
past century as a clue to an understanding of the political 
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and social ideas which they represent. Presupposes a gen:-
eral survey of the history of Modern ~urope. Elective for, 
juniors, · seniors and · special studerits during winter term. 
Credit, three hours a term. · 
25.-26. IMPERIALISM AND WORLD PoLITics. An inten-
sive study of the imperialistic ·activities of the g-reat -powe.i-s 
since 1875, ·with special attention to economic and £nancial 
aspects., Elective · for seniors during fall and winter terms~ 
(Not offered in 1928-29).. Credit, two hours a term. 
27. · HISTORICAL METHOD. The sources of historical in~ 
formation,_ nature· of evidence, types of historical interpre-
tation, · methods of presentation used by represent~tive his.-
torians, history as philosophy. Open to senio_rs in the, 
spring term. Cre4,itJ two hours a term. 
NOTE: The department offered during the year 1927'.".28 seminar courses. 
limited to major students to provide reading suitable to their JndlvJdual 
needs. Among the courses· so .given were. History of Gl'.eece; History· of 
Rome; Nullification and Secession. · · 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 
. MR. WEINBERG 
10. ADVANCED _COLLEGE ALGEBRA. Rapid · review of In-
termediate Algebra; Theory of Equations; Determinants; 
Partial Fractions. Fall and winter terms. Credit, four 
and one-half hours a term. 
20. TRIGONOMETRY, PLANE. Covering the six trigono-
metric function~; Solutions of T-i:iangulars; Practical · Prob-
lems; Plane Sailing; Graphs of Functions; Application to 
Algebra; Right and Oblique Spherical _ Triangles; · Napie.r's · 
and Gauss's Equations; Deriving Formulre. Winter and 
spring te-rms. Credit, four and one-half hours a term. · 
30. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. Geometric Magnitudes; Lo_ci; 
. Straight Lines, Circle; Parabola; Ellipse; ·Hyperbola; Conics; 
Surf a·ces. Open to those who have had Mathematics 1 and 
_ 2 . . Fall and spring terms. Credit, four and one-half hours 
a ·term. 
35-36. CALCULUS. Differential; Fundamental principles; 
Derivatives; Application to Geometry; Maxima and l\i1ininia . 
. Integration; · Definite Intervals; Application to· Areas. · Open 
to those who have had Mathematics 3 ·and · 4. Winter and 
spring terms. Credit, four and _ one-half hours a term. 
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40. MECHANICS. Forces; Moments; Translation; Mo-
mentum,and Force; Centripetal Force; .Motion; Gyroscopic 
Motion . . F.a.11 and winter terms.~ Credit;_ three hours a term .. 
· 45. - GRAPHIC STATICS. Moment ·of Forces,; Concurrent 
and Non-concurrent Forces; Equilibrium; Polygons; Reac-
tions; Stresses; Moment and Sheer; .Perta.ining to Engineer-
ing. Fall term. Credit, three hours a tern£. 
50-51. SURVEYING. Care of Field Notes; Use of Chain 
and Tape; the Compass, Level, Tra·nsit and Adjustments for_ 
same; Land Surveys; Methods of Computing; Topographic 
Survey. Winter and spring terms. Credit, four and one-
half hours a term. 
15. R.Evrnw OF lNTERMEpIATE ·ALGEBRA. The History of 
Algebra. Mathematical Quotations. Evolution; Involution; 
TheQry · of Exponents; Radicals; Quadratics; Logarithms; 
Compound Interest and Annuities; Functions; Theory of 
Equations; Permutations and Combinations; Complex Num-
bers. History of Trigonometry. Relations of the Six Tri-
go:o.ometric Functions; Complimentary and Supplementary 
Angles; Logarithms; Solution of Right and Oblique Trian- . 
gles; Napier's and Gauss's Rules and Equations. Practical 
Application to Surveying. History of Analytic Geometry; 
Equations ·of Special . Types; the .Circle, The Parabola; The · 
Ellipse; the Hyperbola; the Conchoid; Practical Application. 
The Cassinian Oval; Averages; Areas. Fall, winter and 
spring terms. Credit, . four and one-half hours ·a term. 
This course is open to freshmen who are ·hot majoring in 
Mathematics or Science. 
DEPARTMENT OF l\1oDERN LANGUAGES 
DR. FEUERSTEIN MRs. BowMAN 
French 
MR. BUENO. 
1-2-3. ELEMENTARY FRENCH. Study of phonetics and 
elementary grammar, including irregular verbs.. Transla-
tions into French. Reading of simple texts, translation and 
conversation. Reading texts chosen to illustrate French 
geography, history and civilization. Throughout the year. 
Credit, three hours a term. · · 
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4-5-6 . . . INTERMEDIATE. ·FRENCH. · Review. of the :elemen-
tary principles of the . written and 'the~ spoken language, ·with 
emphasis on French syntax and the · accurate understanding 
of oral and written French. Dictation and phonetic drill. 
Translations into French. Pargm.ent's Le Francais' Oral for 
conversation and for increasing the vocabulary. - ·':rhroughout 
the year. Credit, three hours. a term. · 
7-P,-9. ~PVANCED FRENCH CoMPOSITION AN_D · CoNVERSA;.. .. 
TION. A thorough review of French syntax, translations and ·, 
compositions in French. _ Reading of ma·sterpieces of French 
literature with explanations and con·versation in · Frerich. 
Throughout the year. Credit, three hours a term. 
10-11-12. HISTORY OF FRENCH. LITERATURE. General 
history of the development of French literature fro'm its be- · 
ginning to modern tim.es, with special emphasis on the great 
masters of French literature. Reading -of the out_standing 
masterpieces of French literature., · Throughout 'the year. 
Credit, three hours a term. 
German 
1-2-3. ELEMENTARY GERMAN . . Study of phonetics . and· 
elementary grammar. Translations into German. Reading 
of simple.-teJn.s, translation and conversation. · Texts .chose.ti 
to illustrate ·German geography, history · and civilization. 
Throughout the year. Credit, three hours a term . 
. 4-5-6. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN. Study of German syntax. 
Translations· and compositions in German. Reading of mod-
ern German prose. Conversation in Getman. · Throughout 
the yeaL Credit, three hours a term. 
7-8-.:9 . . HISTORY OF GERMAN LITERATURE. ·General his-
tory of the development of German literature from its be-
ginning to modern times, . with special emphasis on German 
masterpieces. Reading· of the outstanding masterpieces of. 
German literature. Throughout the year. Credit, three 
hours a term·. 
NoTE. Students interested in advanced literary, scientific or philological 
work Jn · French or . German can follow theJr Jndividual incllnatfon·s un(Jer 
supervision and direction of the head of the department. Credit will be 
given corresponding to the amount of work accomplished. 
... _.,,. 
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Spanish 
1-2-3. ELEMENTARY CouRsE. Pronunciation on phonetic 
basis. Oral practice based on gra·mmar and reading text and 
vocabulary building. Throughout the year. Credit, four 
hours a terrn. · · 
4-5-6. . REVIEW OF GRAMMAR WITH COMPOSITION AND 
ORAL PRACTICE. Reading of novels .of modern Spanish au-
thors. Throughout the year. Credit, three hours a term. 
10-11-12. LITERARY CoURsE of Classic and Modern Au-
thors. Throughout the year. Credit, three hours a term. 
DEPARTMEN.T OF ANCIENT LANGUAGES 
MRS. TAINTOR 
Latin 
1-2-3. · The first year of college Latin consists of the study 
of Latin grammar •..and the reading of four books of c~sar. 
Credit, three hours ·a term. · 
4-5-6. CICERO AND VERGIL. Reading .of parts of these 
authors. Forms and constructions. Written exercises: 
Throughout the year. Credit, three hours a term. 
7-8-9. During the third year of Latin ~he Odes of Horace 
and selections from Livy will be read~ Throughout the year. · 
Credit, three: hours a .term. 
Greek 
1-2-3. ELEMENTARY GREEK. Study of the main principles 
of Greek grammar, with special drill on irregulcrr verbs. 
Reading of Xenophon's Anabasis • . Throughout the year. 
Credit, three hours a term. 
DEPARTMENT OF . PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MR. H1Lr... Miss .T ACKSON 
MR. CHASE • 
Aims 
MR. PEEPLES 
MR. PouNn 
The Department of Physical Education aims at the fol-
lowing -objectives: · 
1. To provide an opportunity for students to participate 
. · in physical activities which will create and maintain general 
health ideals. · 
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2. To foster social development through c0-0perative 
recreation. 
3. To _stress such types of ·work -a·s will lead to ·acquire~ 
ment of skill in recreational activity that will not only be 
satisfying: during college years, but will be carried on in after-
college life. · Weekly camping excursions are made by groups 
of students in canoes, under the direction of Mr. · Peeples, 
down the picturesque . Wekiwa River. 
College Requirement 
Nine term hours of Physical · Education over a period- of 
three years is required of every -regularly enrolled student to 
be eligible for graduation. Additional credit may be earned 
during the fourth year or by taking two or" more classes con-
currently. Of this r additional credit a maximum of three 
hours may be used as electives towards graduation. 
Medical Certificate from Family-Physician 
Freshmen and new students must send in a medical cer-
tificate before entering college~ Blank certificates . may be 
secured from the Registrar. When filled out and returned 
they will be filed .with the. Physical Education Department. 
Physical Examination . 
All students shall _ take a complete physical -and medical 
examination each year. This examination · will .be given by 
the college physician _and the departmen·t of Physical Edu~a- -
tion. Examination appointments, beginning with the·· fresh7 . 
men will be made alphabetically during the first week of _the 
college year. A medical 0. K .. 0r advice · will th~n be .tiied 
so that no student shall enter any activity throughout the . 
year for which he or she is not physically fit. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN 
Equipment . 
Those who enroll as . ca~didates for varsity · teams will- be 
supplied · with adequate uniforms by the .department.·_ In 
the other co_urses in Physical Education each · student -will be -
expected to supply himself with __ his own uniform. In tennis · 
each student ·will also supply himself with · racquet and ·ten-
nis . balls. 
..· - :.- . ' 
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Cou-rses 
Fall term lettered A; winter term lettered · B; Spring term 
lettered C. 
lOA. SWIMMING. For beginn.ers. How to float on back, 
on face; rythmic breathing with elementary era wl; resting 
back stroke. -
11A. SWIMMING. For intermediates. Side and single 
overarm strokes; trudgeon crawl; stunts; simple elements of 
· diving~ Emphasis on form. 
12A. SWIMMING~ For advanced studerfrs. All .varieties 
of racing strokes; racing .starts and turns. Diving. 
lOC. S,vIMMING. For beginners. See lOA. 
llC. SWIMMING. For intermediates. See 1 lA. 
12C. SwIMMlNG. Varsity team. 
14C. SwIMMING. Diving. 
lSC. Sw1MM-iNG. Life Saving. For skilled swimmers 
only. 
20A. CANOEING. For beginners. 
21 B. CANOEING. War Canoe work . . 
22C. CANOEING. Advanced · work. Prerequisite 20A. 
25A-25B-25C. CREW. T_hroughout · the year. 
30A. FooTBALL. Varsity" and freshmen varsity football. 
35B. ToucH FooTBALL. · 
40B. TRACK. Cross-country running. 
41C. TRACK. Varsity and freshmen var:sity track squad. 
50B. BASKETBALL. Varsity and freshmen . varsity bas-
ketball. 
60C. BASEBALL. , Varsity and freshmen varsity baseball. 
70A. TENNIS~ For beginners. Technique and practice 
of fundamentals. 
70B. TENNIS. for beginners. Continuation of 70A. 
72B. TENNIS. For advanced students. Prerequisite, 
70A, or test satisfactorily passed. 
72C. T~NNIS. For advanced students~ See 72B. 
75A. GoLF. For beginners. 
75B. GoLF. Continuation of 75A. 
76A-76B-76C. For ·advanced students. 
· 80A-80B-80C. BoxrNG. 
,85A-85B-85C. WRESTLING. 
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90A. ·REMEDIAL AND CORRECTIVE GYMN-A~Tics. · An indi- · 
vidual program based upon the finding of the physical and.· 
. medical examination. Designed to aid in correcting or im-
proving postural and functional defects. ·_ Students are as;.._ 
signed _to this work according to their. health grades. 
90B. REMEDIAL AND CoRRECTIVE GYMNASTICS. See 90A. 
90C. REMEDIAL AND CoRRECTIVE GYMNASTICS. See 90A . . 
PHYSI<::AL EDUCATION FOR. WOMEN 
Costume 
The regulation uniform will consist of black bloomers, · 
white middy, black stockings and gym or tennis shoe~. All 
new students. without this uniform must leave their order at 
the Physical Education - office at Lakeside dormitory dur-
ing the week of registration. 
Courses 
Fall term lettered A; Winter term lettered B; Spring term 
lettered C. 
1 OA. Sw1MMING. For beginners. How to float on .back, 
on face; rythmic breathing· with elementary crawl; · resting 
back stroke. . 
11A. SwIMMING. For intermediates. Side and single 
overarm stroke,- trudgeon crawl; stunts; simple elements of 
diving. Emphasis on form. 
12A. SwIMMING. For advanced students. Empha:sis on 
form and speed. -Racing back crawl; all varieties frorit 
crawl; racing start and turn; divi~g. 
lOC. Sw1MMING. For beginners. ·see IOA. Continua-
tion. 
11 C. SWIMMING. For intermediates. ·. See-- 1 lA. : 
13C. LIFE SAVINGa For skilled swimmers only. 
14C. DIVING . . Standard and optional dives_; stunt dives, 
etc. Skilled swimmers preferred. · · 
20A. CANOEING. For beginners. The care of and·-parts 
of a canoe; stroke necessary to handling, etc. Prerequisite, 
ability to swim fifty yards. 
2 lB. WAR ~ANOEING . . Prerequisite, ability to swim fifty 
yards and some knowledge of canoeing. 
·-:.;' · . . _' .·: ~ ·.· ... 
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22C. CANOEING. For advanced students. Prerequisite, 
20A or tesL 
3 lA. INTERPRETIVE DANCING. For qeginners. Funda-
mentals of bodily movements in dancing . . 
33A. INTERPRETIVE DANCING. F'o'r advanced students. 
34B. NATU:RE DANCING. Prerequisite, 3 lA or 33A. 
35C. FOLK OR ENGLISH COUNTRY DANCING. For begin-
. ners. Instruction in simple and well known folk and country 
dances. · · 
37B. CLOG OR · CHARACTER DANCING. Elementary clog 
work. 
- 40B. FUNDAMENTAL GYMNASTICS. Emphasizes general 
. posture . training, . co-ordination and control. 
45A. REMEDIAL AND CoRRECTIVE GYMNASTICS. An indi-
vidual program bas~d upon the finding of the physical and 
medical examination. Designed to aid in ~orrecting or im-
proving postural and functional defects. Students are as-
signed to this . work according to their . h~alth · grades. 
45B. REMEDIAL AND CORRECTIVE GY.M:NASTics. See 45A. 
45C. REMEDIAL AND CORRECTIVE GYMNASTICS . . See 45A. 
1-S0A. GAMES, BASKETBALL. Simple group games and 
relays; ball games . leading to and including . basketball .. 
·SSC~ VoLLEY BALL. 
60B. FIELD Hoc~EY. Alt equipment furnished except 
sticks which must be personally o,vned. Minimum registr.a-
tion 30 girls. 
·70A. TENNIS. For beginners. Technique and practice of 
fundamentals. 
70B. TENNIS. For beginners. Continuation of 70A. 
72B. TENNIS. For advanced students.· Prerequisite, 70A 
or test satisfactorily passed. 
72C. TENNIS. · For advanced students. See 72B. 
...... 
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.. DEPARTMENT -OF PHYSICS . 
MR. McWH-iTE · 
1. ELEMENTARY PHYsrcs. Machines and the Law of 
Work; Rectilinear Motion with Upbalanced . Forces; Cen-
trifugal Forces; _Mechanics of Fluids at Rest; Fluids in Mo- _ 
tion; Vibrating · Bodies; Sounding Bodies arid Sound Waves. 
Twenty experiments illustrating· the principl~s .studied wilL . 
be required. Fall term. Credit, three hours ·a term. 
2. HEAT. Thermal Expansion; Heat -Quantity;· Change · 
of State; Heat as Energy.. · 
LrGH:r. Len.ses; Microscopes and Telescopes; the Nature · 
of Light. . · Twenty experiments illustrating the principles · 
_ studied will be required. Winter . term. Credit, three hours 
a term. 
3. ELECTRICITY .AND MAGNETISM. Current a_nd -Poten-
tials; Electrostatics and Power; Electrolysis; Direct and Al~ 
ternati'ng Currents; Motors and Generators·. Twenty . ·ex~ .. 
peri_ments illustrating the principles studied will be 'required. 
Spring term. C_redit, th-ree hours a term . . 
. 4. MooERN PHYSICS. Atoms, Molecu]es a_nd . Crysta_Is; 
Vacuum Tubes; Radio-activity; Free Electrons; -: Atomi~ 
· Nudei; the Structure -of Atoms; Changes · within the Atom; .·· 
Space, Time and Gravitation. Prerequisite, Physics 1. Fall · 
term. Credit, "three hours a term. 
5. THE NATURE OF LIGHT. The .Speckled Wave Fronts; 
MaxweH's :Theory; Electric and Magnetic Fields in a Light 
Wave; Reflection and Abs-orption; the Mystery of Absorp~ 
tion Frequencies; Quanta and Chemical Reactions; Quanta 
and 1\1:oving Electrons. Pre·requisite, Physics- 2. Winter 
term. . Credit, three hours a term. 
6. PHOTOME;TRY. Candle Power and Li_ght Output M~as..:. 
urements; Important Relations Between Foot Candle and 
Lumen; the Candle Power, Distribution Curve; lllu~inating 
Meters; _ Light Control; Reflecting Surfaces-; · Reflecting 
Paints; Prismatic Reflectors; Prismatic Refra.ctors; Glare; .. 
Shadows; Unified Illumination; Color Quality of Light; Ef.:. 
feet of Interior Finish; Choice of Lighting System; . Location 
of Lighting Units. · -Prerequisite, Physics 3. Spring · term: 
Credit, three hours a term. · , 
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DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY, PHI~OSOPHY 
AND EDUCATION 
. DR. BAILEY MR. GLASS DR. LAVELL MR. FORBES 
l-2-3. · PsYcHOLOGY AND ETHICS. Fundamentals of Per-
sonality; Development 9£ -Character; Psychology and -morals. 
Character and conduct are studied from the point of view of 
moral · and Christian ethics as an introduction to Ethology, 
the science -and philosophy of character. Study · is also made 
of dynamic psychology of character and conduct, with spe-
cial reference to tnental hygiene and nervous diseases. Text- _ 
· books, collateral . reading, lectures, group discus•sions, in-
dividual conferences. Prerequisite, junior standing, or soph-
omore standing with Philosophy-Bible maj-0r. Throughout 
'the year. Each term may be taken separately. Credit, 
three hours a term. 
4-S-6. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY. lntrodµction to Philoso-
phy-Ancient, Medieval and Modern P-hilosophy-M-0dern 
and Recent Philosophy. Outline of ancient; . medieval and 
modern philosophy, interpreted from the point of view of 
Ethology; a study of the development of religion and of 
spiritual experience in the individual and · in the race. 
Throughout the year. Each term may be taken se_pa'rately. 
Credit, three hours 4 term. 
7-S-9. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND CHILD STUDY. · . 
Psyc:hology of Childhood-Psychology 'of Adolescenc~Ed-
ucational Psychology. A study of the nature of th!! child, · 
instinctive tendencies, development, learning, association, 
memory,- etc. Observations of children will be made in con-
nection with the first part of the course. The s·econd pa_rt 
. will continue the study of the development of children, par-
ticularly during the period of adolescence . . The third term 
will deal more particularly with the psychology of the learn-
ing process, the study of_ psychological factors -in their educa-
tional aspects; instincts and capacities as the basis of learn-
ing, conditions favorable to the · operation ·of· the- laws of 
learning. Throughout_ the year~ Credit, three hours a term. 
10-11-12. HISTORY OF EI?UCATION. This course will at-
tempt to .give in the fall term . a survey of the main move-
ments and tendencies in education from early primitive days 
1 
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up to the seventeenth century. The winter term will study 
the theory and practice of the seventeenth centtiry, ·the transi-
tion to America and the modifications made ·by Colonial life; 
the development of the American public ·school; changiµg 
conceptions of . education during the- past century; and · the .. 
development of present day tendencies in American educa- . 
tion. The -spring term course will make a · special study :of 
secondary e<;{ucation as developed in . France; Engla_nd, -Ge·r-
many and · other European countries, and of secondary ed-
ucation as it has developed in the United States. Through-
out the year. Credit, three hours a term. (Not given i-n 
1928-29).. 
13. INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP INTELLIGENCE -TESTING~ - A · 
stu9y ·of the theo.ry and practice of intelligence testing; of 
individual and group methods of testing,. principks under-
lying the contsruction of · group tests·, special · practi'ce in · 
handling Stanford-Binet, Army Alpha, ·National Intelligence 
Tests, Terman Group Test. Consideration will be ·given · to 
the reliability and validity of the different tests. Special at- · 
tention will be given to the practical administrative problems 
that arise in the ,use of . intelligence tests i11 public schools. 
Fall term. Credit, three hours a term. (Not given in ··-1928-29). 
- ·. 16. PRINCIPLES oF SECONDARY EoucATION. Th.is is an 
introduction to secondary teaching and a<l~iriistration; the · 
obj.ectives of secondary education; the· develop~enf of" six 
secondary school years; the functions and relations _of junior 
and senior • high ·schools; their ·programs of studies; the im-
plication_s: of adolescent psychology for. secondary education; 
guidance programs; junior citizenship activities; . socialized 
classroom procedure; problems of organization and adminis-
tration. Winter term. Credit, three hours a term. · 
14-15. THE UsE OF TEsTs IN THE IMPROVEMENT oF IN-
STRUCTION IN SECONDARY ScHooLs. This is a · course de-
signed to give acquaintanc·e with the .. _po-ssibilities_ of instruc- · 
tional measurement in junior and senior high_ schools. Stand- :· 
ard tests of the ability to. comprehend and of the ability to .. 
express, which are necessary in all high school- classes,. ·will be _· · 
used as the basis fot gaining_ familiarity with technique of : . 
testing and with the uses made of test results. '. A _portion·of ·. 
the course will _ be set aside for· individual study of standard , 
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and informal tests in special subjects~ Winter and spring 
terms. Credit, three hours a term. 
17. CLASSROOM PRACTICES . IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS. A 
practical project study of secondary school classroom methods 
with particular reference to all socialized classroom proced .... 
ures, viz.: . supervised and directed study, . the problem and 
project method, socialized recitation, the unit and contract 
plans of class procedure, and other present-day experiments, 
illustra-tive of the operation of the principle of pupil activity 
as the chief means of learning. The preparation of lesson 
plans illustrating each type and the. demonstration of each 
met~od by co-operation of students in the course and experi-
enced teachers of neighborhood schools. Spring term. 
Credit, three hours a term. 
18-19-20. SEMINAR IN APPLIED ETHOLOGY. This course 
combines a semi.liar with case work in cortnection with the 
Orange County Juvenile Court, Social Service Department, 
Opportunity School and other welfare agencies, including · 
church work. Terms can be taken separately. Prerequisite, 
Psychology and Ethics ( 1-2-3), and History of Philosophy 
( 4~5-6) . or equivalent accepted by instructor. Meets weekly. 
Each term may be taken· separately. Credit, three hours a 
term. 
See also course in ''Educational Sociology," page n. 
NoTE. The department offers individual and group conferences to stu-
dents . in the college with a view to vocational guirlance and relief from 
mental conflicts. It also gives instruction in extension work through lectures, 
lecture courses and discussions •. ·~ervices to schools. churches, juvenile courts 
and the like, as well as mental . hygiene guidance ancl psychot!iera.py for 
individuals. 
ROLLINS WINTER SCHOOL 
Being the winter term of Rollins College, January 2 
to March 23, 1929 
Having the three-term plan Rollins is able to organize 
its college work during the second term as a "Winter School" 
corresponding to the "Summer Schools" • conducted by the 
leading-.colleges and universities in the North. This makes 
· it possible for students in other colleges who .wfah to spend 
the winter in Florida to continue their college work under 
almost ideal conditions. 
Rollins Winter School 
Regular Students 
Students· in other colleges wishing to tra_nsfer to Rollins· 
s·hould artange to do -so at the beginning ·of the "Winte·r · , 
School," January 2. Full college credit will be ·give ! for 
work satisfactorily completed. Such students would also 
have ·the benefit of · three months'· work under the Rollins 
Conference Plan of. teaching, which has been substituted ·for 
the· old lecture and quiz plan. Graduates. of other colleg~s · . · 
may· arrange_ to do t_heir work for a ~1ast_er's degree by tak-
ing winter school courses- for a period ·of years. · 
Special. Students 
A limited number of special students . can · be admitte·d to, 
the "Winter School." This applies particularly- to certain 
courses in English, Music and Art. Arrangements can be 
made with the ·Rollins School of Music for individual instruc~ 
tion by Serge Borowsky in singing. 
Tuition and Expenses 
For Regular Students_ . -
Tuition, per term (January 3 to March 24) ------~ $70.-00 
Board, at the College Commons, term ·------ ---=------- · · 90.00 
Room~ in College dormitory, term ____ ______________ 35.00 
Student Association · fee, per · term ______ :_ __ ~--~----~--~ - 7.00 
Heal th fee ---------------------------------------------------------;------- 5 .00 
For Special Students 
Tuition, per term, for each "credit hour" ---~ ______ $. 7.00 
(For students taking five "credit hours" the 
tuition would be $35.00) 
Regis tra ti on _ fee -------------------------------------------------------- 3. 00 
For detailed · information in regard to Col.lege courses, 
Rooms, Board and similar matters, see pages 1-98 of this 
Catalogue. 
Additional "Wi-nter School" Faculty . 
In addition . to the regular coHege faculty, the following 
distinguished people give courses during the "Winter School": 
In English: Irving Bacheller, the ·author of "Eben 
Holden."· · 
Alice Hegan Rice, the author of c.Mrs. Wiggs._'-' -
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Cale Young_ Rice, the noted _poet. 
Jessie B. Rittenhouse, the poet, lecturer and critic. 
Clinton Scollard, the lyric poet. 
I it Music: Serge Borowsky, the famous . Grand Op.era 
singer and co·1nposer. 
In Art: Miss Virginia Robie, the authority on interior 
decora!ion, ·and formerly editor of the "House Beautiful" 
magazine. 
Frank French, A.N.A., the distinguished portrait and 
landscape painter. 
HONORARY DEGREES 
Conferred · at the Convocation Exercises, Founders' Day, 
February 20, 1928 
DoNALD BRENHAM McKAY _______ :_ _____ ___ _____________ ___ · _Lrrr.D. 
Tampa, Florida 
ALICE HEGAN ' RICE ·------~-- ---------- --------------------- --------LITT.D. 
Louisville, Kentucky 
CALE · Y ouNG RICE _ _ _______ ____________________________________ L1rr.D. 
,L o-uisville, Kentucky 
JESS IE BE LL'E . RITTENHOUSE ·-------- --· _________________________ LITT. D. 
Winter Park, Florida · 
Eow1N EMERY SLossoN _________ --- ------------ -------------~------------~D .Sc. 
Washington, D. C. · 
JOHN GEORGE GEHRING __ ________ ______ _________ ________________________ D.Sc. 
Bethel, Maine 
CHARLES ~DWARD JEFFERSON ----- ------- ---------------------------_D.D. 
New York City 
JAMES CASH PENNEY _____ _________________________________________ LL.D. 
Miami, Florida 
THE ODORE MARB URG ------------ ----,.:. _____________________________ LL. D. 
Baltimore, Maryland-
Awarding of the Algernon Sidney Sullivan Medallion to 
Mrs. Stevenson Burke, of Cleveland; Ohio, by President 
Hamilton Holt. 
ROLLINS COLLEGE ScnooL O}i, lV[us1c 
HAu1ILTON HoLT, L1rr.D., LL.J):· 
President 
GEORGE E. CARROTHERS, PH.D. 
Dean 
FREDERICK_ STURGES ANDREWS . • • Director of Sc h-ool 
B.S., Columbia University; Graduate student · of Columbia University: 
Teacher•~ Di.ploma, Institute of Musical Art, New York - City_; ·Pupil of ·· 
Gaston M. Detier. Organ; Percy Goetschius, Composi.tion ~ Bertha Feiring 
Tapper, Piano; Wesley Weyman, Piano. lnstruc~or in Theory and Con-
ducting, Teachers College, Columbia. University;· Instructor in P.jano and -
Theory, Institute _of ·Musical Art; Concert .Organist; Conductor -of South 
Orange Choral Club: O"isining Men's Glee Club; Lakemont Park (Penn.) 
Orchestral Concerts; Winter Park Symphony Society. Rollins, 1926-1928._ 
GRETCHEN Cox • Violin . 
· Pupil of Max Bendix, fo.rmer. concert meister of the . Chicago Symphony· 
Orchestra; Teacher's Certificate Course at Chicago. Musical ·college, un- . 
der the instruction of S. Jacobsohn; Pupil of Theodore Spiering and 
Leon Sametini; Head of Violin Department~ Southwestern College-., Win-
field, Kansas; Successful concert artist in recital and as soloist with 
orchestra. · Rollins, 1925- · 
EDNA WALLACE JOHNSTON • Public School Music 
Mus.B., Rollins College: Post Graduate student, Eastman School of 
Music .with Chas. H. Miller, Sherman Clute. Rollins. 1922-
LELA NrLES . • • • • . . . . Piano 
Graduate of · Cornell College Conservatory. Pupil of J oset Lhevinne. 
Berlin; Instructor .in Piano in Southwestern College, Cornell · College, 
and Knox · College. RolUns, 1923-1928. 
SERGE 'BoRowsKY • Master Cla'sses ·in Si-1:r,ging 
Study in Moscow and under Maestro Broggi in Mi!an:· leading · roles .in 
several Italian opera houses: opera and concert -in . Petrograd, and at 
Free Art Theatre in Moscow;_ roles with Italia n Grand· Opera Company 
in Athens. Corfu, Cairo, Alexandria, and Nice; concert work in -Switzer-
land. Compo_ser a.nd producer· of opera, ''Russian lsba," in Paris, Lon-
don, and New York. Rol1ins, 1927- -
HERMAN F. SIEWERT, F .A.G.o. • • • • • • • .• Organ 
Graduate Guilmant Organ School of New York City; Charter member 
of Theatre Organists. New Yo'rk' City; Concert organist; Composer. R.01:. 
lins, 1923-
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FACULTY OF THE ScnooL ·oF Music 
Arranged by Departments 
Director 
. FREDERICK STURGES ANDREWS 
Assistant to the Director 
MARY L . . LEONARD 
Piano · 
LELA MAY NILES 
HAZEL MAURER 
" GRAY PERRY 
LUCILLE WATERS 
Organ 
FREDERICK STURGES ANDREWS HERMAN F. SIEWERT 
Singing 
SERGE BoROWSKY J osE.PHINE BETTINETTI 
Others to be announced 
Stringed Instruments 
GRETCHEN Cox HARVE CLEMENS ·.· 
MARGUERITE PoETZINGER 
· Wind Instruments 
THEODORE M. DOLLISON . EDNA WALLACE JOHNSTON 
HowARo Rossi · Lours BENTON 
Theory and History of Mu-sic 
FREDERICK STURGES ANDREWS HARVE . CLEMENS 
EDNA WALLACE JOHNSTON 
' 
Public School Music . · 
. EDNA WALLACE JOHNSTON 
INTRODUCTION 
·,· 
T HE range of music study is very broad. Al_thoµg_h ~bility to perform as ·soloist or as paft ?f a group ~s · 1n most cases the eventual end . of mus.1c : study, this 
ability may_ most successfully be built up through coordin_ated 
work in several theoretical and practical branches. The_ en:-
joyment of music is almost universal.. · The wish to partici-
pate in musical · performance is also very general,. and music 
training in this country ha_s become so well organized that 
many choose a balanced musical curriculum as the major 
feature of their advanced education·. 
There is, however, often a tendency to over spetialization 
on the part of students with an .intense enthusia-sni. for music. 
This tendency is favored on the one-hand by ,tlie fact that 
many music schools which are well equipped for their s·pecial 
subjects can make no provision . for t~¢ ·general cultural . eq-
ucation of their students, and, on the other, by the difficulty 
of meeting both · the demands of a full college • cours_e and 
those of an adequate musical ed~cation. 
Rollins College is peculiarly well fitted to meet this ·prob-
lem. Its School of Music is equipped · to· give t~aining of a 
high order in all branches of music study. Students whose 
inter~sts are general may take, .,_ in addition to their re:gular 
college work, such .cour-ses in music as they find_ suitable, 
while ·those whose interests are primarily musical may include 
in their programs . the basic academic· studies ·_ that ar~ im-
portant for all, and add such other subjects as are especially 
related to their musical work. · . . 
Students of the latter group are eligible as candidates for 
the · Diploma of the School of !vlusic, or the Degree of ~ach-
elor of Music. Their courses are grouped around -seine major 
s~u_dy, such as Singing, Piano, or Public School Music Super-
v1s10n. 
It is the first care of the Faculty, however,to so car.relate 
the studies in the various courses offered that the broad cul-
tural purpose to which the work tends is never lost from the 
view of -the student. Music is conceived as _.an art. Its -pur~ 
suit involves not only a technical training, · but a discipline -of 
the mind, and the cultivation of fine standards -of judgment. 
Its . proper study involves contacts with the . other arts, with 
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. . . 
· · poetry, drama and history . . And rto student of any · art is 
worthy the .esteem of the members of his own comm-unity 
who is not also a student of his own times, and conscious of 
his duty to the society in which he lives. 
Entrance Requirements 
No student will be admitted ·to the regular courses who 
does not hold a High School- Diploma or its equivalent. Two 
High · School units in music are . credited toward admission. 
Special examinations in musical subjects will be required of 
all students presenting thems~lves for admission, whether to 
regular or special work. Students desiring · to enter with ad-
vanced standing, either in academic: nr musical subjects, 
must bring with them the usual certification from former 
. teachers or schools. 
Term Examinations 
All students who are taking practical. music will be exam-
ined by the Director at the end of tl:ie Fall, Winter and 
Spring terms, and examinations in theoretic work will be 
conducted by the individual instructors . . 
. The_ Diploma of the School of Music 
The Diploma of the School of M.usic is granted after the 
completion . of the four year prescribed course in some · one 
of the major departments-those of · Singing, Piano, ·organ, 
Violin, Cello, or Otchestral Instruments. As much elasticity 
as possible is -allowed in the choice of courses and the develop-
ment of the student's . individual talent, but certain require-
ments are uniform for all. It is the sense of the School that 
the · Diploma should represent a broad general musicianship, 
a· knowledge .of the technique and literature of some one in-
strument, and the formation of such habits of study as will 
enable the student to carry on further profitable work un-
. aided by a teacher. · 
The Degree of Bachelor of Music 
This Degree is granted · only to those who fulfill the re-
quirements drawn up by the National Association of Schools 
of Music and Allied Arts. The .statement of the require-
ments in Singing or Instrumental work will . be found. under 
the Department headings. The requirements in theory in-
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elude, beside the usuaJ work in Harmony and Ear Training,_ 
one year of Advanced Analysis, one of Counterpoint, and -one 
of Orchestration. . ·. 
In the Singing course; substitutions · may be made· f_or- the· 
two last named subjects. The tiine . required to finish , th_e. 
degree ~curse may" be one. or two" yea.rs beyond that needed · 
for the obtaining of · the Diploma. _The proficiency· in solo 
work will. be determined by exa-mina.tion, and candidates for 
the Degree will be expected ·to· give a public recital." · 
Special Students _ 
. The School of Music accepts _as Special Students those 
who do not wish to carry the· full _ complement ·of course~ . _ 
which is expected of those who are worki~g for the DiploIJ)a 
or the Degree. Such students are received :&ubject to· .the 
sa·m~ ~onditions as regular students . . The same· high · start.d-
ard of work is expected of them. · They are •invited to iden-
tify themselves as_ fully as-possible with _·the-· work and spi"i·it · 
of the School, to attend the ensemble and cho~al groups for 
which they are eligible, and are required to· appear at the 
term examinations. 
Preparatory Departm~n_t 
For students ·who are not yet sufficiently advanced to -do . 
music work of collegiate grade, . provision is made -in -the Pr~--
paratory Department. Such students are given instr.uction 
suited to their needs, and may be ass~red of a careful founda~ 
tional training and :the inculcation of correct musical· stand- . 
ards upon which to base· their later work. 
Class Instruction in Singing or Instrumental Work ~ · .. ·. 
Those who do not wish to meet the rates · that are neces-
sary for private lessons, may apply for admission to ope of 
the classes in- Singing, Violin, Piano, or Organ. 
Credit Toward the A.B. 
Courses in Music History and Theory of :rylusic t~ken -~Y" 
students in Rollins College _may be. ·counted, · up to the limit 
of eighteen t~rm . hours, toward ·the · A.B . . ·Degree. A term 
hour in the School of Music is defined as one· hour of recita-
tion per week with appropriate· preparation,· throughout one . 
of the College terms. 
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General Courses 
The courses especially suggested for students whose tech- · 
nical musical equipment is limited are those in the History 
of Music and l\1usic Appreciation. Membership in the Glee 
Clubs · or choruses is open to those __ who can pass the vocal 
tests. 
Practice Facilities 
. Through the generosity . of Mr. and .Mrs. Edwin .S. Web-
ster arid Mr. and Mrs. Frank. G. Webster a practice organ, 
given as a memorial to Mr. Loring A. Chase, one of the 
original founders of Winter Park, has been installed in the 
Conservatory of Music. The organ is a two manual Moller 
Electro-Pneumatic of the most modern type. 
Two of the churches of Winter Park have also extended to 
students · the privilege of using their -excellent organs. One 
. is a three manual Austin to which advanced students are 
assigr1ed. 
Concerts 
Rollin$ College offers to lovers of music .many opportun-
ities to hear what is finest in concert and recital performance. 
Within an hour's journey from Winter · Park the following 
concerts were available: 
January 16, Serge Borowsky, Baritone, in Winter Park. 
January 29, First concert, Winter Park Symphony Or-
chestra in Winter Park. 
February 3, Geraldine Farrar, in Sa_r:iford. 
February 6, Grace Fiske, Pianist, in Winte1 Park. 
February 9, F-ritz Kreisler, Violinist, in Sanford. 
February 9, Robert Ringling, Baritone, in Winter Park. 
. February 26, Second concert, Winter Park Symphony Or-
chestra, in Winter Park. 
February 29, Chandler Goldthwaite, Organist, in Orlando. 
March 25, Third concert, Winter Park Symphony Or-
chestra, in Winter Park. . 
. In January the San Carlos Opera Company gave per- · 
formances · in Orlando of "Tosca," "Traviata" and "Hansel 
and Gretel." 
Several recitars by members of the · faculty were open with- · 
out charge to students and their friends: ,_ . 
October 31, Song Recital, Serge Borowsky. 
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Nov-ember 14, Dedicatory Recital of_ the Chase ·Memori_al 
Org_an, Carrie Hyatt Kennedy. · 
· -November 22, Ensemble . Recital for ·_Strings, Flute .and 
Piano. · 
_. Dec-ember 5; Piano Recital, Lela Niles. 
-. December _12, Recital by_ Students · in the Piano, Singing 
and Violin Departments. 
f anuary 3, Piano Recital, Gray Perry. · 
February 5, Organ Recital; F. S. Andrews. 
February 20, Chamber Mus.ic Concert °for .. Wind and 
Strings. 
Symphony Society · 
The Winter Park · Symphony Society·, an organization o( 
about forty professional players-, · was founded by .the enter-
prise and generosity of Mary L. Leonard. It ·is supported by 
the gifts of private individuals, the Society_ of \he -Allied-Arts, 
and the Chamber of Commerce of the City of Winter Park. 
It is under the conductorship of Professor Aric;:lrews. · 
Three concerts. were given during -the past.season on Jan-
uary 29, February 26 and March 25th. .. _ _ 
Student~ 'of conducting and orchestration. are admitted .to 
its rehears·ats. Qualified advanced students in the String _ or 
Wind Instrument Departments are received. into ·its · mem-
bership when there are vacancies. · . -
The greatest value . of the brganization lies in the oppor;_ . 
tunity it affords to the- students to :hear frequent perform-
ances of the masterpieces of · symphonic- literature, and . to 
cultivate high standards of interpreta.tion. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE H:isTOR.Y. OF -Music · 
Studies i.n the History of Music are important for all ~ho 
wish to . understand music iri the -light o.f its strticturaC and 
psychological development. The general -courses· are_ required 
· of the students who take the'· Diploma course. The· s-pedal 
courses · are designed to supplement the ·_ work -of 6rganists,.-
pianists or singers, as the case ·may be, and t<? :give them.-·coni- _ 
_ plete control of the· literatu~e of their chos·e~1 field. : _ 
All cour,es in this department are. /u_ll"year ·coitrses~ <;.r~dit 
indications refer to credit toward the ·A.B. degree. · 
.. 
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General Courses 
Music 1. Music APPRECIATION. An inquiry into the 
nature of music, and its relation to the other arts and forms 
of expression; theories of its origin and its function in social . 
life; an examination of the formal devices used to give clarity 
and richness to mu.sical thought, and of the chief types of 
musical composition. The lectures will be supplemented by 
a variety of vocal and instrumental illustration, which wiH 
form the basis of class discussion. ··Students will be required 
to do a certain amount of outside reading. 
Credit, two hours· .a term. 
Music 2~ TiiE H1sTORY OF _ Music. A survey of the 
development of musical art in Western Europe _from the 
Middle Ages to the present day. 'fhe course will seek to 
show, through illustration and an~logy, the differing atti-
tudes that have been maintained toward· music at different 
epochs, and the reciprocal influences of music, poetry and 
other forms of thought. 
· Credit, two hours a term. 
Advanced ·Courses 
Intensive courses in special phas.es of Music History· are 
an important part _ of the work of the advanced student. 
These courses embrace an exhaustive study of the literature, 
from the structural as well as the historical point of view. 
The courses in Appreciation, general Music History, and 
Harmony are prerequisite to their understanding. 
Musrc 5. HrsTORY OF CHURCH AND CHoRAt Music. The 
whole range of Choral Music considered with special em~ 
phasis on the fitness of -the ·works for present - day use. · 
Among the topics for study are the Plain Chant, the Roman 
Contrapuntal . School~ the English l\1adrigalists and Anthem 
writers, the early Oratorio, the· Chorale, · the Passion, the 
works of the Classic and Romantic Schools, the music of the 
Church Russian, and contemporary -choral music in Europe 
and America. Hymns of all periods are -considered, and a 
car_eful study is made of the Anthem, with · reference to its 
artistic and religious significance. The whole course is de-
signed to cultivate intelligent standards,. and to familiarize 
one with the great works in the field of choral art. 
Credit, one · hour a term. · · · 
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Music 7. HISTORY OF PIANO Music.. This course ~is r~--
quired of all those who apply for the Diploma .in Piano. _· It 
examines in detail, from the point of view both of pe:rf orni- . 
ance and appreciation, the cha_racteristic · styles ·r presented 
by such composers as _Co:uperin~ Rameau, Scarlatti,.-.. J. ·. S . 
. Bach, · C. · P.: Bach, -Haydn,· Beethoven; Schumann, ·chopin; 
Liszt, Debussy, and Scriabin. · , ·· 
· Credit, one hour a ·term. 
Music 9. HtsTORY OF VocAL ART. It is the purpos·e of 
this --co_urse so to illuminate the . history of . solo. song-__ that 
students or t4oughtful concert-goers may realize -the import~ 
ant- groups into which the literature usually falls, aiitl th_e_ 
. purposes and ~onditions that undeilie _.the fo.undatio·n of ·ea~h 
of them. .A large number . of illustradons and .additiona_l 
. material for outside reference w1ll give a- coniprehensive -vi°ew·· 
of the field. The course has especial bearing upon- the pr-in-
. ciples of interpretation. · 
Credit, one hour a term. 
MUSICAL 0RGA.~IZATIONS: 
An indispensable part of the traini~g of a musician_ is· the 
habit of coordina,ting his wo.rk with _that ·of others . . Valua-. 
· ble _as solo performance may be as :a medium of individual 
expression, . it is at least. equaliy . impo_rtant that one should 
learn to lose one's · self in the purely social experience of 
group singing. and group · playing. . It is strongly urged _th~t -
all ·students· within the Department should _associate th~~-
selves with one or more of the musical organi~ati9n.s.·_ 
. Music 1 lF. . WoMAN's GLEE CLU}3~ Two reh~rsals a 
week . . · Voice trials are held in the . week · of October .1st. 
. . . 
Music 1 lM. MEN'S GLEE CLUB. Two reh~arsals-:a week~ 
. ' .· . . 
. Voice trials . are held · in the week of October · 1st. 
· Musrc 13. Co~LEGE BAND. This organization, or its tribµ-
tary groups, will be open to any students -who -wish ·to -.. be-
come . members. Provision is made· for those whose_ play~ 
ing is as yet undeveloped, . while those ,vho -already . pl~y ~. 
fluently .will be given ample opportunity for fu:rthe~ prog_ress .. 
_The College -pos-sesses a full set of band instruments> ' 
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·Music 15. ORCHESTRA PLAYING. Groups will be formed 
for qualified students who play stringed or othe_r orchestral 
. instruments. · · 
Music 1 ~- ENSEMBLE PLAYING. · Groups will be formed 
for qualifie_d string and piano -students. 
See also Music 65E. 
DEPARTMENT OF THEORY 
/ 
The intellectual and formal side of the· student's training . 
is built· up around the theoretic course·s, which are organized 
with great care, and coordinated one _with another in such a 
way that they may conduce to ·clear musical thrnking and 
habits of economical and concentrated study. The first stage 
is the cultivation of silent musical ·thinking through graded 
exercises in solfeggio, tone dictation, and inelody composi-
. tion. Studies _in part singing are used as the foundation "for 
the work in harmony, and this subject is amplified · by drill 
in . keyboard harmonization, chord dicta_tion: and analysis. 
Advanced theoretical work includes . Counterpoint, Fugue, 
and Orchestration. These courses are obligatory for Organ 
graduates, · recommended to advanced Piano students;' and 
open to all who have the abi1ity and _. ambition to . pursue 
. them. - The classes in Fugue and Symphonic Analysis · are 
recommended to those whose interest in music is serious, but 
whose time to devote to theoretical study is limited. 
Theoretical Courses 
All courses in this department are full year courses. Credit 
indications refer to credit toward the A.B. degree . 
. Music 21. ELEMENTARY SIGHT SINGING AND. EAR TRAIN-
ING. The course is designed to develop readiness in singing 
from note, and to make plain the elements of musical theory. 
Students are encouraged to experiment. in the composition of 
original melodies. · The course is a prerequisite to all of the 
work in Theory and Harmony, and of the utmost importance 
to all students beginning their work in vocal or instrumental 
training. 
Credit, two hours a term. 
lvlus1c 22. AovANCED S1GHT SINGING · AND EAR TRAINING. 
The subje.ct matter is an extension of that of the preceding 
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course_, and is made to include • difficult part-singing _and 
melodic dictation.. The course should be taken ·paralle~ with · 
Music 25. · 
·Credit, two , hours a term. 
· Music 25. -ELEMENTARY HARMONY. The principles of 
tone combination, and their application in two; three, -_. and 
four voice writing-. A large proportion of the .recitation 
period is spent in chord recognition and analysis. 
Credit, two hours a term. · · 
Music 26. ADVANCED . HARMONY. The course treats of 
the secondary sevenths, altered chords, modulation and · in-
harmonic _ tones. -The work is re_enforced _ at every -step -w-ith -
ear training . and keyboard exercises. · Application :of the ' 
material in original composition is encouraged. _ 
Credit, two hours a term. 
M us1c 27K. KEYBOARD HARMONY FOR ORGANISTS. The 
work is supplementary to that of Music 26. It-aims at the _ 
deyelopment of facility in Chorale harmonization, with ob-
ligato pedal. The· course is prerequisite to 28K. · 
__ Credit, one ho1tr a term. 
Music 28K. IMPROVISATION AND AccoMPANIMENT FOR 
ORGANISTS. The course is an advanc:ed one -in -K:eyb_oard -
Theory. It is intended to giv~ the organist co"inplete com- _ 
mand of his harmonic material, and to enable -rum to :cul ti ... 
vate coherent and effective improvisation. 
Credit, one hour a term. · · 
M us1c 29. COMPOSITION IN THE _ SMALL FORMS. An ele-
mentary course in composition, developing facility" in the · ap_:. 
plication of harmonic and melodic material to · the various 
forms of -instrumental idiom. _ It involves the -analytical -ex~ 
amination of nunietous examples from the _ classics. · 
Credit, two hours a term. 
Music 29N. ANALYSIS OF THE S~ALL FoRMS. _ The s_ub-
ject matter- corre-sponds to _that_ of Music _29.· . No· -~ritte~ 
· work is required. 'fhe course is intended to develop a-iivel.y_-
appreciation of the function of Form _in music. · 
Credit, ·one hour a term. _ _ 
Music 31. -COUNTERPOINT. . After an intensive ·study of 
part writing the technique is applied in origitJal composition 
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in the Invention, Prelude, and . Figured C_horale forms. Pre-
requ_isite, ·Music 26; pre.ceding or parallel; Music 29. 
Credit, ·two hours a term. 
Music 33. FuGUE AND CANON. · An intensive course for 
st.ud'ents who have done the· work of 1\1tisic '31 successfully. 
Credit, two hours a term. _ 
Mustc 34N. ANALYSIS. Advanced course. For students 
who · a1e not continuing their work · i~ composition past the 
point reached in Music 29. It treats the Invention, Fugue, 
Variation, Rondo, Sonata, Symphony and allied forms. 
Credit, one hour a term. 
Music 35. ADVANCED CpMPOSITiON . . An intensive course 
in Composition in the larger· forms,-the Variation, Rondo, 
Sonata, etc~ Prerequisit~ 33. 
Credit, two hours a term. 
Music 37. ELEMENTARY INSTRUMENTATION. A brief 
course in the elements of Orchestral- Scoring. _ Ample prac-
tice is given in transposition and score analysis, with a view 
to fitting school supervisors and conductors 9£ small orches-
tras · for their work. · 
-Credit, ·one ·hour a term. 
Music 38. ORCHESTRATION·. A thorough course in writ- · 
ing and arranging for full orchestra.- Prerequisite, 33. 
Credit, two . hours a term . 
. Musrc 39. CHoRus AND ORCHESTRA CoNDUCTING. This 
course is required for all who are to 'receive the Diploma in 
Public School · Music o'r .Organ, and -is advised for all who 
look . forward to any position of leadership in musical work. 
It deals carefu11y with the technique . of the baton and the 
many-phases of the conductor's work. Actual conducting of 
choral and · instrumental . groups form ·an jmportant part of 
the course, and material appropriate -for· various uses is dis-
cussed. · 
Cr.edit, one hour a term. 
See also Music 91M, .81M, and 81G . 
. · DEPARTlHENT OF l\tlus1c EnucATION 
Within the .last few years music has taken· a new place in 
the curricula of the schools of the _ co~ntry. It is almost uni-
..... 
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versally recognized as having a high value_: in _general_ educa- · 
·tion,_ and more and mote ·_place i"s bein"g giveit_ -in_ -:th~. ~ig~. · 
schools to the teaching of special . mu_sical stibjec~s~- .Th~~ ·. 
credit is allowed for work in Piano, Violiri _and: odiet· instru~-: 
· ·men ts, for Harmony, Ear Training, · Music:. ·History .- · and .. _ 
Music Appreciation. The teachers .who present these_ -~~b-
jects need a . specialized training bey9nd . t~at:involv_ed iri the 
- study of the subject matter, in order -io ~e¢t.- tJle ~e~ds· ·of the· 
. child or the adolescent at the various -st~ges:· of.his -dev_elop~ 
ment. · No more interesting _field 't~an· that offei-ed· __ by._ this · 
\Votk could be· found for those who wish to .apply themselves · . 
to ·music as a _ profession. None -demands·_ ~- saner · esti~ate. 
of the place of music in life and education, .and ·p.erhaps none 
other, -by its· condition of work, kee.ps ·so . constantly, b_e'fore 
one the .relation of music to •individual_ atid _.comtn.unity-.lif~. _· 
The preparation ·for the work include_s many. thil)g-s~ ·. $.otne · 
one instr1,1me1:lt, preferably the piano,, sh9uld _-be' studied-to · 
the poiµt where an intimate kn.owled.ge of the -., content··-and 
idiom-of music -is _acquired, together ·with the ·study "t>roc~sses · 
that aie peculiar to instrumental training. ~. It is also ·· im-: 
portant to have a well placed voice and the_.-ability ··tq pres~nt 
at least .simple songs with _intelligence an~ good mu~ical style. 
As a· preparation . for chorus- and orchestra conducting, spe.Gial . 
courses are needed, and these must :be based : Oil ·pr~vious 
training in · Sight Singing, Harmony atid': · 1nstrumel)tation~ 
For those who are to teach_ music to: -children'· in the early ·· 
grades, special training in Methe~. is ·needed. -. For all who 
· maybe called upon to cooperate in an _.educational scheme it --
is .important to have a good groundi't1g in psychol9gy and 
educational theory. · . · · . · -. _ -
Of equal -importance with the preceding is the exp·e.riente 
irt actual teaching; under supervision, and -the observation 
of the actual work of trained teachers. · - -. · . · · . . 
The holding of a Diploma in ·Music· __ Education Jrom·· Rol~ .· 
_ lins College renders one -eligible for positions throughout_· the 
state as Speci~l Teacher of l\1usic or as ·Supervisor of Music. · . 
• f & • • • • • 
Diploma in.Music Edu~ritioit .: 
The ~ourses required for this- Diploma-- a_re ,-the ·follqW!ng: 
FRESHMAN: Music 1, ·21, 51," 61; Fr.en·ch II (or --Gtfrman 
I), Eng. I. . . . . . 
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SOPHOMORE: Music 22, 25, 52, 62, Eng . II, History. 
· JUNIOR: Music 3, 26, 41, 63 (or 53); 91M, Principles of 
Education, German II. · . . 
SENIOR: · Music- 39, 43, 45, 64 ( or 54), 29N, 37, 81M, 
.Child Psychology. 
Courses in Music · Education 
Music 41. . THE TEACHING OF SciiooL . Music r~ THE · 
GRADES.. A discussion of · objects and methods in music· 
education; a study of the requirements of the first grades and· 
of the material available for use . . Attention is given to the 
training of the child voice. · At · least a year's work in· ear-
training is prerequisite to this course. 
Credit, two hours a term. 
Music 43. THE TEACHING OF Music IN JuNIOR AND · 
SENIOR HIGH · ScHooLs. A study of the· work and material to 
be covered in the high school peri9d; the staging and produc-
ing of operettas; problems in the supervision of instrumental 
music; the organizatio_n of orchestras .and bands. · 
· Credit, two hours a term. 
Music 41-P AND 43-P. · APPLIED WoRK ·IN Musrc EoucA-
TION. This course affords special training- in the actual work 
of teaching, in the special field of the student's choice. 
Credit, one hour a term each. 
Music 49. PEDAGOGY or. PIANO TEAC-HING. An analysis 
of the problem.s of piano teaching, ~nd a .survey of the litera-
ture sttitable for the various stages _of pianistic study. 
DEPARTMENT ·OF SINGING-
Many factors enter into the training ·of the singer. -. The 
developm.ent of the vocal organs, . the . control of tone and 
breath are., of course, indispensable . prerequisites · to any 
course of vocal study. Fully aSi-mportant for the artist are 
the cultivation of. poetic and ;dramatic imagination, and the 
formation.· of standards of musical judgment. · Beside native 
inte.rpretive gift there is _needed · a thorough study of the 
songs -and arias of many schools; and · with this work should 
be .correlated a study of at least the literary classics in our 
own language. .Properly, · however, a sympathetic under-
standing of the grea~ song literatures can· come o~ly with a 
knowledg~: of ·the lan.guages in which · the· texts · were .original-
'· •.. 
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ly ·set~ · .. _And it is urged that students ·_farniliari_ze · them:s~l.ves 
with · at least the elements of ·French, . Italian . anq. German, 
arid . ·obtain a · good -reading knowledge. -of:.one :of- thes·{ -Ian~ 
guages during an · ea:rly . pa.rt pf ~their :college ·course;· ~overs· 
of art have · always tended to be cosmopblitan._·.in ·-.their. in~ 
terests, and an appreciation of many culture·s ought·to be -the . · 
goal of the_ serious student. · · 
. . Diploma. in Singing 
. -For the Diploma in Singing the·. following c·ourses are re-
quired: · ~ . · · · · . · · 
FRESHMAN: Music 1, 21, 51 , SlT; .61S,. French ·11 · (or 
German I), Eng. I. · · · _ 
SoPHO.MORE: Music 22, 25, 52; 62$,.· History I, . Eng~ II, 
Elem. I tali an. · 
. . 
JUNIOR: M'usic 3, 11, 26, 53, 65E, German II (or F~ench_ 
.- .JI), Academic Elective~ · 
SEN 10R: Music 9, 29N, 54, Elective in Ac4demic ~work 
and Acting. · · 
Courses in Singing 
Music 51. · FIRST YEAR S1NGING~: · The __ early· part of the_ 
course is devoted largely to the building ·up of the tone and · 
the breath; and: the acquirement of a pr.qpei· ·techni_cal founda~ 
tion. With this work i~ coorqinaied .t~e t_raining .. in. phr~sing_· 
a~d .the form~tion of musical __ style, thr9u~h -_ the S:tuay . of · 
standard vocalises such as those of Marchesi, Concone·, Lut-
gen and Vaccai. Simple songs are studied _ wi_th .-a: ·vie·w--_ to · ·-
the cultivation of the nar-rative· and ·poetic elei;nents 'in· song 
. . . . . 
s1ng1ng~ . . _ . 
. • Music 52. SECOND YEAR S1NGiNG.. With the contin·ued 
development of the technical phases is-. coor~in·ated the ·:st~dy ·_ 
of selec:ted works of the older masters-,;.-Cesti,. Scarlatd, ·Lotti, . 
Calclara~ -~ Handel and Arne. : · _· 
'Music 53 . . THIRD YEAR SINGING. At ·this-· point t4~ stu-
den't should be ready for . the . stu°dy of °'the _classic ~- Leid;-
F ranz, . Schubert, Schumann, B-rahms; . Griyg, . . the _. .-~a~1er · 
oratorio, arias, and_ songs of the contemporary .French ··and· 
· English Schools. . . . . 
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Music 54. · FouRTH YE.AR S1NGI?iG. Lampe.rti's "Studio . 
di Bravoura" form the basis-· of the· technical work of this 
y~~-r. . The repertoire includes operatic a~ias such as those 
from Mozart, Meyerbeer, Donizetti, and Weber, and dra-
matic sceries from Verdi, .Gounod, .-Massenet; Bizet, and 
Charpentier. 
· Music 55. CLASSEs · IN OPERATIC E ·NsEMBLE. Advanced 
students who wish to prepare for operatic work will find in 
these classes the opportunity . to develop thejr talent for dra-
matic interp·retation, and to becotne familiar with the tech-
nique . of :stage deportment. · Admission to · these · classes is 
conditioned upon the consent of the instructor. 
Special, Lessons ·with Se~te · Borowsky 
· Students of especi.al talent and promise may be assigned · 
_to -work with Mr. Serge Borowsky. _ Students preparing for . 
operati~ or recital work will wish -to come under his. ex-
perienced guidance. Registrati_on for lessons .with Mr~ Bor- . 
owsky ·will in . au · cases · be subject to the judgment of the -
Director~ · 
Bachelor of Music Degree wi.th · M ajar in Singing 
In addition to the theoreti_c work required for the Diploma, 
the student must pursue a year's work in the analysis of. the 
larger ·forms, and should if possible _elect · Music 29- and 3 l. 
He will be asked to give a recital representative of the entire · 
range of vocal · study, and must have a repertoire for imme-
. diate use consisting of · at least four :operati~ arias, four . 
oratorio arias, and at least twenty classic_ and· twenty moder.n 
songs. 
DEP ARTMEN'l' OF Pu~o 
The-objects for which the study of the piano may be pur- · 
sued are · many, and the instrument occupies · a correspond-
ingly important place in the musical field. · .As a ._solo instru-
ment it possesses a literature embracing many different styles, 
whpse mastery is in itself a liberal mu:sical education. As 
an instrument of accompaniment it finds a place in nearly all 
musical. activities. Through piano transcriptions the study 
of orchestral and · operatic music .. by the ·individual is made 
possible, and -~or th~ study of harmony ·and other phases of 
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musical structure a knowledge . of the . keyboard is almost· ·ail 
essen.tial. · · . _ · · · 
The study .of Piano should, therefor-et _be ·maqe ··a req·ui_re- . 
·_ ment for all students . of _ Singing~- Violin· and other Jnelod_ic · 
instruments, and ' all. who$e musical. education· is · to. _be :bro·ad 
and thorough. . . . 
. For those who are -making piano sqlo_. w·9rk· _th~ir _ central 
interest no secondary -ins~ru:ment is r~quireq-, Q"Ut the e:quip-
ment needed to carry piano s_tudy · to· an·y· advancement.is · 
rather exte·n_sive. · · 
· The ideal . for which this departme.rit-· sttives · is ·the = com~· 
bined <l;evelopment of technical facili_ty:, _· .b~auty of _ tone, in-; 
dividual ·expressive power, and -an' tii1ders·t~uiding of the_many 
· styles in which piano · composition ·_has ·been _. cast •.. _Stud~nts · 
are helped t-0 develop, confidence .in public . perf<?·nnan~e _and 
readiness in sight reading, and . to build up · a ·broad .general 
musical culture. · · ' 
.. 
Requirements for th~ DiploirJ,a in Pia11.;o _. _· 
F-RES~MAN: Music 1,_ 21, _ 61,· Engli-sh 1; : French _· II ·. or -
German· II. .. 
SoPHOMORE: Music . 22, 25, · 62, _E~glish ·_Il~ Hi~.tory~ . 
JUNIOR: Music 3, 26, 63, 65E, ~cademic Elettives . 
SENiOR: lv1usic 7, 17, _29N., 64, Academic Electives, Seni~r . · 
Recital. 
Courses in PiariQ . : 
· The following .descriptions indicate· in the- most · .ge~teral. 
way the rate of advancem~nt of students ,spe.cial_izin"g_ in<piano . · 
study, and the· requirements._for_ th~-final examination'· for the · 
Diploma. In all cases· adva~cem·ent .in p.ra~tical inusic wtll 
be · judged by ·ability in .performance, not by the· nµmber of 
· ·years spent· instudy. · · · -. · 
Music 61. . FIRST YEAR Pr~NO. T.ethnical · fouJ1dation, 
Easy· Mozart Sonatas, Czerny, Velocity _ _-S_tudie~; Ba.ch,-"Littl~ 
Preludes and ·_Fugues; · Moszko~ski, piece~. . _ . _ 
, Music 62~ . SECOND YEAR PIANO. _H-aydri,. Sonata. hi-D; 
Bach, French Suites; Mozart, .- Fantasia ·_. h1. C;_·. Cis~nere, 
Etudes; Schube-rt, Impromptu_;· piece~ py ··Orieg; ·Mosz~owski 
and othe·rs. · · · · · 
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Music 63. THIRD YEAR PiAN_o. · Beethoven, Op. 2 No. 
- 1, Op.-· 14 No. - 1; Bach1 Pat;"titas, Three Voice Inventions; 
·Liszt, Lieqestraurh; Chopin,_ Nocturnes; Schumann, Fantasia. 
- Music 64. F.oURTH. YEAR PiANO. -Beethoven, Sonatas, 
Op. 26, Op. 2 No.J, Op. 31; Bach ·well~tempered Clavichord, 
Chopin Etudes; Brahms, Intermezzi, etc. Pieces by De-
bussy, R~vel, Faure, Sgambati; and other :moderns. 
Music . 65E. PIANO ENSEMBLE. · This work is for the 
purpose of . developing readiness in reading and a vivid 
rhyth~ic seJ.}se. · It serves also to _a_cqu_aint the student with· 
· the outstanding works of symphonic _literature~ The group-
ing is for one or two pianos four hand_s, ·and two pianos eight 
hands. · · 
Music 61S.- PIANO As SECONDARY SuBJECT. · One half 
.. hour a week. The work given is approp·riate to the needs of 
the student. In general the aim is to develop reading power, 
and general musicianship . . But hig'h standards of precision 
and tone quality are required. · 
Music · 66M. ,MASTER CLASSES IN P _1ANO. Classes are 
· about an : hour- and a half in length._ The work consists of 
lectures on technique and interpretatio~, -the hearing of the 
work of students, discussion of their results, and illustrations 
by the instructor. The work is so organize·d that a term of 
th_ese lessons constitutes a defini_te .unit covering some . one 
department of the subject. Those who do not wish to take 
.an active part in the group as players may attend as listeners. 
Such students will register for -66L. : 
Special Lessons with Gray Perry 
Mr. Gray Perry will receive· advan~ed students and, in e*-
ceptional. cases, young players · who e_xhibit unusual talent. 
Students · may register for private lessons alone, or · for the 
Master Classes, _or for both of the_se together. Mr. Perry is 
widely kn.own as a concert ·pianist; having toured the country 
with great - succes.s during the last few sea~ons. He is. a 
teacher -of exceptional penetrat_ion an.d an_alytic power, and 
has -the gift of inspiring his pupils . to the· most earnest kind 
of work. (Not given during 1928~29). 
Depczrtm·ent :of Organ 
B.achelor of Music De-gree uitk·Majo1".in ,-Piano ·.· .. · ... ,: 
. -~Catididate·s must h_ave ·a repertoire ·c9mprisj.ng-Jh~:· 1frindp~L 
classic, romantic· and :modern .· coin positions, · includi~1g s·u~h · · 
works as: · _ · · . ··.. · . · · 
· · Bach: Chromatic · F anta:sia. and F:ugu.e, ·Tocattas, Organ 
. r ranstriptions by·_ Busoni, ·Tausig,- Liszt~ . d; Alb~rt. . . ~. _·, .. 
· ·Beethoven: Later Sonatas such as· Op.·- 5'3; ·57,. and. ·a Con-
certo. . . .. · . ,. 
· Brahms: · Rh_apsodie in B. _Minor, Sonata .1n F _Minor. 
Chopin-: Ballades,. Polonaises,_ Farit~sla, ·Bacarolle,: Scherzi~ 
· Etudes, Preludes and a Conce~to. --. . . . . . . . _:· 
· Liszt-: · Rhapsodies, Paganini Stu~ie·s, -~ranscr~ptio~s~ a 
Concerto. . · _ ~ · · · - . 
Sc·hu-mann: Sonata in G Minor, Faschingsschwank,·· tarni-
val, a _ Concerto. · - · __ .. :_ , _ : . . _ · · -
. . Compositions by standard m<?dern-. ·American -and foreign 
com-posers! . .- . . _ . · _ 
Candidates must prepare a recital representative: of-t~eir 
repertoire. · · . _ · · -... · 
. The theory work must .include -Musi~ 29, -3'1 1 '34N; 3-5; and· · 
39. Music 33 and-38 are electiye. . · - - · _.. -
DEPARTMENT OF ORGAN_ ANn .··cHoRAL .Mus1c. 
The _t!aining of the organist is-9f ne_ces_sity co~plex_.-_·--.. The .. 
mastery of. the instrument requi·res _not . only _ .a ·facile tech.~ . 
nique_ in _ manual and pedal playing, b.ut··sp~dal re.adi~e&s in · 
_the apptication of musical .- theoty< : The: ch~rdh· tii'usi~ian- i-s-. 
called upon ·C<;>nstantly for improvisatio~, the:.·.:_adaptation .of 
accompaniments, accurate and,-; 'intelligent _sigh{• reading · ~nd 
score reading, and sympath_eti_c -ensemble ' ,.playing. . . : 
· As a soloist_ the orgatiist .find~ .at his .disposal a ·H_terature 
constantly enriched. by the work of modern -~o~poser:5-a~d _· 
made · increasingly int~resting -_ as · the-_: ,'enterpris~ . of --brga·n . · 
builders adds to. the resources of the insttumerit. itself;- :It ·is 
also irriport~nt-to remember-that-the ·org,in~ ~<~;r~ thari_":ahy 
other instru.ment, co1fserves _· e.ff_ectively the traditions -of- the· 
early masters of keyboard wr~-ting .. __ . : · - -_· · · 
The Fugue and the Chorale Fantasia, -brough_~ to tJ'ieir ~rst 
-·perfection . by J. S. Bach, h·a~e _ uiiderg_o~~-,~ de·velp_p._men~ in ·, 
- the hands of Rege_r, Franck, V1erne and· others, that_pats them 
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within _the sympathetic appreciation of the modern musician. 
In addition to his education : as · a .player; the church organ,.;. 
ist needs specific training in t~e-' conducting. and ·organizing 
of choirs~ He should have a firstiharid knowledge of -vocal 
technique, and experience in the· building up. of choral -tone~ 
· More iµiportant, perhaps, -t~an anyth~ng- .else is the-· knowl-· . 
ed_ge of chor~l literature, and the formation of a trustworthy · 
judgment in ,the planning _ of servi~es. and musical programs. 
Ideals -in religious music have undergone many changes from 
period to· -period. Standards at _ t4e present time are by no 
means - uniform. The church ~musician, equipped with _a -
discriminating knowledge of all that is best in the literature, 
· should take his_ partin elevating the _appreciation of those 
who work :with him, and of those whose religious music it is 
his du_ty to select. _ 
· Those wishing to dev~lop : the- organ in · connection _ with 
· theatrical.work will need an equ·aJly expert command of.the 
instrument, a wide acquaintance _ w,ith secular music · of all · 
kinds, and great facility in improvisation~ -Standards in this 
field are· becoming high. 1'hose ambitious to succeed in it 
will need a· thorough and musicia-nly foundation. · 
Entrance Requirem,ents 
The School of Music requires that students before enter- -
ing the Organ course shall have acquired ·the f1:1ndamentals 
of a :good piano technique and some ·acquaiptance with piano 
:literature~ ~nd ·shall- have done at least elementary work · in 
harmony and ear training. 
Diploma in O.rgan 
For the Diploma in Organ . the following courses are re-
quired: 
FRESHMAN-: · Music 1, 22, 25, English I, French I, and 
J:>hysical Training. · · · 
So_PHOMORE: Music 11, 26,_ 51, _ 72, · European History, 
-English _ IL -__ 
JuNIOR: . Music 3, 27K, 29N, 37,: 73 ·and two academic 
electives. _ 
SENIOR: · Music 28K, 39, 74, and two- academic electives. -
Music 31 is also desirable. · · 
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· Musrc 71. . FiRsT·· yEAR. 0RG~. _.: Fqundation ~£. ·organ ·· 
techniq).1e for pedals- and · manuals. -·· ·--Trios, -· hy.mn. playi~g, 
principles of "registration. _ · __ . . _ · __ ·. , · ·.: . -· · ·.. -
.· ·MUSIC 72~- SECOND.: YEAR ·ORGAN." The i easier· :sonatas, 
fugues and concert pieces. -Service ph1ying.- .· · _ 
Music 73. THIRD YEAR ORGAN. -· The-· Mendelssohn ·and 
Rheinberger . Sonatas; ·· Chorale preludes of. _Bach;_· Hanqel~--
Concerti, etc.· · · ' _ · : · 
.Mus~c 74. - FOURTH YEAR .ORGAN. Pieces .of the _-grade_.9£ 
Bach,. Great ·G ·Minor P_re_lude and Fug.ue; 'Franck;-.'_'?iece 
Heroique," and Guilmant First. Sonata. ·:- · · 
: . . 
Bachelor of Music Degr~e with" Major . in Orga·n __ ·._. :-· .' 
For' the Degree of Bachelor of Music, org~n-students ·-must 
prepare -a program c:o~t?ining_ works -of ·-the diffic.lilt:y. of th~ 
following: . Bach, P-relude .· and Fugue- in D, ·Ma-}Qr' (J.3ook 
IV),. Trio -Sonatas; Franck,_- chorales;· Vie-rne, 'Sym_pho.ny:, I; 
·widor, Symphony V, ·VI. or VIIl; :~:nd -must hav~ coniplefe,d~ . 
in addition to. thos·e prescribed for· .the Diplo~a, the . follow- · 
· ihg theoretical COll:rses: Music _29, 3 t, · 33, . ~4N, ,38 . . :Music 
. J-5 is also -recommended. · · · 
DEPARTMENT OF' STR;INGED TN~~i;r)iENTS ·-- -: __ 
The · stringed instruments, in. addition .to ·theif. _. bea:u·ty -f_Qr -_ 
solo purposes, are the instrument& par exc;ellence for _enseni..: .·. 
ble use. Not only are they the ha-sis· of . t_he. ·orchestr~; -,hut" · 
many combinations in small groups are i~ co_nstant ·.(i~ni~-nd. 
To · the competent string player _ is: open ~he.-_ delightfu~---~eld . 
of_ Chambe·r Music; to which · nearly -all -of -th·e great com- ·. 
:posers· have made contrihutions. . _: - · '. _. .: :' ·: , _·_:·· -· 
. . The training of . the violiriis,t ' or ceHist is-·ne'Ce~~ari1y::.eia¢t-
. ing, ~nd_ it is espec~ally important that the. foundati9nar work .·_ . . 
should ·be well q.ope. _·For those ambitious to· ent¢r _; th~_: pip- . 
loma Course,. preparatory classes are. forme.d;' Not onty·.a}e · 
the _elemen.tary principles _carefully. .•inculcated, ·but_ ·the·· .early 
experience in ·group playing is both an· ·incentive an~ ,r v~lu-:-
able discipline. · · ·_ · . . · · -_ ·-~ · :· 
. -Advanced , students ar.e eligible -to_ m¢_ml;>er~h.ip --i,n -the: _o_r~ 
chestra · of the Winter Park Symphony. -~ociety; · whe_n ··vacan:. 
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cies occur in its ranks. Admission to its ·rehearsals and con-
certs is granted to all students . of the· department, and they 
are · thereby enabled . to form standards . of · performance in 
concerted playing towaxd which to strive. 
Scholarships 
A · scholarship enabling the student to take the full Violin 
Course for one year has been placed at the ,disposal of the 
Director~ It is available, by .comp'etition, to a student who 
can demonstrate that his talent and his powe.r of study ·ren-
der · him worthy of assistance toward the completion · of his 
training. . · 
Diploma in Violin 
For the Diploma in Violin the . following courses are re-
quired: - . 
FRESHMAN: Music 1, 21, 61S, 81, English . I, French II 
or German 11, Physical Training. 
SoPHOMORE: Music 22, 25, 62S, 82, English II, History. 
JuNIOR: Music 3, 15 (or. 17), 26, 83, Two academic elec-
tives. 
· SENIOR: Music 29 (or 29N), 39, 84, Two academic elec-
tives. 
Courses in Violin 
Music 81. F1RsT YEAR V10L1N. · Work in the second, 
third, fourth and fifth positions. Scales, exercises for intona-
tion;-· bowing, etc., from Kayser, Book 1 and II; Wohlfahrt, 
Book II; Ries, "Violin School," Book II; Schr~dieck, "Violin 
Technique"; Pleyel Duos, Op. 8. · · · · 
.Music 82 .. SEcoNo YEAR V10L1N. Scales in three octaves, 
double stops, studies by Ries, Mazas Op. 36 Book I, Schra-
dieck, Kreutzer; Dancla, Aires Varies; Accolay, Concerto in 
A Minor, . Ensemble ~ork. · . . . . 
Music 83. THIRD YEAR V10LIN • . Scales in thirds, arpeg-
_gios, octaves, Kreutzer, Fiorilla, · Herrmann's Studies for 
Double Stops; Vietti, 23rd Concerto; Ten Have, Allegro 
Brilliante~ Short solo numbers. Preparati-0~ for Junior Re-
cital. 
Music 84~ · FOURTH YEAR VIOLIN. ·Studies by Rode and 
. Gavinies, Concerti by Viotto, Spohr, and· DeBeriot. Solo 
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• numbers by Beethoven, Wieniawski and Vieuxtemps.. Pre-
pa~ation for Se~ior Recital. , \ · ·· 
Music · 81G, :ETC.. Class lessons in groups ·o~ three~ _ 
· Music ·s1M,. ETC.~ Class lessons iµ larger groups, for con-
d~ctors and supervisors. : : ·. . · 
Conductors of even . amateur or · school ·Orche.stras ·must 
have an insight into the technical pec-iil~a_riti~:s ·o_( stringed-
instrum~nts. The work here offered ·gives a rapid .. survey · of 
the principles of bowing, phrasing, inton_ation, ·and -:-doubl_e 
Stopping. : Students are expected '·_to ' practice a -sµfficient 
amount to gras·p the full meaning· of the· topics to~<;:hed: upon; 
but the aim of the -work is theoretic~al -. rather than · practical; 
and it is not expected that students w.il-1 acquire more than · a . 
rudi·mentary playing ·ability. · 
Bachelor of Music Degre~ with Major-in J'iolin 
-Candidates must be able to pe_rfo~m wb~k~ of -the difficulty - -
of the Mendeissohn -E Minor -Concerto, ·th~ Bru_ch .CrMinor, 
or the :Spohr No. 8. They mu.st have had not less · than -two 
years of practical orches.traJ e~perience,. and two' y.ears of en- -
semble work . . They must have Ji.ad -sufficient · ~xperie-nce:. in -
ensembJe to play trios, quartets · and quinte~s of soine qegree 
of difficulty, demonstrate · adequate ab.iJ.ity in sigh~ reading, 
and be able to read piano · accompani:qients_ •Of ave-rage· diffi.:.: 
culty. They should have studied· the· Viola.· sufficiently to ·en~ 
able_ th~m to play in en$e·mble. In -addition·· to .tl!ose re.:-
quired for the Diploma, the :followi~g· theoretic cour_ses· _are 
required: Music 29, 31, 34N, ·l7 or 38. .· . · . · · .. 
_ Diplom_a in Cello . . . . . -
For the Diploma in -Cello the same-general -requi~errien.ts 
are to be met a$_ for the. Diploma .in Violin, in additi6~_ to the · 
proper ·technical- tr~ining and the ~uilding. 'up of a standard-
repertoire. At -least two years of ensemble·· work-' are· )·~--
quired,- and the ability to perform ·represe·n'tative ot.chestra.1 _ 
parts from · symphonic lite~.ature. -- · · · -
Students. registering for Cello do so under the numbers -
81C, 82C, etc. _ · · 
. Students registering for Viola ·do so under-- the · numbers 
81 V, 82V, etc .. 
. ... 
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DEPARTMENT OF WIND ·INSTRUMENTS . 
. It is. a niatter of common.·· knowledge that~- in spite orthe 
~remt;ndous· progress in music ' study' in America during the 
last · generation, the personnel of our large symphony or-
chestras is still largely of f oreigh · birth. Especially is -this 
country remiss in the development of solo wind instrument 
players . . One reason for this .seems to be that young stu-
dents ni~king choice of a profession ~o not realize the a·rtistic 
possjbilities of the orchestral instruments, or the .demand 
for performers that our increasing appreciation of orchestral 
music is bringing about. Another reason may be found in_ 
the limited provision that is made for ·the -education of such 
performers. · A few of our conservatories· have endowed de-
partments for the training of orchestra.I musicians, but ·they 
· are only beginning to meet the situation~ · 
The Rollins College School- of Music undertakes, ~s one of . 
its maior duties, the equipment o( musicians for orchestral 
work. ·The· services of artist teache_rs are being secured f.or 
th~ instruction in Flute, Oboe, Bassoon, . Clarinet, French 
Horn, Trumpet and Trombone.- .Th_ese tea-chers, beside be-
ing ,members of the faculty, wiH be·· the first· chair players 
in the -orchestra of the Winter Park Symphony Society. They 
wiU be -frequently h¢ard· in ensemble groups at the r~itals 
of the :School of Music. It will be-the_ir first care to keep 
-before th_e students, both by exa-mple and. precept, the high-
est standards of musical performance. . -
As . students of the orchestral wind instrumentsr attain the 
necessary ,facility and experience, ·they are p-~rmitted to fill 
such vac:ancies as occur· in the membership of the Winter 
Park .Symphony Society. · 
Scholarships_ . 
To encqtirage young men and wom.en of talent but of -
limited means to undertake the , study of some of _the more -
~ifficult, ~ut important orchestr_al inst~u~e_nts, sc~olarship' · 
1n Oboe, :,3assoon, French Ho~,: etc.-, are being offered~ Ap-
licants for . scholarships niust bring · credentials certifying to 
their high . character and studious • diligence. They must 
_ demonstrate that _they have an-- eXcelle~t ·II1usical ear, .high 
gen.e'raf intelligence, well formed habits _ of study, and teal si_n-
Tuition -Rates 
,. 
.... 
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·ceri~ of ·purpose . . Holders of these ·_ ~chola.is.hjp'~-' ·wii1'-· b~ 
given~ free of ·charge, instt1i.ction 'in the ·_ insttum~rit •:of their 
choice)< -secondary -~work)n Pi_ario;,_ and~~pp~opri~t~: theoretjcal. 
tr.aining. · Ensemble wor~ in•· groups : ~nd_ with _. the orchestra · 
will be required of . them during the whole. period. -of, ·.thei-r . 
study. . . . 
. DiplQma in Wi1id .f ns.'tru,-rnents _ 
For the Diploma in the_ Departm~nt . of · Wind · I~trµ~ ents 
a-candidate rriust give evidence ·of being ~hie to · read\at _. sigpt 
rn,.usic of mod_erate · d_ifficulty, an&·:must be . able to-. ta-~e-part 
in . arr~ng~ments of the easier_ .~-ymphonic. wo_rK:5 . .... ·. :> ... 
··. In addition · to ·Music 91, 92'; 93, ·:arid-.94· the.re .. will' be ·re~ 
quired· the ·wor_k in Ear Tra_ining; ... Ij_a,r"mo~y, Analysi&, Jli_s-~ 
tory of M _usic,_ and secondary _- woik-;iii Pia.no, . to corr~s-p9nd-
to the requirements for graduation :in• the Violi'n Dep~rttjie-nt . 
. - . . . - . . - . 
Courses 
Music .91. FIRST YEAR -COURSE: Individual instruction 
one _hour a week. -
. MusI<: 92. SECOND YEAR Cot1R.SE. 
M .U-SIC 93. THIRD YEAR:.COURSE.. 
Music 94. FoURTH Y~AR. Co~sE. 
Music 91M. CLAss LEssoNs ~ -·W1~0· INSTRUMENTS • . 
These classes ~ill not be for~ed f ~r l~_ss· than four ~ttjde_nts .. 
T ·u1TION RArrES ·. · -: 
-Thanks to . a carefully plamied· organization, . ~d · -tlie gen.: 
erosity of friendly- patro_ns; .it has· been possibl~ . to . fix the 
rates of tuition extr.eniely low. · · .. · · · 
The college year ·.is -divided into. thr~e _ter~s; extendjng . 
respectively . from · September ·26 . to o ·ecember l~:,· -from Jan-
uary 2 to M~.rch 23-, and ·J_r~i,n Maleh· 2-5 to Jun~· 7. - ·Pay-
ments are · due at the beginrtin'g of ea~h ··term. · : _ -·· . _ · . _ 
. . . 
Rates for ln_dividual Instruction· 
· . . Per Term. .· 
PIANO-Advanced students, 1 ho~r per wee-- -______ ·._·--_,. - · S-55.oo · . 
. •.• " ½ bour . per wee · ao..oo 
PIANO.-::-Intermedia.te grade. 1 hOU?'. .per \_Vee---------- .''88.00· 
~• H % hour · ,per wee · 1s;o.o . · 
VIOLIN. CELLO. ORGAN or SlNGING. i -h~ur. ·pe~ w~k . _., · '-: - - -55.00 
¥.. hour per .wee,--.k _ . ---<- -~o.oo · 
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SINGING-Special _ rates for Mr. Borowsky 
Per term ot 11 weeks, 1 · hour per -wee--------,------ 11 o.oo 
" " '' " ¼ hour . per wee 55.00 
PIANO-Special · rates for Mr. Perry .•· . ._ 
Per term of 11 weeks, 1 hour per .wee _________ 110.00 
'' . " " " . 1h hour per wee 55~00 
SOLO WIND INSTRUMENTS-I hour per wee 44.00 
· · ½ · hour per week__ 25.00 
Students who take less · than the ·full term of lessons are 
charged at the following rates: 
Per Week 
PIANO-Advanced students, I hour ______________ s· 5.50 
" u ½ hour s.oo -
PIANO-Intermediate gr-.:tde, 1 hour._____ 8.50 
· " · " ¼ hour 2.00 
VIOLIN, CELLO, ORGAN .or SINGING, . 1 hour 5.50 
½ .hour 8;00 
SINGING~Special rates for Mr. Borowsky 
· I ho·ur 
·½ hour 
PIANO-Special ·rates for Mr. Perry 
·, 
1 hour ·---~-----------------
_½ hour ·--------------------
SOLO WIND INSTRUMENTS, I hour------'--------
·½ hour ____________ _ 
Class Lessons in Voice, Piano, or Violin 
12.00 
6.00 
12.00 
6.00 
4.50 
. 2.25 
Per Term 
IN GROUPS OF THREE OR MORE, I _ hour a week, _per student · $20.00 
CLASSES IN: OPERATIC .ENSEMBL.._._ __________ -10.-00 
MASTER _CLASSES IN PIANO, ten students. or mor_______ 20~00 
One 90 . minute class per week. 
Students in qraup lessons register for the full term in all cases. 
Classes in Theory, etc. (.Single Courses) 
tPIANO · SIGHT READING 
*SIGHT SINGING 
*HARMONY 
*HISTORY OF MUSIC 
*MUSIC APPRECIATION 
Per Tenn 
------------- ---- $20.00 
10.00 
10.00 
10-.00 
10.00 
10.00. *CONDUCTING- · ---- -------·------'---·---
•coUNTERPOINT. COMPOSITJON • . ORCHESTRATION., or KKYBOARD 
HARMONY . 20.00. 
*PUBLIC · SCHOOL METHODS $1 o.oo 
*ANALYSIS I o.oo 
· tBAND 8.00 
*GLEE CLUB 20.00 
t*ENSEMBLE : (Strings) --- --~-------------- 20;00 
t*ENSEMBLE~ Special Rate to Rollins College Student ...... s~----- 15.00 
. tORCHESTRA -. . .. . _8.00 
tWIND INSTRUMENTS, GLASS OF -SIX OR MOR.,.__ _______ 7;00 
Theory classes marked (*) are included in Academic fee to students 
matriculated for . A.B. l)egree. · · 
All -classes marked (t) are extra for college . students. 
-REGIST_RATION FEE FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS, ______ _ 8.0t 
Tuition -Rates - 12'1 
Rates for .full Dfploma _Cd1irse 
(Including academ_ic and ~u_sici:il work) --
· Perl'erm 
SINGING ----- ----- -.. : .. SJ..lo;oo 
PIANO -------~ _________ ______,.. __ _,,_, 100.00 
VIOLIN or CELLO ----____ ,______ ___ 110.00 
- ORGAN --,--------------------- ioo.oo 
PUBLiC :scHOOL . MUSIC --------------------- 11~.oo 
. •, .• 
SOLO WIND INSTRUMENTS _ . : 100:00- . f 
STUDENT ASSOCIATION -FEE (Required _of all regular students)_-- '1,00 
LATE R-EGISTRATION_ FEE-1st -day . . 2~00 
· · 2nd, 3rd and 4th days, ·eac.u-..------------ 1.00 
T_he above ·.rates include in the case of the Piano arid ·-l)~gan.· course$,. . ·a. , · 
one hour· a week_ instruction- in the . instrument., and the class work "in -musicaJ 
theory, as well as academic subjects· -taken in Ro]J(ns CoIJege a,s outlined in 
the respective departments under- the . req'1,lirements for . the diploma~ Tµe 
Singing course fnclud~ . one-ha]f hour weekly .. fri pfan·o instr.ucf:ion, in addi- . · 
tion to the one· hour · of vocal · ~nstruction~ .· .That in Public ·-School Music ·pro-
- vides for ··a · major in• piano and a ·mtn·or .ln .voice,- or ··vice- versa, depending 
· upon- the talent ·or needs of the student~· in addit,ion to the regular- work -1n 
Public · School Methods, the theory of. music, etc. - . . · · _ . : · . . -
Charges for Practice :_Rooms 
· _ Per .Term · 
PIANOS, 1 · hour . a day . · ·$4,90 
ORGAN.· Depending upon .instrument, ·1 bour ·a ·-day _ _ ___ ,$-10.0~ ·to -18.00 
_- Refunds will · be made only in cases of wit}lc:l'ra·w~l -~a1ised· 
· • QY il!ness, and in no case wiU_ refun.ds _be rn"ad_e pro: fa.ta __ for 
the t1m·e unused. · See page 51 of Rqlhns. Coll~ge C_atal9g:ue 
for .1927-28. The catalogue-should also b_e·consulted ·for rates 
for . room rent on the campus, board,- a_nd other ·· stude:µt _ex-
penses. 
ROSTER OF STUDENTS, 1927-1928 
Graduate Students 
· Marguerite Atte.rbury __ _____________________________ Great Neck, L. I. 
Mabel Boone ______ _____________ . ___________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Jeannette · Watts Dickson _____________________________ Mt. Dora, Fla~ 
Margaret Hiatt ---------- -------~------------------..._ ____ Orlando, Fla. 
Bea trice J 6nes __________ __ __ _____ :______________________ St. Petersburg, Fla. 
Walter Brown Knight _______ __________________________ Orlando, Fla. 
William Maxwell McRoberts --------------~-------Cleveland, Ohio 
Irma Althea Miller _____ _______ ___________ _________________ St. Cloud, Fla. 
Carolyn Eleanor Mitchell ------------------~-~----------Orlando, Fla. 
Lucille Page Waters ------------~-~------------------ --------Orlando, Fla. 
Candid ate for Master's Degree 
May Bullock ___ _ :__ ___ _ ___ .: ________ ~----------------~---Winter Park, Fla. 
Senior Class 
Atkisson, Mary Elizabeth ____________________ Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
Bapich, Peter ___________ . _ -----------------:---- ---- --------~-----Simpson, Pa. · 
Barber, Herbert 0. . ________ __ _______________ _____ __ _ Orlando, Fla. · 
Bartlett, Allen P. ____ -- -----------------~---~------ -----Winter Park, Fla. 
Bockway, Beulah Gilbert ----------------~---Huntington, W. Va. 
Cadman, Philip B. _-- ···---------------------·----Keystone Heights, Fla. 
Campbell, Annie Rubena --------------~-----------Winter Park, Fla. 
Couch, Claude Campbell ------------------------~.: __ Bridgeton, N. J .. 
Fariss, Julia Lucretia ___________________ _c. _ _ ___ _ ___ _ ___ _ _ ___ Orlando, Fla. 
Ferguson, Louise · _____________ --------------.------.:--------~--Orlando, Fla~ 
Gary, Georgia Wiley _________ ________ _________________ Willoughby, Ohio 
Green, Isabel Cameron _______________________ Winter Park, Fla. 
Harris, Lucy --------------------------------------~----.:._Winter Park, Fla. 
Hilliard, Paul -------------- -------- -------~-----Fort Myers, Fla. 
Hohanness,. George William ________ __ __ Berkeley Springs, W. Va. 
Holland, Louise _________________ ,_ ___________ _:.. __ '"----~-----------Bartow, Fla. 
Hosmer, Katherin -----------------------------------~-----Fort Myers, Fla. 
Kuebler, Freda --'---------------- -------------~----------Shiloh, · Fla. 
Lacey, A us tin __ _____ -------------------------,.---Northampton, Mass. 
La Martin, ·Robert L. ____ __ ___________________________ ::_Okeechobee, Fla. 
- Larsen, Beatrice --~-- ----------------- Asheville, N. C. 
Lawrence, Mance! -:--------------______ Winter Park, Fla. 
McKay, Donald Brenham, Jr. _______ '." ____________ Tampa, Fla. 
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McKay, Florence Geraldine __ ____ __ - __ :____ Sanford/ Fla. 
Marlowe, Ralph Henry _______________ _ Winter Park, Fla. 
Mathis, 'P11artha .Young __________________________ Panama City,-·Fla~ 
Newton; Albert W. __ _:________ __ _______ _ _ _ Orlando; Fla.· 
Newton, James __________________ ----------:.~ ___________ Orlando, Fla . 
Pipkorn, Lucille· Esnher _____________________ -______ ____ Sara·sota; ,Fla~ 
Reece, Dorothea F. _____________________ ________________ Nicholson, Pa~ 
Reece, Philip Culloden _________________________ Nicholson; -Pa. 
Sawyer, Hazel --~---------------- -.:.-----------------~--..,-Winter. Park, Fla~ 
Seaver, Leonard Dudley ___ · Waterbury, . Corin. . 
Sheffield, Barbara ---------------~ __ . Cats-kin; N_. Y. 
Stagg, Mildred Mae _______________ _ Odando, Fla. 
Vallette, F ranees Elizabeth --~---______ F-ort Lauderdale, -Fla. 
Ward, Gertrude Olive ----------~-~--------Winter _Pa.rk, Fla. 
Warner, Carl Frederick __________ _: ____ Crescent City, _  Fla. 
Wells, -Edna May ------------· _____ _: ___ ;______ _ __ Tampa-, Fla. 
Whitmore, Emily _____________ ____ _:_ _________ Winter Park, · Fla. 
Wilkinson, G.ladys Wilhelmina ______ ..:_ ____ Edgewater, · Fla. 
Winderweedle, William Elbert ___ __ - _____ Day, Fla. 
Zehler, Charles Clarence __ _. ___ · ------~---Winter· Park, Fla. 
Juniors 
Abbqtt, Frank S. __________ --~Norwalk, Conn. 
Adams, Catherine Floyd -------------------------- ----- ___ Mayo; Fla.: -
Barbor, Mabel Alvera _______________________ :_ ___ Win_ter_ Park,- . Fla. 
Bartlett, James E. __ ______ ____ __________________ Winter ·Park, . Fla . . 
Brown, · Nancy Knox ____ ____ · __ ___ ____ _________________ ___ ___ Orlando, Fla . . 
Burhans, Robert A. _-_:. ________________ ,._______ · ____ W a terlo'o, Iowa 
Cross, James Robert _________ ____________________ Bogalusa, La. 
Darlington, Hazel· I. _______________________ Qrla~do, Fla. · 
Davis, William M., Jr. __ - ____ . Orlando, Fla. -
" Fisher, Mary Virginia _ __ _ ___ Moor~field, W. Va. 
Fulle-r, Russell L. __________________ Winter .Park, Fla. 
Gates, Elizabeth E. ---------- ____ __ _:_ __ Chicago,_ 111. 
Galloway, Iverne _____________________ Canton, Ohio • 
Goodell, E. Ray _____________ ________ Davenport, Iowa 
Green, Evelyn ----------------·· ___ _Statesboro, .Ga·. 
Hall, Louise Estelle __ ______ San Mateo, Fla. 
Hall, Mary Ellen ___ ___ --- _.._Winter .Patk, ·Fla. 
Halper, Marcella __________ _ _____ Qrlan_do, -·Fla. · 
Hansen, Mary ___________ ___ _ __________ St. Petersburg, -Fla. 
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Hayward~ Rich a rd ______ _ ----------------------~--__________ ____ .Orlando, Fla. 
James, Annie Margaret ___ ____ _:_ ____________ ____ __ _____ Keyesville, Va. 
Jam.es, Harrie A. __________________ ____________________ New York, N. Y. 
Lawrence, Geraldine --------------~----------------------------Howey, Fla. 
Lawrence, Virginia _____________________ __ _____________ Howey, Fla. 
Lehmann, Rodman J~ _______________________________________ Sanford, Fla. 
Lupton, Anne Elizabeth _______ _______________ St. Petersburg, Fla. 
McCoy, Allen Dilworth __________ _________________ Fort Myers, Fla. 
McDonald, Howard A. ______________________ ______________ Orlando, Fla. 
McIntosh, Bernice ______ _______ - -------------~----------=-~--Tampa, Fla. 
McMakin, Dorothy Primrose ___________________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Mitchell, Virginia Irene -- ----~-----------------__ Coconut Grove, Fla. 
Mousselette, rv1abel _____ _____ .:: _____________ _____ ___ ___ ________ Orlando, Fla. _ 
Peterson, Edwina V. ___ ____ ________________________ ____ I-lolly Hill, Fla. 
Pope, Ione F. __ _____________ __ __________ _________ :. _____ ______ Winter Park, Fla. · 
Robertson, Ross C . . - ·-----·---------------------------Winter Park, Fla. 
Shepherd, Nlary ______ .. .. __ _ ____ _ _________ __ __ __ ____ Melbourne,. Fla. 
Smith, _ John ______ ___ ___ __________ _____ _______________ -~-- ---_________ Apopka, Fla. 
Sprague, Jessie Eliza ___ ____ ___ ___ _ _______ _:_ ------"'--Cheboygan, Mich. 
Stoneburn, Sidney B. _ ______ ____________________ _____ __ ____ __ Orlando, Fla. 
Upmeyer, Ernst _____________ ------------:-------------_________ Maitland, Fla. 
Walter, Phyllis Harline ---------------: ·----:_ ________ __ __ ___ Orlando, Fla. 
Ward, Ruth Emma -------·---- -- ,.------------------~---Winter Park, Fla 
Warner, Albert · _______ __ ·---------------------------- -- . ___ Norwalk, Conn. 
Zoller, Ernest ___ .:. ______________ __________ ------"'--~--.--Davenport, . Iowa 
\Vinslow, Kenelm -- --~-- ---.--------~------------------Winter Park, Fla. 
Sophomores 
. Adolf s, Clara B. ___ ___ ,, ____ :_ ___________ ~-:------~-----------___ Chicago, Ill. 
Baker, . Lucy Wendell ----------------~-------------------Springfield, _Ill. 
Barr, Frederick Albert ______ _______________________ Tarrytown, N. Y. 
Bassett, · Ellsworth ----------------------~--------Waterbury, Conn. 
Beach, · Camille Kay ______________ _:_ _____ _: ____________________ Tampa, Fla. 
Bo~ey, Robert C. _______________________________ Wauchula, Fla. 
Boyer, Mary Annette ________________________________________ Stuart, fla. 
Cavanaugh, Helen ______ ·__________ _ ___________ __ ____ Orlando, Fla. 
Champneys, Walace Topp ____ . . __ .: ____________ .Apopka, Fla. 
Chapman, Donna Lucille ______ _:_ __ ~------------------Stuart, Fla. 
Cobb, Harrison S. _____________________ Fort Myers, Fla. 
Cockrell, -Cyril E. ---------------------------- --~Zephyrhills, Fla. · 
Cole, Ruth Hazelton ----------- _____ _. ______ St. Petersburg, Fla. 
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Daly, Barbara ·F. _________ ____________ ____ __ Wisconsin Rapids~ Wis. 
· Delamater, Howard Poole ___________ _____________ Clearwater; · ~la. 
· Dodge, ·Evelyn ____________ __________ "'."" _______ _; ________ Clevelan1,- Ohio 
Ebsen, Christian Ludolf ___ __________ __ Orlando, Fla. 
Fishe~, . John Welch __________ ._ ____________________ Wauchula, Fla. 
Furen, Flora Lee _______ __ ________ _:_ ____ _ ·--------~-Fort .1\.1yers,"·Fla.- . 
Gleason, . Harriet ., ____ _:______________________ ·. Van ·wen, _Ohio 
· . Green, Sarah · Ethel ______ __ _______________________ Winte-r Park, Fla. 
Hahn, Ethel Blanche ___ __________________ ________________ Miami, Fla. 
Hathaway, Anne - ---------------------~----------Brooksville,. Fla. 
Howes, Louise Bowen ~- -- ------------------------------'"-Orlando, . Fla. 
Hubbard,_ Roger -------------- ---------------0_:_ _____ Winter Park, Fla. 
Huey, Sarah King -~----------.... __________ _________ _________ Bessemer, Ala. 
Ingham, Gertrude Louise . ,- ________ ___ __________ Winter· Park, Fla. 
Ihrig, Chester Alva __________________ ___________ ·______ Winter Park, Fla. 
James, Robert Elgin __ ___ _ --- ----------~---~-------New York, N. Y. 
Jones, Joe Browning ________________ ________________ Lewiston, _Ohio 
Kingsbury, Dana ____________ _: ____________ ________ .:._ ___ Pottsville, Pa . 
. Langston, Lucille E. ___ __ __ :_ _______________ Orlan.do, Fla. 
Las bury, Ralph C. --------- -- -----~----------Winter Park, Fla. 
Littlefield, George ------------- -----------------~-----~Winter Park, Fla. 
l\tlcConndl, Herrick Zenos _________________ Daytona Beach, Fla·. 
McCord, Chester R. -------------'------------------------Eustis, Fla. 
McKay, Aurora -------------------~----------------------'f ampa, .· Fla. 
?vicKean, Hugh Ferguson -----------------------------~---Orlando, -· Fla. 
McMichael, Marjury _______________________ Windermere, Fla. 
Magruder, Charles ----- ----- ------------ -------------------Ta_mpa, Fla . . 
l\1assey, Helen Dougl~s __________________________ ,.: ______ Odando, Fla. -
l\1axson, . Verna Blanche --'-----~-----: _________________ Tampa,· Fla. 
-Miller, Gerard M. -------------- - ·--------------~-Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Minter, Dorothy Ann ·-------------------------------. __ Orlando, Fla. 
Moody, Wilkins _____ _____________________________________ Fulford,. . Fla. 
Moore, . William S. ----------------------~--Clarksburg, W. Va. 
Morrow, Helen Adams -----~--------:------Daytona Bea~h, Fla. 
Mould, \V ard Leigh ton _______________ . _____ Port Orange, Fla. 
Nichols, Caroline vVi~nifred -------------~-----Muskogee, Okla. 
Norton, Rosella ____________ · ___________ Aspinwall, Pa. 
Pepper, · Robert K. ---------- __ Fort Myers, Fla. 
Pickard, George L. -------~-------------------------Orlando, Fla·. 
Pickard, Rowan M.· ____________ · ______________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Pipkorn, Harriet Louise __ _ _________ Sar.asota, Fla. 
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Pound, Donald Lander ------------~-----------------------Nan net, N. Y. · 
Quick, Ruby Newcomb ________________ ___ Richfield · Springs, N. Y. 
·Richman, Lillian ----------------------~----- -------------_: ____ Orlando, Fla. 
Russell, Cloyde ----------------~--------------------- ------_, ____ Sanford, Fla. 
Schanck, Martha Janet _________________ Hightpwn, N. J. 
·· Schmeltzer, Stanley J. ----~----------------··-=------~---------Orlando, Fla. 
Schnuck, David Patterson ___ __ __ _:_ ______________________ Sanford, Fla. 
Schurmann, Edward -------~---------------------------Indianapolis, Ind .. 
Smith, Genevieve ---------------------------------------~Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Smith, Isabel --- ··----------------- --------------------------Orlando, Fla. 
Soller, Margaret __ _________________________ Washington, Kansas 
Sprague, Robert Guernsey ______ _: _______________ .: ___ Winter Park, Fla. 
Starnes, Finis Ewing ___ ______________________________ Fort Myers•, Fla. 
Stelle, Virginia Mary -------------'-------------------Chi~ago, Ill. 
Steinhans, Charlotte Marie ------~---------------:-------Orlando, Fla. 
Walter, ·Carol Margaret ---~---~-------------------------Orlando, Fla. 
Welling,. Frederick Arthur ___ · __________ Babson Park,- Fla. 
Weston, Stella Hyde _________ .:_ ________________ Winter Park, Fla. 
Wilson, Demaris _______________ ·~-------:_ _______ Jackson ville, Fla. 
Wright, Robie Nadine ___________ Daytona Beach, .Fla. 
. . 
Freshmen 
Alford, John Ricker - ------- ---------~-~----W. Palm Beach, Fla. 
Allen, Dorothy Elizabeth -------~------------------Fort Myers, Fla. 
Barnes, Merlin ------------·----------~----------------·· ----Sanford, Fla·. 
Barnett, Le Roy ----------- -·-- -- ----:---------------------------Orlando, Fla. 
Barr, Edward M. ------~------- -----------------------~Youngstown, Ohio 
Barr, Robert ___________ :_____ __ ________________________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Bates, Lois --------------------------------.-----------~-----------Tulsa, 0 kla. 
Beebee, Hugh Wilbur ---~-------------------------:_;. __ Orlando, Fla. 
Boutwell, Lois H. -;-----~--------------------,------------:Lake Worth, Fla. 
Bozarth, Ralph ________________________________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Braun, Elsie May -------------------------------~--Canastota, N. Y. 
Bremner, Nina ____________________ New Port Richey, Fla. 
Brown, Margaret --~------------------------Miami, Fla. 
Buckmaster, · Richard Lester ----------~--------------Orlando, Fla. 
Bullock, Ruth Jeannette _____________ , ____________ Winter Park, Fla.-
Chase, June Ann _ _________________________ Brecksville, Ohio 
Chase, Ruth · . _____________ : ___________ Brecksville, Ohio 
Coley, . Hazel -------------------------- . ____ Orlando, Fla. 
Cox, James Stanley _ ---------------: __ -________________________ Orlando, Fla. 
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Davis, Helen Bancroft -----------~----~--.: __ East _Jeffr~y, N. H. 
Deacon, Alfred Nugent -----------------~--~-----_Lake Wqrth, Fla. 
De Berry J. T. _______________ .: __________________ West ·Palm Beach, Fla . 
. . Dickerson, Vera Burdette _________________ _:_ ~~------------S.~nford,· Fla. 
Dickinson, Sarah Look -------------~-~-----------------Dunedin, Fl.a.· 
Dickinson, . Nancy Victoria _____________________ . -_Dunedin, Fla. 
Doggett, Francis Sarah ________ _______________ Clemson College, S. C . . 
o ·ouglas, Ger.trude E. ---------------------------------.... O-dando, Fl.a. 
Douglas, Vivian Frances -----7 __ .; ______________ Bronson, Mich.· 
Dresen, Theodore ____ :_ ______________ ~----~--~----~~Orlan.do, Fla. 
Emerson, Dorothy Ethel ________________ _Morgantown; W. Va. 
Fiske, Carolyn D. ______ ____ :. __ ________________ · _____ -· Stoneham, · Mass. 
Folsom, Jane __ :____________________________ . Lakeland, Fla·. 
Fowles~ Eleanore Day ---------------.,---:-Benson Springs, Fla. 
Gentile, Joseph. --------~-----------:. _______ . · ______ . _-__ Orlando, Fla. 
Goldsmitp, Wallace Moffett _______ - Glenside,-Pa. 
Gough; A1len Philip ------.,-----------,.----~-------Waterbury, Conn~ 
Graham, Julian --------------------------------------~---Douglas, . Ga. 
Graves, Howard -----------------~-----..:- _____ Vero Beach, Fla.· 
Green, Catherine Forrest ____________ :__ ___ Winter -Park; · Fla. 
Halper, Alfred ----'------------------ __ ~--. New . York, ·N .. Y. 
Hampton, John Sugg _____ :__ ____________ Asheville, __ N. C. 
Harper, Robert Bowsher ________________ __L_akewood, Ohio 
Hartridge, Dorothy _____________________________ · Orlando, Fla. 
· Hazard, Emmatena _____________ .;._______ _ ____ Sanfoqi, Fla. 
Hibbard, Richard Edward . - Orlando, Fla. 
Holton, Eleanor ---- ~.,. -------_  _;_ ________ -_ ____ · ___ Winston-Salem; ·- N. C.· 
Hopkins; _Kathryn ___________ _;_~-----------· _________ Orlando, fla. 
Huffer, Ellen ·--~--------------------------- --~-Tampa,. Fla. 
Jacquemin, Julia ---------------------- __ _ _____ Qrland; Fla. 
Jen-kins, Virginia Elizabeth --------------------- Sanford, · 'Fla. -
Johnson, · Jordan ---~----------,.------------- __ Orlando, Fla. 
Justice, Donald ___________ _______ .:.;_ ___ .______ -_______ Orlando, Fla. 
Keiser, Frederick C. -----------------------~---__ Lake V{ales, .. Fla. 
Kimball, Catherine Willian _____________________ Umatilla, Fla. 
Krause, Eleanor Irma --------------- · · Orlan4o; Fla-. 
Lee, William H. C . . --------------------- __ New· York, · N. Y_. · 
Lewter, Jewel ---- ----------------------~---~--------- _ Orlando, Fla. 
Little,- Virginia Highwood __ __ -----~_Minneapolis, Min·n. 
Lo Bean, Marguerite M. ------------------- - .Orra~do,_ Fla .. 
Lord, B. J. ------.. ---------------------------------- ____ Orlando; Fla. · 
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Love, Janet Evelyn __________________________ _______ __ __ Asheville, N. C. 
Luttrell, Karl _____________________________ . ____ __ Brooksville, Fla. 
McCutcheon, Marion ----------------:----Winter Haven, Fla. 
McKay, Petronella __________ _ _______________________ Tampa, Fla~ 
Meer, Abraham -----~-----------------_:_ _________________ Maitland, Fla. 
Metzinger, Harold ------------'----'"-----~-----------------.Orlando, Fla. 
Morrill, Dorothea ----·------------------------~-----------------Valrico, Fla. 
Morton_, Gladys Louise ----------------------------- · __ __ Orlando, Fla. · 
Morton, Margaret Elizabeth :--------------------------Orlando, Fla. 
Moyers, Edward Badger ________________________ __ _________ Orlando, Fla. 
Osborne, . Ruth Alice _______ _______________________ ___ Ann Arbor, Mich . 
Ostlund, John Jefferson ________________________________________ Miami, Fla. 
Ostlund, Warren Newton ·--------- ---~-----------~--_______ Miami, Fla. 
Paine, Ruth ________________________________ __ ___________________ Clearwater, Fla. 
Peas.e, Leroy Almon ____________________________ __ · __ Nantucket, Mass. 
Powers, Jane Ruth _____ ________________________________ ·_Bronson, Mich. 
Proctor, Robert B. _____ _____ _________________ ____________ Charlotte, N. C. 
Quill, John Joseph ______ _________ . __________________ Waterbury, Conn. 
Race, Mary Agnes __________________________ _________ Crescent City, Fla. 
Rashid, Alf red Joseph --~----------------------~------Davenport, Iowa 
Rice, Wilford Ernest, Jr . . ____ ,- _________________ Bradenton, Fla. 
Rogers, Marcia A. ------ ....'..-- --~---------~-------Daytona Beach, Fla. 
Sanderson, Colfax J. ________________________________ Winter Park, Fla. 
· Scales, Virginia Lucille ____________________ St. Petersburg, Fla. 
Schofield, Hampton Lee _ ;_ ________________________ Pine Castle, · Fla. 
Schofield, Lizzie May -------------------·---~------Pine· Castle, Fla. 
Shrewsbu_ry, Robert _____________________________ Huntington, W. Va. 
Smith, Arlo -------------- ----------- -------------------· _ __ ____ Orlando, Fla. 
Smith, Frederick -~ ------------------------------------Plymouth, Fla. · 
Somers, Glen Edward -----------~-------~---------------Orlando,_ Fla. 
·s~ainthorpe, Ronald ------------------~--------Lake Worth, Fla.· 
Stephens, Robert Ward -----------------------~---Fort Myers, Fla. 
Stillman, Ronald York __________________ Daytona Beach, Fla. 
Templeton, Marian Whitinger -:-~---.:------------~----------Miami, Fla. 
Thomas, Myra Amelia __________________________ Winter Park, Fla. 
Tracy, Harry Herbert ______________ _ ______ Waterbury, Conn. 
Wallace,- Aridrew D. ---------------------------~-------------Orlando, Fla. 
Wallace, Richard Roy --------------:------~--West Palm Beach, _ Fla. 
Ward, Fayette Eugene -------------------------------Winter Park, Fla. 
Warner, Carol C. -------------------~---~--------Crescent City, Fla. 
Weed, Janette D. ________ ------------------~------...: ___________ Eustis, Fla. 
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We·st,. Elwood Mansfield __ --~-----------Cleveland, ·ohio 
White, Donald ____________________ _;_ ______________ Bangor, . Maine 
Wilson, Viola · Lydia -----~- __ _ ________ Orlando, Fla. 
Woodward, . Mary Barnelia ____________ Tampa, Fla. 
Wunschel, Gustav __________ _ ____________ ·Davenport, Iowa1 
Ziegler, Agnes --~--------------------------~- · Orlando, · Fla. 
SPECIAL STUDENTS 
Arts and Sciences 
Atterbury, Marguerite ----:---------Al.tamonte Springs, Fla~ 
.. Barker, Mrs. -----------~----~ ---- ----------Winter ,Park, Fla-. 
Bly, Merwin ________________________ ·. ________ Orlando, Fla. 
Book, Morris Butler ________ · Columbus,. IQ.cl. 
Brant, Johncea _____ ________ __________________ Morristown, N. J.· 
Burnett, Virginia ___________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Chambers, i\Ars. Rose A. -----c-·-----Otlando, Fla. 
Conklin, Rosemary ----------------~-., _________ Belleair, Fla. · 
Conway, Virginia __________ _ ________ Titusville, 'Fla. 
Daniels, Mrs. J. W. _______ __ _ __ Orlando, Fla. 
DeF oor, Henry L. ____ -: ________ :_ _____________ Orlando, Fla. 
Denise, Elnora _________________________ Orlando, Fla. 
De Waters, Mary Margaret --------~-Orlando, Fla. · 
· Fernandez, Segundo _________ __ ___ Tampa, .. Fla. 
Grant, Evelyn H. ___________ .:__: __________ :__ ___ .:.Rich_mond, Ind. 
Gregory, Einma ------------ ____ Winter Park, Fla. 
Harris, Ruth ______ _____ ______ - ---~----Winter Park, Fla. 
Holt, George Chandler ________________ . Winter Park, F'la. 
Hughes, Harry ___________________ - ______ Orlando, Fla. 
Johnston, Mrs. Grace _____________________ Winter .Park, Fl~. 
Johnston, Marline ______________ _ __ _:_ ____ Winter Park, Fla. 
King, Barbara K. --~----------- . West Palm B.each, Fla . 
. Kingan, Anita B-. -------------- _____ Winter Park, Fla. 
Ki11gan, R. \V. James _____________ \,Vinter Park; Fla. 
Kitson, · Mrs. Flora _______ __ __Winter Park, Fla~ 
Kraft, Mrs. George _______________ .--Winter Park, Fla. 
Ladd, Mary __ :_ __ ~ ____ .:_______ _ ___ Winter Park,· Fla; 
Leatherman, Ruth "'----- __ · Orl-ando, Fla. 
Link, Josephine _______ _ ____________________ Ortando, · Fla. 
Lloyd, Herbert -----~---------- ------:-:--Orlando, Fla. 
Lyle, Alice ----~---------------:---- ___ Winter Park, -Fla. 
Lyle, Chloe M .. --~-------------~----------Winter Park, Fla. 
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Ly°ttle, Lily Belle -----------------------------~---- __ ____ __ ___ __ ___ Orlando, Fla. 
Maltbie; Mary Louise _______________________________ ____ Hamburg, N. Y. 
Manookian, Vi rj in ______________ ______________ _______________ Orlando, Fla. 
Marble,,-Mrs. Pearl ___________________________________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Mitchell, Mrs. Elizabeth ______________________________________ Oviedo, -Fla. 
Moore, Frances Borglum ____________________________ Winter Park, Fla. 
Moyers, Tillie L. __ ___ __ _____ _______________________ __ ___ ______ ___ Orlando, Fla. 
Parriott, Mrs. Ethel W. ---------~---------------------------Orlando, Fla. 
Patterson, Mrs. E. E. ----------------------------------------~-Orlando, Fla. · 
Patterson, Marion M. _______________________ _______________ ____ Orlando, Fla. 
Pell, Doris Eleanor ------------------------------------Winter Park, Fla. 
Pell, Gladys Christine ________________ ___ _______ _______ Winter Park, Fla. 
Phinney, Mrs. Jane W. ________________________ ___ White Plains, N. Y. 
Pry or, _pear 1 __ ______________________________________________________ Qr Ian do, FI a. 
Rathbun, Elma Sallie ---------------- ~-'"-----------------------Orlando, Fla. 
· Roberts, Earle _____________________ _: _______________________ _______ Orlando, Fla. 
Salmon, Loretta --~----~--------------:. ____ _______________ Winter Park, Fla. 
Shelton, Irby Lloyd ___________ :. ___ 
7 
_________________ ,- ___ Ramer, _ Tenn. 
Shepherd, Dorothy Carr ___________________ ____________ ___ Orlando, Fla. 
Sherman, Cathleen ___________________________________ Winter Park, Fla. 
Smith, isobel Helen ---~---------------------------~---------Detroit, ~1ich. 
Stewart, Elsie A. _____ .: _____ __________________ ~ _________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Stickle, Mrs. Rollin -------------------------------- · _ _ ___ Orlando, Fla. 
Sutherland, Violet ________________________________ Daytona Beach, Fla. 
Symonds, Beatrice Holt ------=----------~----------Winter Park_, Fla. 
Tomlinsqn, Elinore _________ -______ :_ ______ ,~ ________________ __ Evanston, Ill. 
Treat, Anna _____________________________________________ Winter Park, Fla. 
Tucker, Mary Wilkins -----------------------~------Winter Park, Fla. 
Van Buskirk; Maud _____________________________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Van Cleve, Rose Powers -------~-----------~ Winter Park, Fla. 
Warlow, Mrs. T. P. __________________ ,_ ___________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Wattles, Contstance . Taylor ___ _;_ _____________ ~ ____ Winter Park, Fla. 
Willits, Alice Annette -------,. ____________ ,_ ________ Orlando, Fla. 
W tight, James N., Jr. -____________________________________ Orlando, Fla. 
Wylie, . Dolores -------------------------------------------Winter Park, Fla. 
Wylie, Dorothy ----~--------------------------------------~ Winter Park, Fla. 
Y eaten, Gertrude L. _________________ __ ______________ Bar Harbor, Maine 
. SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
· Adams, Dorothy ---------------------------------------.,----~-------Orlando, Fla. 
Baggett, Ru by ___________________________________________________ Maitland, Fla. 
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Ba.Id win, Lucie Emmett -~--------------:__ _________ __ San£ ord; . Fla. 
Bishop, Mrs~ C. Eric ------------------------~-----Orlando, · Fla . 
. Call, Elfleda Mae ______________________________ Orlando; Fla. 
·carrothers, Howard ____ ___ · Winter P_ark,: Fla. 
Cox, James A. ______________ _____ Orla1;1do, ~la. _ 
Durrance, Charles _____________________________ Pine Castle, . Fla. 
Garvin·, Mrs. Hilary B. __ ,..-------------------~Eustis, ·Fla. 
Geiger, Julia ------------ ------------------- ______ Geneva, Fla. 
- Goldstein, Charles Anton -------------~-------Orlando, Fla. 
Jarman, Mattilene · _____________________ Orlando, Fla~ , 
Kitson, Herbert· Taylor ---------------~-----c--Winter Park, Fla. 
Kraft, Elizabeth Preston -----~------------~----------Evanston; Ill. 
Leedy, Ruth ------------------------------------. ___ ______________ Qrland_o, Fla. 
Lyons, Mrs. H. S. -------_------------- ------ ·--____ '." ___ ____ Maitland, Fla. 
McCutcheon, Louise ________________ __ ____ . ___ ________ Winte-r Park, Fla. 
Morgan, Anne M. -----------------------~----------------- Orlando, Fla. 
Paul, Mrs. Isaac F. - --------------------~--:---~-- ___ Boston,- Mass. ,-
. Peters, Ruby Lillian --~--------------- ____ -----~----- · Geneva; Fla. 
· Plympton, Mrs. Lucie ------------------------__ ____ __ Winter Park, Fla. 
Richar_dson, Virginia _______ _______ ______________ 
7
Winter · Park, Fla . 
. Scott, Mrs. Marie J. ___________________ .------~--,_---- Philadelphia; ~a, 
Shader, ·Myer --------------------------____ __ : ______ Orlanqo,. Fla. · 
Slater, Vincent ____ ------------------~---- ----------Watertown, N. Y. 
Upmeyer, · Eleanor __ · -----------------~-------- _____ ___ _Maitland, Fla. 
Englehard, Harry ____________ _________ -~---------------0 -rlando, · Fl~~ 
EXTENSION STUDENTS IN CHEMISTRY OF 
NURSING 
. In Ca-operation with Orange General Hospital 
Ash ton, Dorothy _____ __ _____ __ .: _________________________ _______ DeLand, Fla. 
Baggett, Roberta _____ .___ __  -- -----------~- --------------- -----Titus.ville,-.Fla. 
Baker, Nell __ ___ ______ __ _______ __ __ ------ -- ------- ·-· _______ Jsland Grove,- Fla. 
Bell, Willy Alice _______ ------- - ------------- -· · ___ ---~--:._ __ ~_Orlando, Fla . 
. Boone, Maurinne _ __ .. ___ ------ -------- ------- _ __Wellsville, Kansas . 
Braswell, Bessie __ :. ____ _____________ __ .. _____ ___ ~ \Vinter Garden, Fla. 
Bruce, Lillian ____ ____ __ __________ ------------- ---------- -7- ----- . -- ---~Jakin, -Ga. 
_Carruth, Luella _____ _______ ________________ __ : ____ __ ___ _______ Orlando, Fla. 
Davis, Eva ___ _ __ _____ . _________ ___ ______________ __ __ . ·--o- -----M t. Dora,_ .Fla. 
Dull, Hazel ------------------------_----- -- --------- ___ __ ____ Winter Have_n; Fla. 
Farnsworth, Katherine _ ------------------ ~ __ ___ .:~ __ _______ Boston, Mass. 
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Fleshman, Hazel ____ __ ___________ .. __ _____ . ___ ___ Orlando, Fla. 
Frierson, Vivian ________________________ . . _ _ .. _. _ _ __ DeLand, Fla. 
Gaffney, Delilah _______ ______ ________ :___ . · ________ __________ Orlando, Fla. 
Gaskin, Lucille ___________ ____________ :_ .. __ . -_____ Gainesville, Fla. 
Gazes, Mary _____ -__________________ : ____ · ____ . . __ . · __ .,__ Orlando, Fla. 
Jameson, Elizabeth . _____ __ _________ _____ ... ______ _____ Merritt, Fla. 
Johnson, Edna ------------ ------------ ___ .. . . __ ______ Orlando, Fla. 
Marshall, Ruth _______ _ _______________ ____ .. .... _____ Lakeland, Fla. · 
Mayer, Helen ---------------- ----------- _______ _________ DeLand, Fla. 
Miller, Margaret ____ ·------------------- --- -- -·- _____ _ Umatilla, Fla~ 
Miller, Sue --_------------- ________________ . ------------· .. c---U ma till a, Fla. 
Morgan, _ Aphie -----------------~-----_:_ _ ____________ Pembroke, Ga. 
Moore, Jeanne __________ ______________ __ _________ Fort Meade, Fla. 
Osteen, Helen _______ . ___ _____________________________ ______ Lotus, Fla. 
Rice, F ranees ------------~---------------------- - . __ __ ... __ 11 t. Dora, Fla. 
Ringhausen, Louise ~---------------- ----··----- ------Orlando, Fla. 
Rings.m-ith, Rosemary _______________________ _ Kissimmee Park, Fla. 
Rogers, Nell. ------------------0-------------- -: _ ____ __ ___ Kissimmee, Fla. 
Roseman, Ethel ----------------- --- ------ -----------__ ___ Orlando, Fla. 
Spielman, Esther _________________________________ .. Orlando, Fla. 
Warner, Thelma ___ _ _ · __ ______________________ _ DeLand, Fla. 
\Vild, j\1argarette --------·--- ---_____________ - -- -=-:....Fort Pierce, Fla 
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_GENERAL SUMMARY, YEAR 1927-1928 
All students who have· been' ·in attendance at any time 
during the current school year are included ·in tl:iis sum-mary. 
No names have been duplicated. . · 
Registration by Classes 
Seniors ____________ 43 Graduate students _ ._. · 10 
Juniors - --~--------___ 45 \llaster's ·Degree __ -1 · 
Sophomores _________ 7 4 College Specials · --~--~ 6_9 
F'reshmen --. _____ 107 Music Specials · ___ 27 
Extension Students 3 3 
Total College ~------- 269 
Total all other groups_ 138 · 140 
Total for the year. __ 407 
Distribution by States 
Alabama ---·--------- 1 . Michigan 
Connecticut _____ 9 Minneso\a 
Carolina, N. _________ 5 New Hampshire _-· __ 
Carolin~, S. ____ 1 New Jersey _ _ · __ 
Florida _____________ 312 New York ___ _ 
Georgia . ___ __ __ 3 Ohio _______ _ 
Illinois . ~---- -- 4 Oklahoma ---·-""-
. Indiana __ __ 3 Pennsylvania 
Iowa _______________ 5 Virgini~ ______ _ 
· Kansas _____ 3 West Virginia __ __ 
Louisiana _ ____ 1 Wisconsin 
Maine ___________________ 2 
Massachusetts __________ 5 
5 
2 
1 
2 
18 
14 
1 
5· 
1 
5 
1. 
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